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 EDITOR’S LETTER

MAKING THIS MONTH’S MAG:

Welcome…
Blues-rock is going through quite a 
resurgence at the moment. AC/DC have 
silenced their doubters by successfully 
bringing Axl Rose in on vocals, and Axl 
himself has patched things up with Slash. 
But it’s not just about the old guard. Bands 
such as Rival Sons are out there carrying 
the torch for blues-drenched rock. 

It’s big in the gear world, too. You can’t 
move at the moment for fear of tripping 
over a transparent overdrive, low-watt, 

single-channel amps are all the rage and 
spurred on by the unison riffs of bands such as Royal Blood, 
we’re seeing octavers and pitch effects making a big comeback. 
Hell, even Joe Bonamassa has decided to forego the one day 
off he allows himself each year in favour of burying the hatchet 
with Glen Hughes to get blues-rock supergrounp Black Country 
Communion back together! 

So, with that in mind, we thought now would be a good time 
to give you a load of fresh inspiration for your blues-rock playing 
with this month’s cover feature – turn to p38 and start learning! 
Elsewhere, we catch up with Biffy Clyro main man, Simon 
Neale, post-rock legends Explosions In The Sky, UK upstarts 
Nothing But Thieves and a whole lot more. Enjoy the issue!

Stuart Williams, Editor

We are committed to only using magazine paper 

which is derived from well managed, certified 

forestry and chlorine-free manufacture. Future 

Publishing and its paper suppliers have been 

independently certified in accordance with the 

rules of the FSC (Forest Stewardship Council).
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AFTER filming 

this month’s

Slayer video lesson (which you 

can read on p66) Chris has 

decided to take a few days off  

from playing the guitar to give his 

picking hand a rest. Clocking in at 

over 200bpm Kerry King and Jeff 

Hanneman’s machine-gun intro is

a hand-buster.

 CHRIS  

 BIRD  

JOSH

GARDNER

 ROB  

 LAING  

JOSH was 

awash on a sea 

of reverb this month, as he sat 

down over beer and pizza to chat 

gear with post-rock aristocrats 

Explosions In The Sky before their 

magnificent show at Bristol’s 

Colston Hall. Read all about the 

unique rigs they use to craft their 

majestic soundscapes on p27.

ROB’S all  

about the 

bigness this month; how to get a 

bigger sound (p56), a band who 

could be the next big thing in 

British rock (Nothing But Thieves, 

p58) and Russian Circles’, er…  

big collaboration with Converge’s 

Kurt Ballou for their new album  

(In The Studio, p14).
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Distributed in the UK by Seymour Distribution Ltd, 2 East Poultry Avenue, 
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FIRST LOOK…

Dream 
machine
Mesa/Boogie astonishes 

with JP-2C John Petrucci 

signature head

A
fter 30 years of playing through 
Mesa/Boogie heads, Dream 
Theater shred king John Petrucci 

has collaborated with the Californian 
company to create the JP-2C, an updated 
reissue of the acclaimed Mark IIC+.

As John told us when we spoke to him 
recently: “[Latest album] The Astonishing 
was recorded with the JP-2C exclusively.  
It’s a three-channel amp that is an exact 
reissue of an authentic Mesa/Boogie    
Mk IIC+ with the same circuit board and 
transformer, et cetera, but with a bunch of 
modern twists or improvements.”

Considering that the amp costs an 
equally astonishing £2,749, just what 
might those improvements be? Join us for a 
tour of John’s dreams…

Photography: Joseph Branston
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FIRST LOOK  MONITOR

“‘TheAstonishing’was
recordedwiththeJP-2C
exclusively. It’sathree-
channelampthatisan

exactreissueofaMkIIC+”

  1  GRAPHIC EQ 

“THERE are two 
graphic EQs, which has 
never been done before 
on a Mesa amp,” John 
boasts, and with good 
reason: these are 
channel-assignable 
five-bands, ripe for 
tone-sculpting.

2 CHANNELS 

THE amp’s three 
independent channels 
span clean to lead and 
shred, and pack five 
modes to boot; 
pull-gain boosts and 
pull-frequency shifts 
further expand its 
tonal reach.

3 CABCLONE

AROUND therear,
you’ll find full MIDI 
connectivity, three 
reverbs (one per
channel),and Mesa’s
top-notchCabClone
DI cab sim, with three 
voicing options and silent 
recording functionality.
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IT

R
epeating a riff is a great way

to establish a hook. This

month we take a look at

how guitarist John Squire uses

this approach to build the main riff

and chorus in The Stone Roses’

long-awaited comeback single,

All For One. This track is in

standard tuning, so tune to

EADGBE to play along.

The riff is played on the second

and third strings. Use the third

finger of your fretting hand to slide

between the notes on the third

string – this allows you to keep

each note sustaining as you play

the notes on the second string.

The repeated section of the riff

is played with downstrokes on

third string and upstrokes the

second string. This should ‘feel’

right when you play it, because

each repeat starts on a

downstroke. Maintain even finger

pressure as you move from one

position to the next so as to keep

your tone and level consistent

throughout the riff.

ALL FOR ONE 0:07

CHANNEL OVERDRIVE

GAIN BASS MID TREBLE REVERB

YOU’LLNEEDan
overdriven tone with
enough weight to drive the
song and with enough bite
to cut through the mix
here. Either just use your
amp or, if you have one,
use an overdrive pedal for
treble sizzle and extra
sustain. Some single
coil-equipped guitars can
sound thin and weedy so
listen out for this and raise
the bass on your amp if
you need to.

OVERDRIVEPEDAL

Gain: 5 Volume: 5 Tone: 6

BLUES FIESTA
Fender Custom Shop recreates
Gary Moore’s 1960s Strat

THE LATE Gary Moore developed a strong bond with
his Fiesta Red ’61 Strat in the first half of the 80s, and
now Fender Custom Shop Master Builder and huge
Moore fan John Cruz has helped to recreate the
guitar in a limited run of 60 Gary Moore Stratocasters
(£8,009). The wear on Gary’s guitar has been
carefully replicated after close study of the original,
along with the two known mods it had – the addition
of copper shielding in the cavity and jumbo frets. Cruz
himself designed the model’s Bonetone pickups.
www.fendercustomshop.com

THE PRICE
ISN’T RIGHT!
Martin review price correction

NOTHING ANNOYS us more than getting stuff
wrong but alas, in our Martin review in TG281 , we
did. Due to a production error, we printed the price
of the GPCPA5S Westside Custom Sapele Edition #V
as £619 – the correct price is in fact £799. However,
rest assured this mistake occured late in the process
and it was reviewed with the real price in mind–
meaning that the Best Buy Award for this cracking
guitar still stands. TG’s sincere apologies to Martin,
to Westside, and to you, the readers, for our error.

ALTERED BEAST
Mastodon man switches to ESP

WITH TWO signature guitars to his name we 
thought Mastodon’s Bill Kelliher was a Gibson lifer, 
but he’s jumped ship to ESP and has wasted no time, 
with two new models already under his belt. The ESP 
Bill Kelliher and LTD BK-600EC are single-cut models 
with a new Military Green Sunburst Satin finish.   
But the pickups retain some continuity from Bill’s   
old Halcyon Les Paul; both ESPs are loaded with his 
signature Lace Sensor Dissonant Aggressor pickups.  
www.espguitars.com
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Get your kicks off the M26 with Kent’s prince of indie-pop

K
ent’s Will Joseph Cook lived the 
middle-class British teen dream:   
he grew up in a nice town in the 

home counties (Tunbridge Wells), he   
took his A-levels (two Bs and a C) and   
spent his free time sponging off the  private 
school kids whose parties he was 
attending. However, while his mates are 
now weighing up how to spend that 
£27,000 tuition fee  loan, Cook’s signed to 
Atlantic Records  and is penning achingly 
cool, irresistibly insouciant guitar-pop.

It started online. “I had the music I was 
played as a kid,” he tells TG. “But then   
I remember I was on MSN Chat, which is a 
sign of the times, my friend sent me Oxford 
Comma by Vampire Weekend, and that led 
me on to  all of the indie-pop bands, like 
MGMT, Empire Of The Sun, et cetera.”

Vampire Weekend are a good reference 
point, as might be Mystery Jets, or even the 
aforementioned MGMT – all nail what  
Will describes as his all-important ‘Bowie 
balance’ of credibility and massive pop 
songs. Listen to the likes of Girls Like Me, 
Beach, or new single, Take Me Dancing, and 
it’s clear this is no mere lofty aim. Will’s 
NQDFN�IRU�D�UHÀQHG�HDU�ZRUP�LV�DVWRQLVKLQJ��

“At the root of them is shameless, strong 
melody and chord progressions. It’s the 

stuff that pleases me,” he says. “A lot of 
SHRSOH�ÀJKW�ZKDW�\RX�ZDQW�WR�KHDU��EXW���
I feel that going to that can be the most 
satisfying thing. You should never deny 
yourself a good hook or a good song 
because you think it’s too easy. Often the 
easiest ones are the most unguarded and 
addictive tracks.”

The songs all start off life on Will’s   
Fender Telecaster – an American Special,  
in fetching Salmon Pink. “I try to keep 
everything clean to start with, so I focus on 
the part before I start delving into getting 
the sound right. I like it because they kind 
of sound like calypso-style, African guitars. 
You get more of the scratchiness and 
harmonics and the sound of the string.”

TG is hooked. Here is a songwriter that 
bakes credible ear candy, without the 
obscuring faux-artsiness of many of his 
indie brethren – all of whom ironically 
claim to prize integrity above all else.

“Yeah, the integrity really comes from the 
FRQÀGHQFH�WR�GR�LW�µ�FRQFOXGHV�:LOO��́ 7R�
unashamedly do exactly what you want. 
:K\�ÀJKW�ZKDW�\RX�OLNH"µ

FOR FANS OF: Vampire Weekend, Mystery Jets
HEAR: Girls Like Me
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ON THE UP  MONITOR

FOR FANS OF: Queens Of The
Stone Age, Rival Sons
HEAR: Some Sympathy

FOR FANS OF: The Stooges, MC5, 
The Heartbreakers
HEAR: Death Trap

Tax The Heat

Ming City Rockers

Oil-fired desert rock fromsizzlingBrizzlers

ThenewMCRdomorewithless…

T
he latest reason tobe
thankful for Josh
Homme,Bristol’sTax

The Heat combine the QOTSA 
man’s thundering desert rock 
tones with a tasteful range of 
FODVVLF�URFN�LQÁXHQFHV��

“My favourite players are 
Duane Allman, Muddy Waters, 
Josh Homme, Prince, Alain 
Johannes, Elmore James,” lists 
guitarist JP Jacyshyn. “A lot of
what theydidhadn’t beendone
before [them], so theyall put
their own mark on it.”

Now,asanElmoreJames fan,
JP isputtinghisownmarkon
slideguitar –using his Telecaster 
Deluxe and Vox AC30 to create a 
beefy modern rock tone and slide 
riffs that sprawl like an oil slick.

“I keep the slide on my ring 
ÀQJHU��VR�,�MXVW�XVH�P\�LQGH[�DQG�
OLWWOH�ÀQJHU�IRU�SRZHU�FKRUGV�µ�

W
e’veall heard the
term ‘studiowizard’
but theNorthEast’s

killer garageactMingCity
Rockers’ bringnewmeaning to
the termwhen they recall their
sessionswithSteveAlbini.

“He said, ‘Doyouwant to see
PHZDON WKURXJKDSRVWFDUG"·�µ
recountsguitaristMorleyAdams.
$́QGZHZHUHDOO OLNH� ¶:KDW�"·
Thenhemadea fewcuts in it and
suddenly itwasmassiveandhe
FRXOG MXVW VWHS WKURXJK�µ

Fortunately, as evidencedon
secondrecord,Lemon, Albini’s
magic touchextendedbeyond
papercraft. “He’s always
experimenting,” saysMorley.
“He’ll have loads of mics in the 
URRP��EXW�ZH�KH�ZRQ·W�MXVW�VWLFN�
with the same ones. He’s trying 
new things all the time.” 
Lemon, is certainly as sharp, 

and acidic as it’s namesake, but 

says JP. “It took a little while to get 
XVHG�WR�LW��EXW�QRZ�,·P�MXVW�ÁLWWLQJ�
between it.”

Co-guitarist Alex Veale favours 
AC/DC and Aerosmith, for his 
part, and the two players have 
developed a classic ’Stones-style
weavingplaying relationship.
Debutalbum,FedToTheLions, is
D�ÀQH�VKRZFDVH��XQOHDVKLQJ�
blazing bursts of lead, but never 
losing the listener.

“Not every song needs a guitar 
solo,” explains JP. “If you write a 
10- or 12-track album and every 
WUDFN·V JRW D VROR� LW·V MXVW DELW
boring. I’mnothatingon the
guitar solo– I loveaguitar solo
²EXW�\RX·YH�MXVW�JRW�WR�EH�FOHYHU�µ

let’s not give all the credit to the 
Albini. MCR channel every ounce 
of bile they can summon into their 
brash blend of Big Star, Johnny 
Thunders and The Ramones.

“I like solos and riffs that sound 
menacing,” explains Morley. So 
while co-guitarist Clancy Jones 
brings the caustic pop hooks and 
thicker tones from his LP Junior, 
Morley pairs her Vox Valvetronix 
with a ’78 Shergold Masquerader. 
It’s a noise born of balance and 
economy: “I want quite a trebly 
VRXQG�µ0RUOH\ VD\V� ´6R , MXVW
KDYHD WUHEOHERRVWHU MXVW WRPDNH
it louder for solos –and that’s it.”

Albinimighthave the tricks,
but there’s no rabbit hidden in 
Ming City’s hat…
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KH\·YHEHHQ WRJHWKHU IRU WKHEHVW
SDUWRI��\HDUVEXW WKLV VXPPHU
WKH.HQWXFN\+HDGKXQWHUVÀQDOO\

PDNH WKHLU(XURSHDQERZ�
/HDG+HDGKXQWHU5LFKDUG<RXQJ WHOOV
7* WKDWKLV IHDURIÁ\LQJKDVSXW WKHEUDNHV
RQ WKHEDQGYHQWXULQJRXWVLGHRI WKH86
XQWLO QRZ�%XW� WKHSHUVLVWHQFHRI6RXWKHUQ
URFN WLWDQV%ODFN6WRQH&KHUU\ �DEDQG
IHDWXULQJ5LFKDUG·V VRQ-RKQ)UHGRQ
GUXPV�KDVÀQDOO\ OHG WKHPWR WKHVH
VKRUHV IRU VHYHQ8.VKRZV�
-́RKQ)UHGDQG WKHER\VZHUHDOZD\V

VD\LQJZHQHHG WRJHWRYHU WKHUH�µ
5LFKDUG VD\V� ´7KH\FDPHKRPH IURP
WKHLU ODVW DUHQD WRXUDQGVDLG� ¶7KH MLJ LV
XS� ,W·V SXWXSRU VKXWXS�ZH·UH UHDFKLQJ
RXW WR/LYH1DWLRQDQGDVNLQJ WKHPWRSXW
RQVRPHGDWHV IRU \RX�·
´7KHQH[WGD\ WKH\FDOOHGDQG WKH\KDG
XVRQ6ZHGHQ5RFNVDQG , WKRXJKW� ¶2K
JRG�QRZ,QHHG WRGR WKLV�· 7KHGD\DIWHU
WKDW WKH\KDGXVRQ5DPEOLQ·0DQ IHVWLYDO
DQG , WKRXJKW� ¶2KJRG�QRZ,·YHJRW WR
JR WZLFH�·µ
7KHFRXQWU\ URFNKHURHVPLJKWPDNH LW WR
WKH8.�EXWDODV� WKHLU JXLWDUVZLOO QRW�
´,WZLOO EH WKHÀUVW WLPHZHDUHQ·W SOD\LQJ
ZLWKRXU��VJXLWDUV� , MXVW FDQ·W EULQJ
'DQQ\RYHU�µ5LFKDUG VD\V� ´, FDQ·W EHDU WKH
WKRXJKWRI DQ\WKLQJKDSSHQLQJ WR'DQQ\�µ
'DQQ\� LW WUDQVSLUHV LV5LFKDUG·V����
7HOH� ´, SDLG������ IRU LW LQ�����µKH

H[SODLQV� ´'DQQ\*DWWRQZDVRQ WKH URDG
ZLWKXVDQGVDLG� ¶7KDWJXLWDU LV VSHFLDO� EXW
, FDQPDNH LW OLNH WKHGHYLO�·+H WRRN LW WRKLV
ZRUNEHQFKDQG ,GRQ·W NQRZZKDWKHGLG
WR LW� EXW ,PXVWKDYHSOD\HG���RWKHU ·��
7HOHVDQGQRQHRI WKHPVRXQG OLNH WKLV
RQH� VR , FDOO LW'DQQ\�µ
:KLOH LQ WKH86�KLWV VXFKDV'XPDV
:DONHUDQG:DON6RIWO\2Q7KLV+HDUW2I
0LQHKDYHDIIRUGHG WKH+HDGKXQWHUV D
GHJUHHRI FRPIRUWRQ WKH URDG� WKH\ZLOO
KDYHQRVXFK OX[XULHVZKHQHPEDUNLQJRQ
WKHLU(XURSHDQVKRZV�
´7KHRWKHUELJTXHVWLRQDVLGH IURPÁ\LQJ
LV WKDWZH·UHSOD\LQJHLJKW VWUDLJKW VKRZV�
WKDW·V JRLQJ WREHSUHWW\ WU\LQJ IRUXV���
\HDU�ROGV�µ ODXJKV5LFKDUG� ´:H·UH VSRLOHG
LQ WKH86� LQ(XURSHZH·UH URXJKLQJ LW LQD
YDQ� D IDU FU\ IURPD WRXUEXV«EXW WKLVZD\
ZH·OO VHHDOO RI WKDW8.FRXQWU\VLGH�µ
$SSURDFKLQJEXVSDVVDJH WKH\PD\
ZHOO EH� EXW5LFKDUG LV DGDPDQW WKDW WKH
+HDGKXQWHUV�ZKRDOVRKDYHDQHZDOEXP
LQ WKHZRUNV�ZLOO EHEULQJLQJDQHOHFWULF
OLYH VKRZDFURVV WKHSRQG�
´:H·UHJRLQJ WRFRPHRQ OLNH
*DQJEXVWHUV�� KH VD\V� ´:H IHHO OLNHZH·YH
JRW VRPHWKLQJ WRSURYH WR WKH8.DXGLHQFH�
:H·UHD OLYHEDQGDQGZH·UHJRLQJ WR VKRZ
SHRSOH WKDW�µ
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Artist:

THE PAIRING of Chicago instrumental trio

Russian Circles with Converge guitarist and 

producer Kurt Ballou seems perfect… so why 

has it taken six albums for it to happen?

“It was always in the back of our minds,” 

confirms their guitarist Mike Sullivan. “What 

he gravitates towards for the sound of drums 

and guitars is right there and so tangible…

But we intentionally kind of shied

away from it for a while because 

we thought it was too obvious. 

We like to take the unbeaten 

path and get there by a different 

route. But this time we thought, 

instead of talking about how to 

get Kurt’s sound in a different studio, let’s

go straight to him and go for it.”

With both parties going all in at Ballou’s 

God City studios, a process began that 

would change Mike’s ideas on tracking tone, 

but without distilling the orchestral style and 

immense sound he creates with his band.

“He has a very unconventional approach,” 

Mike says of Ballou’s methods. “You may 

have a tone in your head, but it may take 

three different amps to get there. We did a 

lot of discussing beforehand. I mentioned us 

having warmth and clarity at the same time

which doesn’t necessarily go hand in hand.” 

Based on what we’ve heard, they very 

much do on Guidance – an album that 

defines Russian Circles’ ability to bridge the 

worlds of cinematic heaviness and glorious 

post-rock with songs that move seamlessly 

from simple and sublime to metallically

meticulous. Ballou’s leftfield armoury was

employed to get there; notably an obscure 

vintage Gibson Titan amp. “That thing was 

the secret weapon,” marvels Mike. “Looks 

can be deceiving because it’s a mixture of 

15s and 12s in the cab, and the head is 6L6 

tubes with a lot of headroom. It really 

blended well with my pedals, too.”

Mike’s ’board included two Bogner 

overdrives that were on “95 per cent of the 

album” and the Strymon Flint and Dig units 

that help Mike’s canny use of layers, drones 

and evolving tremolo picking sound so 

immense on a surprisingly optimistic major 

key song such as Afrika. But his most 

unexpected revelations in the studio was 

actually a pickup change in his trusty 1985 

Gibson Les Paul Custom… 

“I’ve learned a lot from Kurt from hearing 

how my guitars sound back through the 

speakers, and before the 

recording I decided to put the 

stock pickups back in instead  

of the Dirty Fingers I usually 

use. Those low-output pickups 

changed everything. We’ve 

done a few shows with the 

stock pickups and the feedback response 

was just way more organic because you can 

just feel the depth of the feedback. And the 

picking attack is way different. Even through 

loads of gain you can hear how hard the 

picking is and that affects the delay trails.  

I’m always changing my mind, but I really 

feel like I’m back to something. I wandered 

too far and now I feel like I’m home.”

The instrumental trio and Converge’s guitarist unite for a perfect storm
RUSSIAN CIRCLES

“I wandered too far and now  
I feel like I’m home”

A vintage Gibson 

Titan  was a key 

part of the album

Russian Circles new album, Guidance, will be 

released 5 August via Sargent House

Mike’s trusty Les 

Paul Custom has 

had a pickup mod

Mike learned a lot 

from Kurt Ballou 

while recording
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Wilko Johnson
Withanewautobiographyout,formerDrFeelgoodmantellsusabout

shootinghisfans,overzealouscleanersandcheatingtheReaper…

I got my first real six-string…

“Oneday, I sawanelectric guitar
at school. Iwas fascinated. I didn’t
knowanythingaboutmusic, I just
liked the lookof this thing. I’m
OHIW�KDQGHG� VRP\ÀUVW HOHFWULF ²
,GRQ·W UHPHPEHU LWVQDPH²ZDV
left-handed.But itwas terrible.
Theactionwasaboutan inch
above the fretboard, soevery time
you tried toplayanote, yougot
WKLV NLQGRI&KLQHVHÀQJHU WRUWXUH�
Iwasuseless. Everyoneat school
wasbetter thanme.Then Igot the

opportunity tobuya slightly
better right-handedguitar:
aWatkinsRapier. It’s suchan
awkward thing to changeover
toplaying right-handed. It’s
counter-intuitive. Itmakesyou
feel freaky.And in themidstof
all this freakiness, holdingonto
apickwasone job toomany.
That’swhy Idon’t useapick.”

Shoot to thrill, play to kill…

“WhenwestartedDrFeelgood,
wewanted toexciteaudiences.
LeeBrilleaux[singer]wasan
absolutenatural: hehadakind
ofnervousenergy, thatwashis
personality.Andwhenhegoton

stage, therewasakindof violence
abouthim. I tookmycue from
that, andbouncedoff Lee.We
foundout that if you’replaying
rock ’n’ roll,whizzingaboutabit
andholdingyourguitar like
you’re shootingamachinegun,
then it excites audiences.That’s
purelywhat itwasabout.The
guitarmakesagoodpretend
machinegun. It’s built for that.”

Doyourememberthefirsttime…

“The songson[Wilko’s curated
Chess records compilation]The
First Time IMetTheBlueswere so
important tomydevelopmentas
aguitarist.As Iwas learning to

play in the mid-60s, if you ever 
saw a disc with the Chess label, 
you’d get excited, because you 
knew there was some great music 
RQ�WKHUH��:KHQ�,�ÀUVW�KHDUG�VWXII�
by Muddy Waters, Chuck Berry, 
Bo Diddley, it was just so exciting 
and mysterious. I thought, ‘I will 
always dig this music’. And I was 
ULJKW��+HUH�,�DP�QRZ�²�,·P�DQ�ROG�
man, and I still dig it. To me, 
everything about that style of 
music is the right way to do it.  
Call me old-fashioned...”

I can’t stand losing you…

´,�NHSW�P\�++�FRPER�DPSOLÀHU�
that I used in Dr Feelgood. It was 
stuck in the back somewhere,  
for ages. But then this bird come 
along and she was clearing out 
my house. And she gave this thing 
away to some scrap collectors, 
right? Well, what could I say? She 
did this quite innocently. But it’s 
gone. So that’s a shame.”

I’m easy like Sunday morning…

“Myguitarplaying is very simple.
,W FDQEHH[SODLQHG LQÀYH
minutes, and it’s servedmeall this
time. I canplay three chords, and
12bars, andback that whole
thingupwithabit of machine
gun.And that’s it. It’s simple.But
itworks. If youput adetermined
expressiononandplay loud,
peopleare convinced. Idon’t
rehearse. I don’t practiseat home.
Theonly time Ipickmyguitarup
iswhen Iwalkonstage.So that’s
howtechnical I am. Idon’t think
people come to seeme tohearany
marvellousmusical innovations.”

You and I are gonna live forever…

“Here I am. It’s almost impossible
to take in, the idea that I’m still
alive [Wilkowasdiagnosedwith
terminalpancreatic cancer in
2013,beforemakingamiraculous
recovery].Thatwholeyear, it’s
likea strangedream.But Ihope
it’s changedme for thebetter.
I think I’mabitmore tolerant
now.Livingwith the idea that
your life is about to come toan
end, it forces into you what’s
important, andwhat’s not.”

“Icanplaythreechords,and12
bars,andbackthatwholethingup
withabitofmachinegun”

Wilko’s new autobiography, Don’t You

Leave Me Here, is available now, as is his

curated Chess artist compilation album,

Wilko Johnson Presents: The First Time

I Met The Blues.
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They’reoneofthe

USA’s most popular

metalcore bands –

here’s why their 

co-founder is now 

a V-man, through 

and through…

©
 A

d
a

m
 G

as
so

n

Oli Herbert
All That Remains

ME AND MY GUITAR

“WHEN WE started touring, I had another 

Rhoads V, I wasn’t endorsed then. Ibanez 

approached me so I was kind of like, ‘Well  

I can get more support if I play a guitar that 

they’re hooking me up with.’ So I played Ibanez 

for a while, but then Jackson approached me  

a few years later… and this was the guitar  

I always wanted to play. So I started playing 

the Jackson Warrior and then switched to this, 

and this is where I believe I’m going to stay.”

“THE REASON I play 

a Jackson Rhoads V is 

because my earliest 

influence was Randy 

Rhoads, especially the 

[Ozzy] Tribute album.  

For practical reasons the  

V shape just balances right 

where I want it. So when  

I sit and play classical 

style, the angle’s perfect 

for my hand. Then when  

I stand up [it’s balanced] 

so I’m probably not leaving 

the V ever.”

“THE INLAYS are 

custom, these are 

Viking runes – Thor’s 

rune. So it basically 

symbolises all things 

that are ‘man’ – that’s 

pretty metal!”

 “KEN SUSI [Unearth guitarist] hooked me up 

with these Fishman [Fluence] pickups. I have 

an active/passive selector so if I want to play 

with a bit more definition I go to passive, and 

active gives me more power.”

“IT’S GOT the Adam Reiver 

FU-Tone Floyd upgrade. It’s 

got some titanium in the 

nut so I get more sustain.”
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LETTERS EMAILS COMMENTS ETC…

FEED ACK

FACEBOOK.COM/TOTALGUITAR TWITTER.COM/TOTALGUITAR YOUTUBE.COM/TOTALGUITAR   

L E S  B E  H A V I N G  Y O U
Dear TG, I picked up my first guitar in January and I’m loving 
it and your mag. It’s refreshing to find a guitar magazine that 
doesn’t making owning a guitar come across as some high-end 
lifestyle accessory, so kudos to you. 

I wanted to talk about preconceptions, which struck me after 
I went into my local guitar shop to buy my first instrument. 
The guy asked what I was into (sleaze and glam rock) and he 
instantly said, “You’ll be wanting a Les Paul then”. He looked 
perturbed when I mentioned that I was actually interested in a 
Gretsch! But why did he automatically think I wanted a Les Paul? 
My guitar heroes were Brian Setzer, Marco Pironi and Neal X, 
so Gretsch seemed the logical step. Just because certain guitars 
are associated with specific genres or artists doesn’t mean we 
can’t use them to make any kind of sound we choose. 

I ended up coming away from the store with a brand new 
shiny black Gretsch Electromatic Pro Jet, which sounds great.  
Of course, now I do actually want a Les Paul, so maybe the guy 
in  the store had the gift of foresight!
MARTEN RICHENS, via email

Thanks for your letter, Marten, and welcome to the world of guitar acquisition. There’s 

always space in the rack for one more!

T O T A L LY  A D D I C T E D  T O  B A S S

Hi, I read a letter from a chap in issue 280 

asking about a bass edition. I’d like to chip in 

and say I’d love to see a bass edition or more 

content for bass. I subscribe to Bass Player, 

which is great, but the format of TG is just so 

much better in my opinion. Total Bass – you 

know it makes sense! Keep up the good work.

NEIL FREEMAN, via email

G R A T I N G  R A T I N G S
Hi Total Guitar, first off thanks for an excellent 

magazine – every month you provide a great 

spread of well written articles and reviews, 

centred on enabling readers to become better 

guitarists. I always read the gear round-up 

review section a few months back (issue 280),  

I was confused regarding the quartet of Tone 

City pedals. My confusion regards your star 

rating box. I conclude your reviewer was a fan 

of the Sweet Cream pedal; giving it five stars 

compared to four stars for the others. 

However, what seems to set the Sweet Cream 

apart from its siblings is better sound quality, 

poorer value for money (the other pedals all 

get a maximum score; and only the Tape 

Machine is more expensive) and better build 

quality. It’s that last category in particular that 

confuses. Surely, pedals’ build quality is the 

same? If not, surely the reviewer should have 

mentioned it? Perhaps awarding each pedal 

the same star rating would have been more 

accurate? Or 

is the star 

rating akin to 

the scoring on 

QI and is based 

on some 

complex 

algorithm?

KIRK HILTON

Just like 

Facebook, we’ll 

never reveal the 

science behind the super-complex algorithm that 

determines the contents of the TG rating box, Kirk. 

For now, let’s just say that the fragility of the matrix 

can be exposed by someone putting a blue blob in  

the wrong column, and leave it there…

S H R E D  O R  D E A D ?

Dear TG, for a mag called ‘Total Guitar’, you 

seem to devote loads of pages to ‘artists’ who 

barely know how to play one! Savages, Wolf 

Alice, Brian Fallon… that lot wouldn’t know how 

to shred if Slash sat down and 

showed them how to do it!  

So please, stop giving these 

no-marks space and feature 

real guitar players instead!

ANGRY KEV, via email

Great guitarists don’t need fast 

chops, Kev – just ask Keith 

Richards! It doesn’t matter if  

you use one note or 50, if you’re 

using it to make great music, 

you’re a real guitar player – that’s 

what ‘Total Guitar’ is all about!

Don’t question the TG 

review algorithm! Except 

when it’s wrong, obvs…

S T A R  P R I Z E ! 
TC Electronic TonePrint pedal
Take your pick from TC’s TonePrint series, including
the Corona Chorus, Flashback Delay, Hall Of Fame 
Reverb and more! www.tcelectronic.com

CHOOSE YOUR PRIZE

LETTER

To assume makes an  

ass out of your guitar 

shop employee…

totalguitar@futurenet.com
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Major pentatonic (SHAPE 5)

STRAIT UP

GIMME PAGE

LITTLE STRING

Get jamming over any major chord 

progression or riff with one of the  

most versatile scales of them all

Y
ou’ve almost certainly heard of 
major chords. These are chords 
with just a single letter for their 

name, A, G or D for example, and are 
often referred to as ‘A major’, ‘G major’, 
and so on. When you want to solo over 
major chords this month’s scale is the 

ideal choice. It’s easy to play, it’s 
guaranteed to sound ‘correct’ over its 
corresponding major chord (ie, A major 
pentatonic works with an A chord), and 
it’s versatile enough to sound good over 
many other chords too. Play through the 
scale then try the riffs and licks below.

CREATE A punchy tone  

in this Mark Knopfler-

inspired line by plucking 

the notes with your fingers 

rather than using a pick.  

In bar 2 keep your fourth 

finger on the 5th fret and 

play the melody on the 

third string with your first 

and third fingers.

THIS IS a great example 

of how you can enhance  

a basic A chord by adding 

a few nearby notes – and 

the major pentatonic scale 

provides all you need. 

Barre across the 2nd fret 

with your first finger.  

The other notes should  

fall neatly into place.

THIS LICK runs down the 

scale in chunks: after the 

initial bend there is a 

six-note phrase followed 

by a five-note phrase and 

finally a six-note phrase. 

Practise these short lines 

on their own before 

stitching it all together.

OF THE MONTH

TRACKS 11-12

TRACKS 09-10

TRACKS 13-14
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WIN!

T&Cs: The competition is open to UK entrants only. Under 18s must obtain parental consent to enter this competition and be able to demonstrate this to Total Guitar’s reasonable satisfaction. Answers must be received between 
27/6/2016 and 28/7/2016. The winners will be selected at random from all correct entries received between the relevant dates and will be sent the prize free of charge. Each winner will be notified within 28 days of the closing 
date and will be required to give details of a delivery address in the UK to which the prize should be sent. By entering this competition, you consent to us using your personal details to send you information about products and 
services of Future and Fender that may be of interest to you. For full terms and conditions, please go to: www.futurenet.com/futureonline/competitionrules.asp

A REVSTAR GUITAR AND
FIREHAWKCOULD BE YOURS

Yamaha
& Line 6
Gear

WORTH 

£719

What anniversary is Line 6 celebrating in 2016?
a) 10 years
b) 20 years
c) 25 years

Enter at www.futurecomps.co.uk/tgr282yamaha

YAMAHA 
has been a huge name in electric 
guitars for decades, but last 
year’s Revstar saw the Japanese 
giant deliver a different side of 
its personality to the utilitarian 
Pacifica range. The sleek, stripped-
back silhouettes blend style and 
substance to offer a range of 
electrics that’ll suit any player. 
This month, we’ve teamed up with 
Yamaha Music Europe to give 
away a Revstar RS320, worth £347, 
equipped with a pair of hot H3 
humbuckers. But that’s not all. You 
see, despite the company having 

been around for two decades, Line 
6 is now also part of the Yamaha 
family, and so we also have a 
Line 6 Firehawk FX multi-effects, 
worth £372, to add to the bundle. 
The Firehawk you access to over 
200 HD amp, cab and effect 
models, plus it’ll act as an audio 
interface for your PC or Mac. 
You can control effects with the 
onboard expression pedal, plus 
link it up to your iOS or Android 
via the Firehawk Remote app 
for remote control and editing! 
All you have to do to try and get 
your hands on this gear is answer 
the following question correctly:
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Periphery
III: SELECT DIFFICULTY

COMING JUST a year after 

sprawling double-album 

Juggernaut, it’s clear DC sextet 

Periphery are showing no signs  

of writer’s block. Though Spencer 

Sotelo’s vocals might not be for 

everyone, there are enough 

complex arrangements, juddering 

riffs and rhythmic acrobatics to 

amaze and perplex. From 

combustible opener The Price Is 

Wrong to the dramatic strings of 

Lune, it’s clear this is as ambitious 

as their previous efforts, with an 

ear for concise songwriting that 

produces Marigold and The Way 

The News Goes – urgent, direct 

songs that peer out from within 

the dense musical tapestry.

Adam Rees

Download: Remain Indoors

Nails
YOU WILL NEVER BE  

ONE OF US

NAILS GET billed as straight-up 

hardcore but that’s selling them 

short. The Californian trio are 

altogether more savage, and  

You Will Never Be One Of Us, Nails’ 

exhilarating third full-length, is 

typical of a band who are all id.  

It presents 10 tracks in some 

20-odd minutes, and plays out as 

a protean frenzy of powerviolence, 

grindcore, death metal, and yes, 

hardcore punk. Kudos to producer 

Kurt Ballou (Converge) for getting 

this on tape, his studio intact, for 

guitarist/vocalist Todd Jones 

keeps everything in the red to 

ensure maximum carnage.

Jonathan Horsley

Download: Into Quietus

ROBBEN FORD  

THE LAST  

ALBUM  

I BOUGHT…  

ALABAMA 

SHAKES

SOUND & COLOR

“They’re rhythm and blues, in the 
traditional sense. They’ve had 
tremendous success, so that’s 
inspirational, that people are still 
able to appreciate music that’s  
so genuine. Y’know, they’re not 
making music to fool anybody. 
They’re making music they feel 
and believe in. The combination  
of their music, her voice and his 
skills have made the most 
inspiring record I’ve heard in  
years, hands-down.”

EXCEPTIONAL   | EXCELLENT  | GOOD   | FOR FANS OF   | POOR  

Blink 182
CALIFORNIA

Blink 182 are one of the most Marmite bands of the   
last 20 years, but to those of a certain age, their 

LQÁXHQFH��LV�FUXFLDO��6R��DIWHU�WKH�VRIW�UHERRW�RI�WKH�EDQG�
with 2011’s challenging Neighbourhoods, they’ve parted 
ZD\V�ZLWK�FR�IURQWPDQ�7RP�'H/RQJH��DQG�HQOLVWHG�D�7*�
IDYH�LQ�$ONDOLQH�7ULR·V�0DWW�6NLED��,W·V�D�KXJH�UHVSRQVLELOLW\��
DQG�RQH�WKDW�FDQ�PDNH�RU�EUHDN�D�EDQG��2SHQHU�Cynical 
tugs at the nostalgic heartstrings of earlier Blink, and 
SUHWW\�PXFK�VHWV�WKH�WKHPH�IURP�WKHUH��0DWW�6NLED·V�
slightly melancholic lyrics, chord progressions and vocal 
PHORGLHV�EULQJ�DQ�HGJH�RI�ÀWWLQJ�PDWXULW\�WR�D�EDQG�
founded on dick jokes (see Built This Pool and the 
criminally brief Brohemian Rhapsody Something for your 
ÀOO�RI�WKRVH����DQG�SURGXFHU�-RKQ�)HOGPDQ·V�LQÁXHQFH�LV�
QRWLFHDEOH�RQ�WKH�'HVFHQGHQWV�HVTXH�FKRUG�FKDQJHV�RI�
She’s Out Of Her Mind��California only really dips with   
the inclusion of the title track and Home Is Such A Lovely 
Place��7RQDOO\��LW·V�SRS�SXQN�EXVLQHVV�DV�XVXDO��DQG�E\�
VKHGGLQJ�'H/RQJH·V�GLYLVLYH�GUDZO�%OLQN�����PD\�KDYH�
made an album that could turn some of their detractors – 
and we love it!

Stuart Williams 

Download: The Only Thing That Matters
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Jeff Beck
LOUD HAILER

THE ARRIVAL of 11 brand new

tracks from Jeff Beck is always

cause for celebration in the

guitar world, and this

collaboration with singer Rosie

Bones and guitarist Carmen

Vandenberg is a fiery polemic

targeting hot-button topics such

as politics and reality TV. Beck’s

ever-inventive playing technique

is showcased throughout Loud

Hailer: volume swells, unique

bends, steely riffs, soaring

melodies and even ring-

modulated fuzzy chaos...

For a man who reportedly

contends that he doesn’t want to

be regarded as a guitar hero, this

is the wrong way to go about it.

Bill Weaving

Download: Pull It

Billy Talent
AFRAID OF HEIGHTS

WE DON’T quite know why

Billy Talent aren’t arena-sized

by now, but Afraid of Heights

acts as another reminder that

the Canadian foursome are

one of rock’s most criminally

underrated acts. From the

turbo-charged title tack’s raw

power to the infectious, singalong

chorus and buzzsaw solo of Louder

Than The DJ, this is a rock ’n’ roll

call to arms that’s packed full of

riffs. Ian D’Sa stars throughout,

but it’s when he keeps it simple

that he really hits pay dirt, with

the big classic rock riffing of The

Crutch again showing Billy

Talent’s often overlooked class.

Rich Chamberlain

Download: The Crutch

Good Charlotte
YOUTH AUTHORITY

THE MADDEN twins have tried

a few hats on over the years but a

return to GC’s pop-punk roots

would be welcome. This isn’t it,

but mixes mid-paced pop with

some moments of that old spark,

served in sugary slices of big

production, and an icing of Simon

Neil co-writing and guesting on

Reason To Stay. The tried and

true chord progressions aren’t

reinventing anyone’s wheel, but

the singalong hooks carry the

songs home with passion. Keep

Swingin’ even alludes to their

detractors’ accusations of selling

out, but the end result here is

something the nostalgic may  

want to buy back into.

Rob Laing

Download: Life Changes

Laurence Jones
TAKE ME HIGH

LAST YEAR Jones was ranked

one of the hardest working acts in

the country and the young British

bluesman’s relentless touring

clearly feeds into his journey as a

player and songwriter. He’s also in

grittier, richer voice here with the

intimate production of this Mike

Vernon-helmed (Bluesbreakers

With Eric Clapton) fourth album.

Clearly his knack for vocal

earworms crosses over to riff

hooks and lead work that focusses

on reflecting the songs’ moods

rather than a flurry of ‘look at me’

chops. The cover of Higher Ground

seems superfluous here while the

RHCP’s version exists, though.

David Hands

Download: Take Me High

Wes Borland
CRYSTAL MACHETE

HE MAY be more renowned for

his chart-bothering exploits in

Limp Bizkit, but there’s a lot more

to Wes Borland than odes to

nookie and breaking stuff. Crystal 

Machete is the sound of him

badgering away in his home

studio for five months, blurring

elements of post-rock and soft

electronica on White Stallion and

Svalbard. Perhaps where Borland

excels most of all is in his use

of ambience, filling cavernous

depths with the cleanest of guitar

tones. It’s righteously indulgent in

that sense – and would need to be

– for a seamless drift through

Radiohead-esque lullabies into

the warm synthetics of Daft Punk.

Amit Sharma

Download: White Stallion

Biffy Clyro
ELLIPSIS

AFTER 2013’S brave but bloated

double-album, Opposites, Simon

Neil has pared things back this

time, with rawer production. From

the machine-gun octaves of,

Wolves Of Winter, Neil sets out his

trademark guitar stall – angular

riffs writ in saturated distortion

with the woody hint of a Strat

cajoled into behaving in a way Leo

never intended. But Neil’s restless

creativity means Ellipsis still

throws some curveballs – country

picking on Small Wishes, sleazy

wah on Flammable… even a kids’

choir on Friends And Enemies. If not

a complete return to form, Simon

Neil has rediscovered his edge.

Josh Gardner

Download: Herex

The Music Maton Made
ANDREW MCUTCHEN, JEFF

JENKINS & BARRY DIVOLA

MATON IS a real Australian

success story and this

heavyweight book (£40)

celebrates the part the guitar

maker has played in rock

history, with an appealing

modern look and feel. And

there’s revelations here – how

many people know that the

guitar Keef used on Gimme

Shelter was a Maton EG240

Supreme? And Ray Davies’

guitar on You Really Got Me?

Yep, Maton. Even Elvis played

one, and that’s the great thing

about this – the company’s tale

is told from the perspectives of

both the Maton builders and

the artists who played them.

Rob Laing

Josh Middleton Project
HOLLOWED-OUT PLANETOID

ALTHOUGH INSPIRED by classic

prog, Josh Middleton’s debut solo

offering is a thoroughly modern

instrumental album, sonically

more akin to the likes of Tesseract,

Periphery or Animals As Leaders.

Guitar playing takes centre stage

as the music veers between

ambient modal grooves, heavier

riffs and Josh’s jaw-droppingly 

tight soloing, eschewing

traditional verse/chorus

structures in favour of songs

that take you on a journey. Don’t

expect to find yourself whistling

along though – Hollowed Out

Planetoid is widdly guitar music

for the technically-minded player.

Chris Bird

Download: Reverse Gravity

BOOKS 
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EXPLOSIONSINTHESKY

As the Texan post-rock pioneers play their first UK gigs in four years, we sit down

to talk unique guitars, dodgy delays, and why newer isn’t always better…

WORDS: JOSH GARDNER PHOTOGRAPHY: OLLY CURTIS
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G
iven that they’re one of the bands 
that defined the effects heavy 
post-rock genre, Explosions In The 

Sky aren’t conventional gearheads. 
They’re particular about what they use,  
of course – as the majestic and emotive 
soundscapes the band has been crafting 
since 1999 clearly attest – but they’re not 
overly precious about it either. 

Case in point is the remarkable fact that 
their current tour, supporting seventh 
album, The Wilderness, is the first time 
they’ve had pedalboards. Ever. “That’s 
brand new – that’s like two weeks old!” 
Exclaims guitarist Munaf Rayani. 
“Otherwise we’ve laid out our pedals 
every night for what… 16 years?”

It seems insane that a band that’s toured 
the world for a decade and a half have 
done so without a bit of kit that even pub 
giggers use to keep their pedals safe – but 
that’s just how Rayani, and fellow 
guitarists Mark Smith and Michael James 
(who also plays bass) operate. From the 
old Boss reverb pedal they can’t live 
without, toesotericbudget electrics, they
don’t lust afterboutiqueor trendygear–
they justusewhatworks for them and

soundcheck, and boy… it just sang! It’s been my 

number one guitar for a number of years now. 

“Another beautiful thing is that he primed it 

white, with the anticipation that I was going to 

drop it a few times and so the finish would start 

cracking, and it would show this beautiful white 

under the blue – which has begun! It’s kind of 

incredible that he thought all that through”

FORSHAGECUSTOM

2
“Just before this tour, Chris gave me this

other one, which has more of a floating

bridge that I use for one of the tracks we’re

playing in the set. They’re pretty incredible

guitars. There are certain pickups he enjoys that,

I’m not even sure what he’s using, but I know

that I like them! One particular example of the

modifications is that he realised how much I was

throwing the guitar around, so he changed the

position of the jack socket to the edge of the

body like a Telecaster, so that I could use an

L jack, and it doesn’t get caught up so easily.”

AMP
FENDERDUAL
SHOWMANREVERB

3
“We just kinda stumbled into Fender amps 

early. That was just the sound we enjoyed, 

and we’ve been playing them ever since. I usually 

play a Fender Dual Showman Reverb, and I play 

that through two 15s.”

GUITARS
FORSHAGECUSTOM

1
“There’s a great guitar builder in Austin 

called Chris Forshage, but we never used 

him for those purposes – he’s just been the 

luthier that sets up our guitars and fixed any 

busted pickups or bent necks, and we’ve been 

friends for years now. 

“One day I brought in our guitars, and was 

explaining what work needed doing on them, 

and he’s like, ‘Hold on a second…’ And he walks 

over to this closet, and out of the closet comes 

this beautiful blue Strat replica. And he says, 

‘Here, this is for you.’ After all these years of me 

bringing in my guitar and seeing what went 

wrong with it, he used all that information to 

modify a Strat design for me. What an amazing 

gift. But still, I was so partial to the Strat that I was 

a bit nervous. But I took it on tour, did the first 

MUNAF RAYANI

Munaf loves his bespoke

Forshage Custom, but it still

gets a rough time on sta

y j hatworks for them,and 
the results are truly spectacular. 
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PEDALBOARD
IBANEZDD-7

4
“This was one of the first delay pedals that

I got… somany years ago, maybe in ’99

or 2000. It was one of, if not the cheapest delay

pedals at the store. And I just stayed with it

over the years… and it craps out and it breaks

out on me more often than desired [laughs],

and so I have to go looking for it again – I think

we have about three or four of them now, but

they’re long discontinued”

TECH21SANSAMPGT2&
WALRUSAUDIOVOYAGER

5 6
“The SansAmp is sometimes used

as a booster, but I use it more as the

main distortion, and then the Walrus pedal, it

gives this great kind of ‘soft’ dirt, which I use to 

play some lines off the newest album. But then 

those in conjunction help boost one another.”

BOSSRV-3

7
“However they wired this pedal, that’s the 

one that we have just stayed with. They 

must be on the sixth edition now and it just

evolved in a way that is no longer conducive to

us. I mean, right after the third! Four doesn’t

work, five doesn’t work… Obviously, this one is

alsodiscontinued, so we have to go searching

for it in second-hand shops and on eBay, and  

we have about three of those in reserve.”

ELECTRO-HARMONIX
C9ORGANMACHINE

8
“We just incorporated this and the B9 in

time for the new album – they’re great,

I love ’em. We’re trying to be very carefulhowwe

use them, however – because they have a very

distinct effect, and I think if over-done, then its 

quality can get lost and it can become a bit stale.”

KEITHMCMILLENINSTRUMENTS
12STEPMIDICONTROLLER

9
“We were looking for a MIDI foot-pedal 

because we’re using more samples

throughout the set. We were running it from the

[Roland SP-]404SX, which is really just a sample

trigger. So connecting the two – the Roland and 

12 Step – allows us to have more limbs!”
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Mike’s Ibanez Talman 

obsession started 

when he was 16

2

EITS have only recently 

started mounting their 

pedals on ’boards 
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GUITAR
IBANEZTALMAN

10
”I got my first one when I was 16 years old,

I got it cheap, because somebody had

tried to turn it into a left-handed guitar – they’d

stuck a strap peg right behind the neck and split

it a little bit… So I got it for like 100 bucks, and

I just loved it – I developed my whole style

around this guitar and how it works, so now

I don’t want to play any other guitar.

“Because I play into a bass cabinet, those

lipstick tube pickups give a thin sound, but it’s

also very clean, so I can put that through the

bass cabinet, and it really thickens it up.”

“My original Talman that I bought when I was

16, it’s my best friend – I don’t even bring it on

tour any more. Because if you bring it on tour,

chances are it’s going to break!”

AMP
FENDERDUAL
SHOWMANREVERB

11
“I play this through an Ampeg bass 

cabinet. I’ve honed the sound over the 

years so I can plug both bass and guitar in,  

and they both sound good. I mess with it a lot – 

for a while I had to sacrifice the guitar sound to 

get a good bass sound and vice versa, but now  

I feel like I’ve got to the point where they both 

sound great through the same combo –   

a Fender Dual Showman through a bass   

cabinet is just… awesome!”

MICHAEL JAMES

PEDALBOARD
MXRBASSDI

12
“This is just for distortion – I use it for guitar 

and bass distortion, actually. I got it just  

for bass, but it sounds great with the guitar and 

really thickens up the sounds. I don’t use a ton of 

distortion on guitar, so it’s just for big sounds.”

BOSSRV-3

13
“The sound of the RV-3… it’s cloudy 

enough to mask the digital-ness of it.  

As the models went along, they just got cleaner  

and clearer – which is fine if that’s what you’re 

looking for, but you can also hear the digital 

sound of that reverb much clearer. Whereas the 

RV-3 puts this little sheen over everything that 



17

Mark plays up the neck

a lot, so his Toronado’s

22-fret ’board is handy

14 Mark bought his 

Fender Toronado just 

after EITS’s first album
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makes it sound beautiful and angelic, without 

sounding really digital.”

LINE6DL4

14
“It’s a classic, man – but talk about 

unreliable! We go through about three  

a year! But I love that pedal, and we’ve been 

using them since the beginning. Mark and

I generally use the same settings in different

ways – the stereo delays mainly. Even though

we don’t send it out stereo, it still gives it a

very interesting bounce to it.”

EVENTIDESPACE

15
“When we first started writing this record

I got that, and it was just the sound of a

couple of songs – I couldn’t play them without it.

I use about two per cent of the functionality on it

right now, but the two per cent I use is amazing!”

ELECTRO-HARMONIXB9
ORGANMACHINE

16
“This is amazing. We used it in the studio

to get some more unique and interesting

sounds, and then we realised that we had to

find these sounds on the road as well. But it can

sound like a circus organ if you’re not careful!”

MXRCUSTOMBOOST

17
“I got that because the Talman is just a very

quiet guitar. Those lipstick tube pickups, 

they don’t have a lot of punch, so nobody could 

ever really hear me. So finally, our sound guy,  

Jeff Bird, recommended this… and everyone  

can hear me all of a sudden!”

But this is one of those things where sometimes 

you just do what works best for us as a team.

I first got a Twin Reverb very early on in the

band – probably during the writing of the

second album. It was loud, clear, could handle

the distortion without breaking up, and we could

afford it. So I found my tone on it at that time.

“Being honest, if I were just playing on my own

I would gravitate more towards the sounds of the

Dual Showman. But if I did that, all our guitars

would be in the same frequency range and there

wouldn’t be enough differentiation between the

guitar lines. My more trebly, clear tone sits really

well in the mix with their tones, and it’s not

something I really want to go away from,

because it so clearly works for us.”

PEDALBOARD
TECH21SANSAMPGT2

20
“This is the one I use for the real apexes of 

our songs. It can just boost a melody so it 

shoots through in a way that works really well – 

like when Munaf and Michael are playing really 

heavy chords on songs like The Only Moment We 

Were Alone or Greet Death, I play this pedal for 

the melodies.”   

GUITAR
FENDERTORONADO

18
“It’s hard to go back and separate myself 

from this guitar. After our first album,  

we decided to basically go all-in on this band.  

We were mostly broke and we got some credit 

cards, and went to one of the big music stores. 

Michael already had his Ibanez, and Munaf 

already had his Strat. 

“So I just started trying guitars out. They had 

this Toronado, and the guy working there told 

me Robert Smith used one, and after hearing 

that and playing the guitar, I was pretty sold.  

I liked the way it looked, and it had a clear and 

chiming sound I was really into from loving 

Pavement. And I liked that it had an extra fret 

over guitars like the Strat – I’ve always enjoyed 

playing really high up on the neck.”

AMP
FENDERTWINREVERB

19
“I really love this, and I know that I can 

count on it – it’s consistent and versatile. 

MARK SMITH
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The Boss RV-3 and Line 

6 DL-4 are the bedrock 

of the band’s sound
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ELECTRO-HARMONIX
SUPERPULSAR

21
“This is brand new. With this record, we 

didn’t play a lot of it live before recording, 

so we had to reverse engineer the sounds we got

in the studio. I got this to replicate the tremolo 

sounds on Disintegration Anxiety and Colors In 

Space, which we made in the studio using a pedal

I borrowed from [producer] John Congleton.”    

LINE6DL4

22
“This is the only pedal I’ve been using  

since our first record. It makes a brief 

appearance on that record, and then I’ve used it 

on pretty much every song since. Of course, this 

is probably the 15th one I’ve had to buy, because 

they tend to break too easily, in my opinion. I use 

the expression pedal three or four times in the 

set, generally to add longer decay times to delay 

settings to just use in certain sections of songs, 

and then switch back to shorter decay times.” 

ZVEXDISTORTRON

23
“This is the one I use for the thick, viscous 

distortion sounds, like the volume-swell 

washes from Greet Death or the power chords of 

Have You Passed Through This Night? – it’s a really 

pleasingly heavy pedal.”

BIXONICEXPANDORA

24
“I probably don’t need three distortion 

pedals! But I borrowed this from 

Congleton in the studio, and ended up loving  

it so much I bought one off eBay. It has a nice 

sharpness to it without being harsh, and you  

can just lightly distort the guitar so it growls a 

little without being piercing.”

EARTHQUAKERAFTERNEATH

25
“This is another new addition. There have 

been times when I want the reverb to be 

even thicker and spacious and alien, and this 

pedal is my first try at it.” 

BOSSRV-3

26
“It’s been indispensable, and now that  

I think about it, this exact pedal has lasted 

me about 15 years without breaking. And we 

finally bought some backups – so I’m feeling 

good about that! There are other super nice 

reverb options these days, but back 15 years ago 

it seemed far and away the best way to get the 

most warmth and grandness from the guitar.” O
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I
t’s taken Dan Patlansky a long time to 
perfect his short, sharp take on blues-rock. 
At times, the South African has had to lay 

his own path as he’s walked it, but recently, 
those efforts have started to reap real reward. 
2014 saw him support Bruce Springsteen in 
front of a crowd of 64,000, before seventh 
album, Dear Silence Thieves, channeled a love 
of Audioslave, Stevie Ray Vaughan and a 
QHZO\�UHÀQHG��UXWKOHVVO\�HIÀFLHQW�VRQJZULWLQJ�
edge into a record that demanded the 
DWWHQWLRQ�RI�HYHU\RQH�IURP�EOXHV�DÀFLRQDGRV�
to Joe Satriani. Now back with follow-up, 
Introvertigo, Dan sat down with TG to chat 
EXLOGLQJ�D�VFHQH��EHHÀQJ�XS�6WUDW�WRQHV�DQG�
the curse of the bluesman’s “big bank”.

You built your South African audience from 

the ground-up. What were the keys to 

your success?

“It was tough. There’s almost zero money  
at the beginning. No one knows you, it’s 
impossible to sell tickets and you’ve got to 
push through that to make a career out of it. 
That was the key, and in South Africa, it was 
touring constantly. As soon as you’re not in a 
town for a little while, you’re forgotten about, 
so, jeez, we would tour nine months of the 
year in South Africa – and it’s a small place, 
you know? It doesn’t have the scene of the UK 
or the States or Germany. A lot of times you 
had to make your own shows happen.”

What was the most demoralising gig you 

played in those days?

“We did a gig in a very small town in South 
Africa, like a ‘tumbleweed floating down the 
middle of the road’-type of a place. This was 
about 10 or 15 years after apartheid had 
ended, but it was still this racist community 
in this tiny little place. I don’t know why  
I booked a show there, but they were really 
excited to have us and we arrived there and 
they’d booked us for the annual spring dance. 
We got in there and we realised what we’d 
got ourselves in to. We had to play four 
45-minute sets to an audience that just 
couldn’t leave quick enough. We started 
playing BB King songs and just had four or 
five hundred people looking at us like, ‘What 
are we supposed to do to this?’ That was one 
of those scary moments when you kind of 
fear for your life a little bit, not that anyone 
threatened us, but you just had this ominous 
feeling where you were thinking, ‘Are we 
going to get out of here alive?’”

Was it listening to blues that made you to 

pick up the guitar in the first place?

“It wasn’t actually. It was Pink Floyd. Dave 
Gilmour was like ‘the guy’. Shine On You 

The blues must evolve or die. 
Fortunately, Dan Patlansky is  

used to blazing a trail…

Words: Matt Parker  
Photography: Olly Curtis
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Crazy Diamond, that tune in particular, really
got me into guitar playing. My favourite licks
in that song were the blues-y licks and that 
made me look into the blues side of things, so
I went back to Clapton and then went back in
time and that’s where it started for me. Then
I went back from there into like BB King and 
Albert King and Albert Collins, those 60s and 
70s blues cats and then back in time to Son 
House and Robert Johnson and the guys like 
that. It’s incredible, you can really hear, plain 
as day, the influences in Stevie Ray Vaughan’s
playing of Albert King, or Hendrix, and it’s 
very apparent or, in Clapton’s playing, 
Freddie King.”

Your last two records, Introvertigo and Dear 

Silence Thieves, have both delved into more 

concise blues rock territory. Do you consider

them natural bedfellows? 

“It’s a similar direction, especially compared
to previous albums I’ve done. I think it’s a
lot to do with the producer I’m using, Theo 
[Crous], who’s a pop and commercial rock 
producer in South Africa. I bring in more 
roots-y, non-commercial tunes and he’s 
arranging them in a way that’s not
compromising what I want out of the tune,
so I think that’s the common thread between 
the two records. But I’ve also really, really 
focussed on the songwriting of the two 
records, far more heavily than just the 
performance, or just the guitar part. That’s 

still a big thing for me, but now the song 
has to be right before I think about how 
cool the solo is going to be.”

Did you learn much from Joe Satriani 

when you toured with him last year?

“What I really picked up from him,
because we’re quite different players,
is consistency – just how consistently 
brilliant he is every night. He doesn’t seem 
to ever have one of those dodgy nights 
where he’s not quite on it. He was telling 
me it’s all about headspace and getting 
into the right headspace before you go 
onstage and that was quite an eye-
opening thing for me.”

You’ve got a really beefy tone for a Strat

player. What’s your perfect tone?

“If I’m perfectly honest, the best tone I’ve
heard in my life was from Philip Sayce. As a
Strat player, I’ve never heard anything like
that, ever – not from Stevie Ray Vaughan, not
from anyone. Just personally, that’s what
I want to hear out of a Strat. His clean sounds
are tremendous. It’s so three dimensional.
It’s classic Strat, but it’s on steroids and it’s
so chewy and juicy. He’s given me such 
fantastic tips.

“I also like to tune everything down a 
semitone, always, to an Eb tuning and then 
some songs are in a drop-Db and I really enjoy 
that sound, especially if you want to get like an

Audioslave-style riff tone. If I dare try toplaya
riff that size!” 

It’s quite easy for a blues player to fall into 

stale and self indulgent cliches. How do you 

avoid those pitfalls?

“I think you’ve just got to get over yourself.
Certain times of the night call for a gigantic
solo – the big wank – and there’s nothing 
wrong with that, but if the solo’s really short 
on the album, live it might be extended by a 
few bars, but never for 20 minutes. So it’s 
always the song that will call for what solo is 
due. You can tell when the solo is going too 
long, the audience drifts off for a while.”

Is it more accurate to say that the solo 

should serve the audience, rather than

the song?

“Yeah, big time! If you play a line or a lick
and someone in the audience reacts to that,
it gives you so much more confidence as a 
player that you play better and you play more 
musically, because you know at least one 
person is into it and you’re getting that 
feedback from the audience.”

The blues has come back into the 

mainstream and there is a whole new set of 

connotations around the genre. What does 

the blues mean to you now? 

“Well, I see what I’m doing now as modern 
blues. I think the blues police would say 
‘That’s not blues!’ But for me, that’s where 
blues is and it’s always sad when it’s put into 
that pigeonhole of, ‘It’s got to be 12-bar and 
you’ve got to sing about whisky and women.’ 
To me that’s not blues anymore. That stuff 
evolved from something else, from Robert 
Johnson and so on, and it evolved into that 
12-bar thing. Now it’s got to evolve again and 
I think that this is where blues is going.” O

Dan Patlansky's new album, Introvertigo, is 

available now on Caroline International

“You can tell 
when the solo is 

going too long, 
the audience 

drifts off! ”

Dan earned his stripes 

through relentless 

touring in South Africa
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THE TRAIL-BLAZER’S TOOLKIT  

Fromabattle-scarredStratto somesavvystompboxpicks
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Dan plays Dr Z, but

he normally tours 

with an EZG-50, 

not this MAZ 38

1962FENDERSTRATOCASTER

1
“I’m fortunate enough to own a ’62 Strat.

The original pickups died years ago and

I searched high and low for a replacement.

I eventually found this firm in Australia, Slider 

Pickups, and they are the closest thing I’ve 

ever heard to the real thing, if not better. 

“We’ve got a guitar dealer in Johannesburg 

and anything that comes in of value is 

normally on a plane to London the next day.

My Strat came in there in the early 2000s and

I phoned him 10 times a day for an entire week,

just telling him, ‘Don’t send it to London!’ He 

sold it to me to just get me off his back, I think!

I paid probably about £1,500 for it. Deals like 

that only come around once in a lifetime…”

DRZMAZ38

2
“On this tour I’m using a Dr Z MAZ 38,

which is like a Vox-style amp. It’s not  

my regular choice but it’s an incredible

amp. I normally use a Dr Z EZG-50, which

is  like a Fender Super Reverb head. It’s the

only 6L6 head that the company makes,

but it’s just incredible. I don’t know what

it is about that head that’s got such a special

sound. When you boost the midrange it

doesn’t just sound like any old midrange, it’s

a particular frequency. It’s been thought

about and it’s just the most delicious-

sounding amp.”

PEDALBOARD

TONEBAKERYCREMEBRULEE

3
“I picked that up in Holland for like ¤90

and that beats the ¤2,000 or whatever

a Klon [Centaur] goes for! You’ve got a 

capacitor on your volume knob and you can 

keep the pedal on and bring your volume 

down and you get this incredible tone. I got the

[recommendation] from Philip Sayce and it 

really has blown my mind.”

CUSTOMFUZZ

4
“My friend back home built this for me. 

I’ve always had this love-hate thing with 

fuzzes. They sound great, but it never makes

sense to me, the whole guitar feels weird.

This sounds great, but it doesn’t feel as crappy 

as other fuzzes. It responds great, but it still 

feels nice and wooly.”

KEELEYCOMPRESSOR

5
“I take all of the compression off and

I crank up the level and I leave it on the

whole night, so I’ve got more signal hitting the

front of the amp. It makes everything bloom

a bit. Essentially, it’s just for volume, but I just 

really like the way the Keeley does it.”

REALMCCOYCUSTOMRMC10

6
“It’s one of those Real McCoy wahs. It’s 

got this hippy-looking guy on the back of 

it. [The guy who makes them, Geoffrey Tease, 

is] this wah guru from the States. He really 

knows his wahs and voices them really well.”

TECH21REVERB

7
“When you’re touring with rental amps, 

more often than not the ‘verb is busted 

on the stage amp. I like ‘verb on certain songs, 

so I have a Tech 21 reverb that I take with me.”
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From pioneers such as Hendrix and the Rolling 

Stones to second generation acts such as 

Queen, AC/DC and Guns N’ Roses, to the likes of 

Jack White in the modern day, blues-rock is the 

genre of legends. This month we’re breaking 

down the key musical elements of blues-rock, 

looking at the guitar tricks and techniques of 

the greats. Read on and let’s get rocking!

Words: Xxx xxxx
 Words: Chris Bird & James Uings    Photography: Neil Godwin

THE

TOOLKIT
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DNH�D�OLVWHQ WR WKH ULIÀHU VLGHRI
EOXHV�URFNDQG\RX·OO ÀQG WKDW WKH
PLQRUSHQWDWRQLF VFDOHÀJXUHV

KLJKO\��+RZHYHU�ZKHUHDVSHQWDWRQLF
VRORV�DUH�XVXDOO\SOD\HG LQHDV\ WR
UHPHPEHU�¶ER[· VKDSHV� ULIIV DUHRIWHQ
VSUHDG�RXW�LQ�D OLQHDU IDVKLRQDORQJ WKH

OHQJWKRI WKH VWULQJV� /HDUQ WKH VFDOHDQG
SOD\ WKH ULIIV WKHQ� ULJKW":HOO \HV� SDUWO\�
EXW LI \RXZDQW WR VWDUW FRPLQJXSZLWK
\RXURZQULIIV� \RX·OO EHQHÀW IURP
OHDUQLQJKRZHDFKQRWH VRXQGVZLWKLQ
WKH VFDOH� /LVWHQFDUHIXOO\ DVZHEUHDN
WKH VFDOHGRZQ�

A MINOR PENTATONIC SCALE

ROOT NOTES AND OCTAVES

WE’LL KICK off with this simple riff using two root notes an octave apart. Listen to the 

simple sound of these notes and make sure to memorise it so you can use the idea in your 

own riffs. Led Zeppelin’s Immigrant Song is a great example of riffing with octaves.

Get riffing on one string as TG takes
a closer listen to each note of the

minor pentatonic scale

Riff  
 BUILDER

“
G

a
ss

o
n

©
A

d
a

m
 

You may not recognise it, but the red and black dots show the minor pentatonic scale in the perfect layout for riffing.

TRACKS 15-16



MINOR 3RD AND 4TH

MINOR 3RD

HERE WE’REmovingthroughaminor3rdanda4th,givingtheriffa ‘walking’vibe.AC/DC’s

Whole LottaRosie doesa similar thing, albeit mixed in with powerchords.

ADDINGa minor 3rd interval gives a bluesier character compared to just octaves. Notice 

we’re adding a gentle quarter-tone bend on the 3rd for even more of a blues vibe.

“Many a blues-rocker has

THE SMOOTH sound of

valve overdrive or the 

super saturated gain of  

a decent distortion are 

staple rock sounds, but 

many a blues-rocker has 

favoured a fuzz for an 

edgier mammoth sound. 

Fuzz comes in two main 

flavours, produced by the 

type of diodes used in the 

circuit: germanium and 

silicon. Germanium 

examples include the 

Jimi-approved red Fuzz 

Face, Keef’s infamous

Maestro Fuzz-Tone FZ-1

fromSatisfaction, and more

recently, the ZVEX Fuzz

Factory. Germanium-

equipped fuzzes generally

give a smoother, more

vintage sound. Silicon is

deemed to be harsher, with

more bite and aggression

than germanium. Check

out Electro-Harmonix’s Big

Muff and the blue Dunlop

Fuzz Face for some iconic

examples of this.
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Looking for something different? Try a fuzz!

Tone  

TIPS

Call In The Fuzz
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WITH A MIXTURE of all the intervals we’ve looked at so far, this riff, inspired by bands such as Rival Sons and Clutch, shows what’s possible with the minor pentatonic scale – at least in terms of basic 

riffing. Notice that we’re switching to ‘5’-style powerchords instead of single notes, but we’re still following the scale along the fifth string.

LISTEN OUT for the tense sound of the 10th fret minor 7th. Compared to the steady sound 

of octaves, minor 7ths sound unsettled and pull you back to the root note. 

RIFF WITH POWERCHORDS

MINOR 7TH, MINOR 3RD AND 4TH

TRACKS 17-18

TRACKS 19-20

TRACKS 21-22

TRACKS 23-24



START HERE BY getting a feel for the placement of the offbeat. Our example is as simple as

it could be, so listen to the audio and focus on timing the offbeat stabs first with shuffle 

groove then straight feel. 

CHARACTERISEDBY the2nd, 4thand5thfret notes and the open sixth string, this is a 

basic boogie riff as played by every blues-rock great in one form or another. Play with a 

shuffle groove for a bluesy feel; play straight and there’s more of a rock ’n’ roll vibe. 

BASIC BOOGIE RIFF
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LVKHDUG LQ FRXQWOHVV VRQJV� ,I
\RX·UHQRW VXUHZKDWD VKXIÁH LV�
WDNHD OLVWHQ WR VRQJV VXFKDV==
7RS·VLaGrangeRU:ROIPRWKHU·V
Woman DQG FRXQW WR IRXU LQ
WLPH�1RZFRPSDUH WKHVH WUDFNV
WR ¶VWUDLJKW IHHO· VRQJV VXFKDV (I

’

5ROOLQJ6WRQHVRURockAnd Roll 
E\/HG=HSSHOLQ�<RXVKRXOG�EH�
DEOH WR FRXQWDORQJ WRDOO�IRXU�
VRQJV� EXW WKH WLPLQJRI�WKH�
RIIEHDW LV VOLJKWO\ ODWHU LQ�WKH�
VKXIÁHJURRYH�7U\RXWRXU�WDE�
H[DPSOHVDQG MDPDORQJ�WR�WKH�
DXGLR WUDFNV WRKRQH\RXU�IHHO�
IRU WKLV HVVHQWLDO UK\WKP��:H·YH�
UHFRUGHGHDFKH[DPSOHÀUVW
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Hone your rhythm and timing with TG’s 
lesson on that staple blues-rock  

riff, the shuffle boogie
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FINDING THE OFFBEAT TRACK 25

TRACK 26



HEREWE expandon thebasicboogieriffwith a fewmore notes. It’s simpleto playso just

practiseholdinga steadygroove. Asbefore, theskill isswitching betweenstraightand

shuffle feel.

HERE WE’RE bringingtogether thevariouselementsoftheboogieriff intoabasicrockriff.Bar1 is allabouttimingtheoffbeatchordstabs,whichcomes downtotheall-important feel factor.Bar2 is

tougher to play with shuffle feel than with straight, so practise straight feel until the changes begin to feel natural.

EXPANDED BOOGIE RIFF

ROCK-STYLE SHUFFLE BOOGIE

Every day  
you’re shufflin’

MASTERING THE shuffle 

groove can be difficult, but 

using a metronome will 

help build the muscle 

memory and coordination 

that you’ll need in no time. 

The important thing is to 

make sure your notes are 

swinging tightly, otherwise 

you’ll land on an in between 

straight/swung feel that 

won’t work. Set your 

metronome to the tempo 

you’re going to practice at, 

but select quaver triplets as 

the subdivision. This will 

close down the gaps 

between the notes, and 

make accurate picking 

easier. Our final top tip

when playing shuffles is to

listen to the hi-hat/ride

cymbal part. Lock in with

this, and you’ll be on the

money every time.

you’ll be shuffling on the
money every time” 

Pick To A Click
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Boogie riff in A

2

2

1

Boogie riff in B

1

O

Boogie riff in E

I-IV-Vprogressions

PERHAPS THEmostcommon

chord progression in blues-rock is 

the I-IV-V (‘one-four-five’), the idea 

being to use chords found on the 

first, fourth and fifth notes of the 

major scale. Hotel Yorba by The 

White Stripes is a great example,  

but listen to Rock And Roll by Led 

Zeppelin however and you’ll hear  

the same progression (albeit in a 

different key), but outlined with riffs 

instead of chords. Here’s how to turn 

a boogie riff into a I-IV-V sequence.

Turn the boo ie riff into 
a blues pro ression

1 Play the boogie riff as tabbed in E and 

you’ll be outlining the I chord. 2 Move the riff onto the fourth and fifth 

stringstooutline the IV chord. 3 Move the IV version of the riff two 

frets higher to play the V chord.

k

3

4

O

3

4
3

4

Tone  

TIPS
TRACK 22

TRACKS 28-29



THE CHORDS here are essentially just D, G and C, but breaking them up into partial chord shapes and playing only two or three strings at a time makes the riff more interesting. Use your first finger to

barre across the 7th fret. This leaves your other fingers free to fret the 8th, 9th and 10th frets.

BASIC ROCK
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We’ll round off our blues-rock rhythm
lessons with some fresh alternatives

to basic barre chords

Chords
&rhythm

7 1 1

D/A

7 1

2

G/B

1

x x x

3

x x x

7 1 1

D5/A

7 1 1

D/F#

2 1

4

G/B

4 4

x x

3

x x x x x xx

PLAYING

“ Breaking up 
chords into 
partial shapes 
makes them 
more interesting” 

BASIC ROCK CHORDS

TRACKS 35-36

TRACKS 30-34



FUNK-ROCK
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WHEN PEOPLE say ‘blues-rock’ it

most likely brings to mind a Strat or 

Les Paul, but there is a third option – 

the oft-forgotten P-90 pickup. 

Gibson’s stacked single coil finds its 

middle ground between the two 

mainstreams; beefier than a single 

coil, but brighter than a regular 

humbucker. This type of pickup is 

great for blues, with the brilliant

ability of making neck sounds er, 

neckier, and bridge tones punchier. 

You don’t have to carve up your guitar 

to get the sound, though; try a 

Creamery Strat-90 if your guitar 

currently has single coils, or a 

Bareknuckle Mississippi Queen if 

you’ve got a humbucker-sized rout. 

How Gibson’s original pickup could be your blues-rock best friend

The In-betweener

Tone  

TIPS

IF YOUR blues jams get funky try keeping your chords sparse and adding a few single notes, as we’ve done here. The single-note lines in bars 1 and 3 are phrased around the chord root notes, which helps 

them‘fit in’sonically.F#,Band eseas your core chords and think of the other shapes as variations on the theme.a I so treat

FUNK CHORDS

4

TRACKS 42-43

TRACKS 37-41



THIS CLASSICrock ’n’ roll- style lick isgreatonfast, drivingtracks. All thenotes inthefirst twobars arethesamelength,sobecarefulnotto push the bend too far as it may affect the flow of the lick. This 

bluesybendisknownasa ‘quarter-tonebend’,whichmeansyoualter thepitchbyabouthalfasemitone.

THISLICK isbasedon arepeated seven-note motif. It’s quite challenging to begin with so start slowly, concentrating on accuracy, particularlyonthestringbend. Barreyourfirst finger across the 5th fret 

and let the two strings (E and A notes) ring into each other – this is a key part of the sound.

DOUBLESTOP PENTATONIC LICK

REPEATED PENTATONIC LICK
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This is the most commonly 

used minor pentatonic scale 

shape (known as shape 1).  

If you don’t know it already, 

learn it now! It’s really 

essential stuff

5 1 1

A minor 

pentatonic scale

Get thebasics of blues-rock soloing
downwith a lookat the all-important

minor pentatonic scale

1 1 11

3 3

44 4

3

3HQWDWRQLF

LEAD BASICS

TRACKS 44-45

TRACKS 46-47



THIS MAJORpentatonic phrase combines melodic elements with an agg

sing. Play theopeningnotewithyour fourthfinger; land onthe5thfretEno

MAJOR PENTATONIC PHRASE

The major pentatonic scale has  

a bright, upbeat sound. Like its 

minor cousin it is widely used,  

so spend time practising it

“ Flip your selector switch to the
neck position for weeping

THE BLUES-ROCK TOOLKIT

4 1

2

A major 

pentatonic scale

gressivestringbend.Varyyourpickattack for maximumimpact. Playthemelodicparts lightlyand dig in on thebend to makeit 

te with your first finger.
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THE LABELLING on a Gibson Les

Paul has a lot to answer for. If you use 

the rhythm/treble markings as a 

rule, you’re missing out, particularly 

when it comes to blues-rock. Flip 

that selector switch to the neck 

position for solos, and you’ll be 

rewarded with weeping sustain and 

round tone on your leads.

Clapton dialled in his neck pickup

with the tone rolled off through a 

cranked Marshall amp to create his 

immense ‘Woman’ tone, and the late 

Gary Moore was a canny position-

flipper. Check out the outro solo of 

Still Got The Blues to hear how 

changing your pickup position can 

affect your tone.

Flippin’Neck
Want a thick lead sound? You don’t have to take it to the bridge 
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TRACKS 48-49



THIS TIMEwe’replaying inB minor asthe lick shifts fromshape1 downtoshape5andbacktoshape1.Theshift is performedwithaquickslideusingyourthirdfinger.Makesureyou shift your whole 

hand so that yourfirst finger is ready to play the Dnote at the 5th fret. The shift back to shape 1 is also performed with thethird finger.

THISTRIPLET lick uses a six-note motif that moves from shape 2 to shape 3 in the key of A minor. At the end of bar 2 quickly shift your hand position from the 8th fret to the 10th. It’s a common mistake 

to play 16ths followed by an 8th note, so start slowly and work on playing all three notes of each triplet evenly.

SHIFTING FROM SHAPE 1 TO SHAPE 5… AND BACK AGAIN

SHIFTING FROM SHAPE 2 TO SHAPE 3

BARS 1 AND 2useshape 1of theEminor pentatonicscale, thenshift intoshape2inbar3byslidingalongthethirdstring.This shiftgives access tothehighernotes atthe15thand17thfretsthatgivethe

lick its screaming finish. Attune your ear to the string bend by playing the note in brackets first.
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RX�FDQ�JHW�D�ORQJ�ZD\�XVLQJ�VKDSH���RI�
the minor pentatonic scale – the likes 
RI�$QJXV�<RXQJ�DQG�%LOO\�*LEERQV�XVH�

LW�IRU�DQ�DZIXO�ORW�RI�WKHLU�VRORV��+RZHYHU��
WKHUH�LV�D�EHQHÀW�WR�OHDUQLQJ�KRZ�WR�FRQQHFW�WR�
RWKHU�SHQWDWRQLF�VKDSHV�²�VRPHWKLQJ�WKDW�-RH�
%RQDPDVVD�DQG�*DU\�0RRUH�KDYH�GRQH��,W�
GRHVQ·W�PHDQ�\RX�KDYH�WR�VWDUW�Á\LQJ�DURXQG�
WKH�QHFN��PRVW�RI�WKH�WLPH�\RX·OO�XVH�WKHVH�QHZ�
VKDSHV�WR�H[WHQG�WKH�OLFNV�\RX�DOUHDG\�NQRZ�WR�
JLYH�\RX�VRPH�H[WUD�KLJK�DQG�ORZ�QRWHV�
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3RVLWLRQ

Take your pentatonic solo ideas a stage
further as TG looks at some easy ways  

to cover more of the fretboard

SHIFTING FROM SHAPE 1 TO SHAPE 2
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THISONE-BAR lick

is repeated as the

chordschange.The

accompaniment

creates a feeling of

movement even

thoughthe lick

doesn’tchange. It’s

easy, so try it out

with yourown ideas.

THISLICKuses thesamerhythm as beforebutends onablues scalerun.The11thfretAb

note is the crucial blues scale note. Try reordering the notes to make your own licks.

THISEXAMPLE

includesadiad

bend. Play the

bendwith the flat

part ofyourthird

fingerand add

support with your

otherfingers.

Technically, this is

theDorianmode

but it’seasier to

thinkpentatonic.

REPEATED LICK WITH CHANGING CHORDS

VARIATION USING THE BLUES SCALE

VARIATION USING THE DORIAN MODE
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M
DQ\JXLWDULVWV IDOO LQWR WKH
WUDSRI FRQQHFWLQJ
HQGOHVV VHTXHQFHVRI OLFNV

WKDW VRXQGJRRG LQ LVRODWLRQ�EXW
GRQ·WPDNHDFRKHUHQW VROR�*UHDW
SOD\HUV OLNH6ODVK�5LWFKLH%ODFNPRUH
DQG5LFK5RELQVRQ�7KH%ODFN
&URZHV�DUHPDVWHUVRI WDNLQJD
VLPSOHSKUDVHDQGGHYHORSLQJ LW VR LW
EHFRPHVDQ LQWHJUDOSDUW RI D VRQJ�
UDWKHU WKDQDGLUHFWLRQOHVV VROR�2XU
H[DPSOHVGHPRQVWUDWHKRZDVLPSOH
OHDG OLQH FDQEH WZHDNHG WRFUHDWH
YDULDWLRQV�0DNH VXUH\RXFRPELQH
WKHH[DPSOHVDQG WKURZ LQ VRPHRI
\RXURZQ�

Shape2oftheminor

pentatonicscale is

identical tothemajor

pentatonicscale,butwith

adifferentrootnote

ensuring itstaysminor

We’reextendingthescale

againhere, this timeto

shape3. It’s thesamenotes

asshapes1and2, just

startinghigherup

ontheneck

Onceagain,we’replaying

theminorpentatonicscale

notes inanotherspoton

theneck.We’ll saveshape

4foranotherday

Thebluesscale isa

simplevariationonthe

minorpentatonicscale

14 1 1

E minor pentatonic

scale (shape 2)

9 1

1

A minor pentatonic

scale (shape 3)

10 1

3

D blues scale

4 1

4

B minor pentatonic 

scale (shape 5)

THE BLUES-ROCK TOOLKIT
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1 1 11 1

33
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With basic scales and licks sorted, 
here’s a handful of easy approaches  

to improvising a solo

-DP� 

 SESSION 
TRICKS 

TRACKS 54-55

TRACKS 52-53

TRACKS 50-51

TRACK 56

TRACK 57

TRACKS 58-59
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INTERVIEW BIFFY CLYRO

Bify Clyro frontman Simon Neil has never settled for autopilot
rock. Now, he shares his insight to keeping things creative,

and lifts the lid on Ellipsis – a new album driven by his desire  
to “twist sounds” and “fuck with guitars”…

I
t’s ironic thatBiffyClyro’smost
inventivealbumbeganwitha
creativedrought. In2015,Simon
Neilwas ina tailspin.Hehadn’t
writtena song for18months.He
hadn’t takenoffhisdressinggown
foreightweeks. “I felt like Ihad

QRWKLQJ LQVLGH WR VD\�µ UHÁHFWV WKH
frontman. “No fuel left in the tank.
Writing40songs forOpposites [2013]
wasmorework than Ianticipated.
I basically used up every idea Ihad.”

Drying up was a new experience for
Simon. Since Biffy Clyro burst outof
Kilmarnock in the post-millennium, the
���\HDU�ROG·V�PXVH�KDG�UDUHO\PLVÀUHG�
spitting out a stream of alt-rockclassics
that could be as heavy as Saturday

Superhouse, asheartfelt asManyOf
Horror, asbonkersasTheCaptain.
“I’vealways felt inspired,”henods.
“But I just couldn’t inhabit the samepart
ofmybrain.And I started toget into this
panicmode, thatmaybe I’dneverwrite
agoodsongeveragain. Itwasn’t until
I went to California that the album 
started to take shape in my mind.”

So began Ellipsis: a seventh album 
ZKRVH�IHDUOHVV�IXVLRQ�RI�OHIWÀHOG�ULIIDJH��
antiquated synths and electro beats 
doesn’t so much push the envelope as 
punt it skywards. “At points it was 
disconcerting,” admits Simon, as he 
prepares to share his creativity-boosting 
WLSV��́ %XW�QRZ�ZH·YH�ÀQLVKHG��,�FDQ�VD\�LW�
was a really successful experiment.”

Words: Henry Yates

EVOLUTION
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QUIT YOUR COMFORT ZONE
A holidaycouldhelpyour headspace
“Ihad tokindabreakoutofScotland. I’ve
onlyeverwrittenBiffy songs inScotland,
and it’s ironic that this time Ihad to leave to
RSHQ WKHÁRRGJDWHV� , FRXOGQ·W UHPRYHP\VHOI
fromthe thoughtofwriting thenextBiffy
record, and Ineeded to fall in lovewithwriting
musicagain.So Iwentaway toCalifornia,
wroteabunchof tuneswith friends, recorded
at somestudios– just tohave funandnotput
pressureonwritingmusic.That’swhen
I startedwritinga fewsongs, and I thought,
‘Youknowwhat? I really think theseare
special.’ And thankfully, once thathappened,
itwasall reasonablyplain sailing.”

MOVE ON
Clinging to your backcataloguespells
creativedeath
“It wouldhavebeena lot easier tomake
anotherversionofOpposites, butwewould
rather makeanewrecordwithadifferent
sound –and forpeople to think it’s terrible

– thandoanapproximationofwhatwe’ve
donepreviously.GodblessAC/DC– I love them
–butwedidn’twant tobe thatkindofband.
So thepressure I felt this timearoundwas
more like, ‘This songhadbetterbe so fucking
good thatnobodyevennotices therearedrum
machineson it.’”

PRACTICE DOESN’T MAKE PERFECT
Start recording fresh and thesongswillfizz
“I guess themain thingwedidwasnot
overwork the songs in thepractice room.Half
the songson this record,wedidn’t evenplay
togetheruntilwewent to the studio, and that
gaveusadifferentheadspace. Itwaseasy in the
UXQ�XS WR WKLQN� ¶2K\HDK� LW·OO EHÀQH·� %XWDV
soonaswegot into the studio,wewere like,
‘Wait aminute,havewemadeahugemistake

here?’Weekone, it seemed like theworst idea.
It tooka lotof faith in thevisionwehad for the
album. I’mreallygladwestuck toourguns,
becausewe’veendedupwitha record that’s
different inwayswecouldn’t havepredicted.”

CHOOSE INSPIRING AXES
You don’tneedtheworld’s biggest gigbag
“This time, rather than trying tons of different
guitars,we founda fewthatwe loved the
toneof, thenwe’dgo to townonpedals and
DPSOLÀHUV� DQG UHDOO\ WDNHRXU WLPH WRÀQGD
soundwehadn’t heardbefore. I usedMosrite
JXLWDUV IRU WKHÀUVW WLPH� ,ZDVSOD\LQJD ODWH���V
one, and it justhad real attackandcharacter:
thatwasoneof themain sounds onsongs like
WolvesOfWinter.Obviously, thereweremy
UHJXODU6WUDWRFDVWHUV� DQG ,ÀQDOO\ERXJKW

“On this record, we basically plugged
the guitar into anything”

INTERVIEW  BIFFY CLYRO
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P\VHOI D/HV3DXO� , JRW D����5DQG\
5KRDGV VSHFLDO HGLWLRQ� LW·V MXVW DGHOLFLRXV
LesPaul andbrings somethingelse to the
table.AStrat ismysound, that’smyguitar.
Buton record, it’s nice tomesswith that.
Y’know, somesongsneed thickwalls of
guitar, othersneedsomethingabit
morewiry.”

PUT YOUR FOOT DOWN
Effectscaninspire–ifyoudon’tread
themanual
´:LWK*DUWK5LFKDUGVRQ>IRUPHUSURGXFHU@�
we’dput somebeautiful oldguitars through
somegorgeousamps.On this record,we
basicallyplugged theguitar intoanything. For
years, I’ve loved traditionaldistortedguitars.
I thought that’s all Iwouldeverdo.Buton this
record, I fell in lovewith textures, delays,
ÁDQJHV�:H·G VSHQGD IHZGD\VZRUNLQJRQ
VSHFLÀFJXLWDU VRXQGV�SXWWLQJ WKHPWKURXJK
effects like theBossDD-6, theMagicDeath
Eye–whichmadeeverything sound likea
nuclearbomb–orMikeVennart’s signature
Infatuatorpedal –which isonWolvesOf
Winter–and this amazingBurnsdistortion

pedal.Then I’d
record that sound

into a Kemper, then mess that up even more. 
It’s a case of messing around. I don’t want to 
work out how these things work. I just want to 
get on it, make a sound and go, ‘Yeah, that 
sounds fucking awesome’. At the same time, 
the big distortion sound on this record is me 
plugged straight into really small combos. My 
PDLQ�JXLWDU�VRXQG�ZDV�WZR�WLQ\������3HDYH\�
tweed combos, side-by-side.”

TRY WEIRD SHIT
Especially if your producer has a whole 
studio full of it 
´5LFK�&RVWH\�>SURGXFHU@�LV�DQ�DEVROXWH�WHFK�
junkie. We’d sometimes plug the guitar 
WKURXJK�WKLV�PDG�ROG�5XVVLDQ�V\QWKHVLVHU���
this thing honestly looked like it was made  
LQ�IXFNLQJ�������DQG�LWV�QDPH�ZDV�
XQSURQRXQFHDEOH��5LFK·V�HQJLQHHUV�ZRXOG�
even make little mini-keyboards, just from bits 
and pieces lying around the studio. I used an 
DPSOLÀHU�E\�%ODFN�9ROW��DJDLQ��LW·V�D�WLQ\�ZHH��

combo, and very home-
made and battered-
together, but it has this 
really gloopy, bluesy tone. 
We used a Fairlight, which 
is this old [sampler/synth] 
that Peter Gabriel used in 
the 80s. Each sound takes 
DERXW����VHFRQGV�WR�ORDG�
up, so it’d be long days 
ZDLWLQJ�WR�ÀQG�RXW�ZKDW�WKH�
next fucking sound was like. 

But being on bits of old 
kit like that, it just puts you in a different 
headspace. I’ve kinda fallen in love with 
sounds that are a bit wonky.”   

ELECTRONICS ARE YOUR FRIEND
Using synths and beats won’t kill your 
rock credentials 
“On previous albums, we wanted to capture 
the essence of our band live. On this one, we 
didn’t want it to necessarily feel like Biffy live, 
and we weren’t afraid to use drum machines 
or twist the sounds on the computer. We used 
0HOORWURQV��SLDQRV��ROG�.RUJ�VWXII��WKH�5RODQG�
Juno synth. I was putting trap beats on every 
song… until everyone else told me to fucking 
stop! You’re not always even in control, but 
you end with a sound that you just couldn’t 
achieve otherwise. Sometimes, you can make 
a song with keyboards that feels heavier than  
a song with a seven-string guitar. But if any of 
the songs felt like they were going too far into 
electronic, we would pull it back in. Because 
we want to be a rock band. We just want to do 
things in a slightly odd way for the next couple 
RI�UHFRUGV��5HDOO\�IXFNLQJ�ZLWK�WKH�VRXQG��
y’know, and not letting our egos get in the way. 
Just so we never resorted to our old habits.”

LESS IS MORE
The song will tell you what it needs
“With Garth, we were aiming to make records 
that sounded as good as AC/DC or Led 
Zeppelin. We’d stack guitars and really go for 

“I finally bought a 
Les Paul. A Strat is 
my sound, that’s 
my guitar. But on 

record, it’s nice to 
mess with that” 

Simon made use of touring 

guitarist Mike Vennart’s 

Infatuator pedal on ‘Ellipsis’

Simon used a Mosrite on 

‘Ellipsis’, but his trusty 

Strat was never far away…

BIFFY CLYRO  INTERVIEW
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the classic rock sound.This time,we let the
songs tell uswhat todo.So rather thanus
playingourparts and ticking theboxes,we’d
ask, ‘Whatdoes this songneed?And if it
GRHVQ·W QHHGDQRWKHUÀYHJXLWDUV� OHW·V QRWSXW
themon there’. I didn’t justwant togo intomy
defaultmodeof stackingguitars, getting the
baritone in there, thenawall of fuzzanda
Stratocasterup top.Wedeliberately startedby
keeping theguitarsminimal, trying tomake
the songsheavierwithdifferent techniques.So
rather thanhaveanotherguitardoubling the
sound,we’dapproximatea soundon the
synth, or I’d singalongwith theguitar through
adistortedmic. Someof the songsonlyhave
oneguitar track.And I feel like Iwouldhave
been tooafraid todo thatpreviously.”

KEEP THEM GUESSING
Guitars don’thavetosoundobvious
“OnFlammable, there’s thiswee instrumental
breaknear theend.Werecordedadozen
12-stringguitars and twoMosritesplaying the
sameriff – and it endedupsoundingnoteven
likeaguitar. It sounds likea synthesiser.And
at the start of Flammable, there’s that really 
crystal-clear guitar sound with the wah pedal. 
Part of the reason we wanted to work with 
5LFK�LV�EHFDXVH�KH·V�SURGXFHG�DQ�LQFUHGLEOH�
Danish band called Mew. Some of their songs 
are so heavy, yet they’ve got this guitar tone 
that’s clear as glass, almost no distortion on it. 
We really wanted to embrace making things 
heavy, but not necessarily distorted. So that 

was themain thing I’ve learnedon this
record: youdon’t need toputaBigMuff
oneverything tomake it soundangry.”

CAST YOUR NET WIDER
Listentoinventivebands–they’ll ruboff
“Wearealwaysgonnabea rockband.Our
HGXFDWLRQRI1LUYDQD�*XQV1·5RVHV� )XJD]L�
ShudderToThink– that’s thebedrockof
HYHU\WKLQJZHGR�%XW LQ WKH ODVWÀYH\HDUV�
ZH·YH WDNHQD ORWPRUH LQÁXHQFH IURPKLS�KRS
andevenbands likeTearsForFears: stuff I’d
neverhave listened towhen Iwasyounger.
,W DOO SLOHVRQ WRSRIRXU URFN LQÁXHQFHV� , IHHO
like I’vebeenguiltyof aspiring tomakeBack
InBlackandAppetite ForDestruction. I’ve
sometimesbeen toomuch inaweof those
records. I think theguitar canbeused in sucha
differentway.Y’know, likewithTomMorello.
I’dnever seenaguitarplayed like that.”

GO WITH YOUR GUT
Ifyou’re going to solo, don’toverthinkit
“Growingup, I thought I’dneverplayaguitar
solo.Y’know, I’mnotagreat shredder. I’ve
DOZD\V IHOW FRQÀGHQWZULWLQJ VRQJVDQG
playingweirdchords, butwhen it comes to
GRLQJ VRPHWKLQJÁDVK� ,·YHDOZD\VEHHQ
scaredof that.That’swhy I relishedplaying
a soloonWolvesOfWinter.With that song,we
didademo inmyhouse.Theboysarrivedat
lunchtime, and I camedown inmydressing
gown–and tried todo this solo. I hadn’t 
thought about it. I just went straight into this 

solo–and it cameout inaone-er.
It felt sonatural I didn’t question it. If I’d
pondered the solo for longer, it wouldhave
endedupawful, or I’dhavegot scaredand
removed it.But it felt likepartof the journey
of that song. Ido think there’s aplace in the
world forguitar solos– justnot for the sake
ofwankingoff.”

CHOOSE THE GUITAR
Becausenootherinstrument is
so creative
“There’s always new ways to apply the guitar. 
Y’know, guitar, bass and drums maybe doesn’t 
feel quite as exciting as it used to, but I’ll tell 
you what – guitars are always gonna be 
around. I love nothing more than seeing 
someone standing on a stage and expressing 
themselves with a guitar. You could have 10 
people playing the same guitar set-up, and 
they would all sound different. I don’t think 
there’s a lot of instruments that you can say 
that about. It’s a very emotive instrument, the 
guitar. I truly believe it to be more emotive 
than a violin or piano or anything else. I don’t 
think there’s anything at all that can compete 
with a guitar – and it certainly ain’t gonna be 
laptops and drum machines. There’s a feel to 
theguitar that cannotbe replaced.

Ellipsis is out 8 July on 14th Floor Records 

“I truly believe the 
guitar to be more 

emotive than a 
violin or piano or 

anything else”
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Despite their experiments, 

Biffy’s bedrock will always 

be bands such as Fugazi
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SUPERSIZE YOUR SOUND

Is your tone lacking girth? Are you 
dropping out when you need your 
sound to step up? Here’s some 
ways to beef things up…  Words: Rob Laing

SUPERSIZE
YOUR SOUND

Using an overdrive

pedal to boost your

signal is a classic trick Adding a looper to

your rig can add extra 

layers to your sound

You don’t need an amp 

the size of a two-bed 

semi to get a big sound

hatmomentwhenyouswitchfromyour

chunkyrhythmparttothatclimatic

leadbreakandeverythingjust…dips.

Thevulnerabilityofbeingtheonlyguitarist is

laidbareandyoupromiseyourself thatyou’ll

never stray from the warm embrace of chords

again.Well justhangon, it’snotacaseof

either/or. Here aresome straightforward

ways you can really enhance your sound…

1 
BOOST
Using a boost pedal isn’t just a matter of 
volume for a guitar player. It’s also about 

what frequencies you’re boosting when it’s  
a case of driving the front of your amp in an 
effective way for riffs and solo breaks. Using 
a clean boost pedal usually gives you control 
over treble, bass and mids to really help your 
solo or chorus part lift in a band mix – pay 
special attention to those mids to help you 
cut through. And if you want the grunt of 

gain, there are tons of overdrive 
pedal options such as the classic 

Tube Screamer or Fulltone 
OCD to add sustain for leads 
or dirt for riffs. A typical 
overdrive unit tends to be 
more transparent in tonal 
character  and responsive 
to your playing dynamics 
than many distortion-
type stompboxes. 

2 
TUNE 
DOWN
Ever considered 

tuning all your strings down a semitone? 
Alice In Chains, Hendrix, SRV, Guns N’ Roses 
and Dan Patlansky (see p34) are just some  
of those that have. Tuning to Eb Ab Db Gb Bb Eb 
produces a darker, heavier tonality for you to 
try without dramatically affecting intonation 
and may suit some singers’ ranges more. 

Though you may want to consider going up a 
gauge in strings if you stick with it long term. 
If you want to take things further, consider 
alternate tunings such as DADGAD and John 
Mayer’s favourite, ‘modal E’ (EBEF#BE), 
which can utilise open string drones for  
a richer, more expansive sound. These can be 
especially effective for solo guitarists looking 
to project their chords and melodies.

3 
LOOP
These aren’t just for the Sheeranites, 
consider using a looper pedal  for some 

parts to give you an extra layer…  or even 
several. As well as many standalone looper 
options out there, some delay pedals offer 
looping functions. But you need to take the 
time to consider how you’ll use loops and 
also get your timing dead-on to avoid a mess. 
Mike Sullivan is guitarist with instrumental 
trio Russian Circles (see p14) and takes full 
advantage of the potential for loops to widen 
his live sound, and he recommends choosing 
your live looper carefully; “The main thing 
for me is ease of use,” he says. “It takes 
precedence over sound quality for me; how 
usable is it live? If a loop is no good, or if  
I have to stack a few loops and take one 
away; I need to have the ability to do that in  
a split second. Otherwise you have blips and 
beats coming and going that shouldn’t be 
there and it’s distracting.” He’s also quick to 
point out that you need to think 
about tonal diversity between 
your loops; often overlooked.  
“It’s good to use different 
tones, pickup 
positions, EQs 
and distortions. 
If you have the 
same distorted 
tone three times 
over, it’s going to get 



iiRHYTHM DELAY A simple way to thicken

your sound for rhythm work is doubling delay

– try a very short echo around 20-50ms with

one repeat and a 40 per cent effect level

(blend). Most delay pedals can handle this.

iiACOUSTIC REVERB Dialling in hall reverb

can have an inspiring effect for an acoustic

player who might feel their piezo sound is too

dry and lifeless.

iiCOMBO FOR SOLOS Use a room reverb

setting to add body with a delay pedal set at

500ms and feedback setting giving around

four repeats with effect level around 40 per

cent to give serious sustain to your solos.

iiHARMONISING Create the illusion of two

guitars, Brian May-style, with one repeat and

a longer delay time set to the tempo of your

song. This is a fun one to experiment with!
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muddy. Any dynamics you can give to help 
make that first loop more audible will benefit 
the whole song.” 

4 
TWO AMPS
Using two amps on stage is certainly 
going to get you one louder, but it’s 

about more than just volume. Savvy 
positioning (such as either side of the  
drums) will widen your sound with the 
different responses from two amps also 
enabling the panning of stereo delay and 
tremolo. You may prefer one amp for clean 
and another for dirt but how about running 
those strengths at the same time for serious 
clarity that cuts through. But if you choose to 
run two amps into one speaker for their tonal 
versatility, there’s a few things you need to 
consider; the speaker impedance needs to 

match your amp’s power and the 
load between the amps needs to be 
transferred safely. We’d advise an 
amp switcher from the likes of 
Radial and Ted Weber. Another 
potential issue is unwanted 
ground-loop hum but a switcher  
or splitter with separate outputs 
and options for reverse phase and  
a ground lift switch can help kill 
hum fast. Lastly, don’t expect the 
rest of the band to help you carry 
that extra amp. But the pay off is 
worth it, right? 

5  
DOUBLE UP
Your bass player isn’t just the
strange looking bloke with the

oversized guitar who should only be 
communicated with via nods when 
absolutely necessary. They can also be your 
biggest ally for an all-out riff attack. Try 
playing unison parts to give you that lower 
end foundation that can make a great riff hit 
harder. Rage Against The Machine and Black 
Sabbath are just two bands who have made  
a one-guitar setup sound huge with ace bass. 
Mike Kerr of Royal Blood even manages  
to combine both roles in one by using a 
combination of octave pedals to create the 
effect of a bass/guitar dynamic. With all that 
in mind, you might want to consider backing 
off on the bass in your own EQ when playing 
loud to allow for the bassist to make their 
mark. Two much bass – especially with drive 

and a neck pickup in play – can mean
muddiness with the rhythm section. 

6 
THINK SIMPLER
When coming up with lead breaks, 
rhythm parts or riffs, consider how 

you’re utilising what’s at your fingertips to 
enhance your sound. Simplicity can often be 
the key to this; giving space and letting notes 
ring. Try creating effective layers by playing  
a lead with a fretted melody along one string 
while also playing the next high string open 
at the same time (hear the Edge’s riff in U2’s  
I Will Follow). But there’s also a lot to be said 
for letting simple chords breathe – AC/DC’s 
Highway To Hell and Back In Black make 
them sound huge and heavyweight by just 
letting them ring out a little. O�

PEDAL PALS 
How delay and reverb  
can be your friends

YOU’VE PROBABLY got at least 

one of them already, so the good 

news is your delay and reverb 

pedals can become very handy 

tools if you’re looking to enhance 

your sound. They’re extremely 

versatile, too, but you’ll need to 

stomp carefully as too much of  

a good thing can leave your sound 

floating away with the breeze 

when you’re playing with a band. 

Digital delay can help by being 

more prominent in the mix 

compared to the more organic 

degradations offered by analogue 

pedals. Either way, there’s a lot of 

potential waiting to be unlocked 

so start to experiment and  

utilise delay and reverb wisely  

for these scenarios…

20-50ms 1 repeat 40% 

40%Hall

ROOOMM

HALLHALL

PRINGSP

20% 

500ms 4 repeats 40% 

Your choice 1 repeat 60% 

Try to double up the 

bass parts to add some 

serious depth to riffs

Using two amps gives 

more than just volume 

– it widens your sound
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HAIL TO THE

THIEVES
Playing packed stadiums with Muse and taking the ego 

out of guitar playing; Nothing But Thieves aren’t your  
usual proposition. And that’s what might make them  

British rock’s next success story

W
H�ÀQG�'RP�&UDLN�DQG�-RH�
/DQJULGJH�%URZQ�VRXQGFKHFNLQJ��
LQ�%ULVWRO·V�FKXUFK�WXUQHG�PXVLF�

YHQXH�7ULQLW\�&HQWUH�LQ�WKH�PLGVW�RI�WKHLU�
XQLTXH�YHUVLRQ�RI�OLYLQJ�WKH�GUHDP��7KH�
JXLWDULVWV�DUH�WUDYHOOLQJ�DURXQG�WKH�FRXQWU\��
RQ�D�KHDGOLQH�WRXU�ZLWK�WKHLU�EDQG�1RWKLQJ�
%XW�7KLHYHV��EXW�GDUWLQJ�RII�WR�PDLQODQG�
(XURSH�LQ�EHWZHHQ�WR�SOD\�VWDGLXPV�DV�VXSSRUW�
DFW�WR�0XVH��$QG�ZKDW·V�PRUH��WKH\·UH�SOD\LQJ�
WKRVH�PDVVLYH�VKRZV�LQ�WKH�URXQG��WKDQNV�WR�
%HOODP\�DQG�FR·V������VWDJH��́ 7KHUH·V�D�ORW�RI�
UXQQLQJ�DURXQG�µ�ODXJKV�-RH��,Q�PRUH�ZD\V�
WKDQ�RQH��́ :H·G�DOUHDG\�SODQQHG�WR�GR�WKH�
KHDGOLQH�UXQ�DQG�LW�ZDV�TXLWH�ODWH�LQ�WKH�GD\�
ZKHQ�ZH�ZHUH�RIIHUHG�WKH�0XVH�GDWHV�µ�
H[SODLQV�'RP��́ /XFNLO\�RXU�DEVROXWH�VDLQW�RI��
D�ERRNLQJ�DJHQW�KDV�PDGH�LW�ZRUN�WRJHWKHU�µ�
7KDW�0XVH�FDOO�ZDVQ·W�DV�UDQGRP�DV�LW�PLJKW�
VRXQG��$ORQJ�ZLWK�JOLPPHUV�RI�5DGLRKHDG�DQG�
-HII�%XFNOH\��WKH�JOREH�FRQTXHULQJ�EDQG�DUH�
RQH�RI�WKH�P\ULDG�LQÁXHQFHV�WKDW�FDQ�EH�KHDUG�
LQ�WKH�1RWKLQJ�%XW�7KLHYHV�PHOWLQJ�SRW��DQG�
EDFN�LQ������WKH�\RXQJ�(VVH[�ÀYH�SLHFH�²�
FRPSOHWHG�E\�YRFDOLVW�&RQRU�0DVRQ�ZLWK�KLV�
$GHOH�VFDOH�YRFDO�UDQJH��EDVVLVW�3KLOLS�%ODNH�
DQG�-DPHV�3ULFH�²�ÀUVW�VXSSRUWHG�0DWW�
%HOODP\·V�WULR�LQ�IURQW�RI��������IDQV�LQ�5RPH��
DQG�FOHDUO\�LPSUHVVHG��7KDW·V�QRW�VXUSULVLQJ��
EHFDXVH�WKHLU�VHOI�WLWOHG�GHEXW·V�FKDPHOHRQLF�

PL[�RI�VRQJV�VXJJHVWV�SOD\HUV�DQG�VRQJZULWHUV�
ZKR�DUH�ZD\�DKHDG�RI�WKHLU�\HDUV�DQG�
SUHSDUHG�WR�PDNH�ELJ�YHQXHV�WKHLU�VHFRQG�
KRPH�LQ�WKH�IXWXUH���$QG�WKH�ZD\�'RP�DQG��
-RH�DSSURDFK�WKHLU�UROHV�LV�LQWHJUDO�WR�WKLV��

So how have you been faring playing on  

a round stage in the middle of a stadium?

Dom:�́ $V�LW·V�QRW�D�FRPPRQ�WKLQJ��\RX�
REYLRXVO\�GRQ·W�JHW�D�GUHVV�UHKHDUVDO��<RX·UH�
VOXQJ�RQ�WR�LW�IRU�WKH�ÀUVW�GD\�DQG�LW·V�PRUH�D�
WHVWDPHQW�WR�&RQRU�²�KLP�GRLQJ�ORRSV�DQG�ODSV�
RI�WKH�VWDJH��+H�ZDV�UHDOO\�UHOXFWDQW�WR�KDYH�D�
ZLUHOHVV�PLF�OLNH�%ULWQH\�RU�ZKDWHYHU�EXW�
WKHUH·V�UHDOO\�QR�RWKHU�ZD\�WR�JHW�DURXQG�LW��
/LNH�-RH�VDLG��\RX�EXUQ�D�IHZ�PRUH�FDORULHV�
WKDQ�RQ�D�QRUPDO�VWDJH�µ
Joe:�́ ,W�ZDV�D�ELW�FKHHN\�IURP�0XVH��DV�LW�
URWDWHV�IRU�WKHP�µ
Dom:�́ ,�FDQ·W�FDOO�WKHP�OD]\�DV�WKH\�KDYH�WKHVH�
UDPSV�WKDW�JR�RXW�DQG�0DWW�%HOODP\�ZDV�
SHJJLQJ�LW�IURP�RQH�VLGH�WR�WKH�RWKHU��%XW�E\�
WKH�WKLUG�RU�IRXUWK�GDWH�ZH�ZHUH�IHHOLQJ�
FRPIRUWDEOH�RQ�LW��2Q�WKH�ÀUVW�QLJKW�ZH�ZHUH�
VD\LQJ��¶'LG�ZH�GR�WKDW�ULJKW"�,V�WKDW�KRZ�
\RX·UH�PHDQW�WR�DFW�RQ�D������VWDJH"·µ

What have you learned most from Muse?

Dom:�́ ,·YH�OHDUQHG�D�ORW�DERXW�WKH�VRXQG�VLGH�
RI�WKLQJV��ZKDW�WKH\�UXQ�ZLWK�WKHLU�JHDU��7KHLU�

Words:  Rob Laing     Photography: Joby Sessions

 VIDEO 
www.bit.ly/tg282video
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VRXQG�HQJLQHHU�LV�RQH�RI�
WKH�EHVW�LQ�WKH�ZRUOG��
7KH�GHVN�KH�XVHV�LV�RQO\�
RQH�RI�WKUHH�LQ�WKH�8.��
7KH\�UXQ�.HPSHUV��DQG�
WKH�ZD\�WKH\�KDYH�WKHLU�
SHGDOV��WKHLU�WHFK�ZLOO
FKDQJH WKHPXQGHU WKH
VWDJH IRU WKHPDQGD ORW
RI�WKDW�VLGH�RI�WKLQJV�\RX�
GRQ·W�QRUPDOO\�JHW�WR�VHH��
$QG�WKDW·V�PDGH�PH�WKLQN�
DERXW�KRZ�RXU�VHW�XS�LV�
DQG�KRZ�ZH�ZDQW�WR�EXLOG�
LW�IRU�WKH�IXWXUH��7KDW·V�
EHHQ�TXLWH�HQOLJKWHQLQJ�µ

Playing to that many 

people obviously has its 

advantages, have you 

noticed the effects?

Joe: ́$IWHU�ZH�ÀUVW�VXSSRUWHG�
WKHP�LQ�5RPH��ZH�GLG�D�WRXU�
ZLWK�KHDGOLQH�GDWHV�DQG�WKH\�

VROG�RXW��VR�LW�ZRUNHG�UHDOO\�ZHOO�IRU�XV�µ
Dom: ́ ,�WKLQN�ZH�MXVW�SOD\HG�D�������FDS�
YHQXH�LQ�5RPH�DQG�ZH·YH�RQO\�EHHQ�WR�,WDO\�
WZLFH��6R�LW�VKRZV�\RX�WKH�SRZHU�RI�VXSSRUWLQJ�
0XVH��2EYLRXVO\�LW�VD\V�VRPHWKLQJ�IRU�WKH�
EDQG��EHFDXVH�WKH�PXVLF�LVQ·W�D�PLOOLRQ�PLOHV�
DZD\��6R�WKHLU�IDQV�DSSUHFLDWH�LW��DQG�ZH�ORYH�
WRXULQJ�RXW�WKHUH�DV�ZHOO�µ

You don’t have a traditional rhythm/lead 

split with your roles in the band…

Dom:�́ ,�JHW�WROG�WKDW·V�TXLWH�ZHLUG«µ
Joe: ́ ,�WKLQN�LW·V�D�OLWWOH�ROG�IDVKLRQHG�WR�GR�LW�
WKDW�ZD\�QRZ��WKRXJK�,�JHW�LW�ZKHQ�\RX·UH�D�
VLQJHU�WKDW�\RX�GRQ·W�ZDQW�WR�WDNH�RQ�WRR�PDQ\�
OHDG�GXWLHV��%XW�ZH�GR�LW�RQ�VRXQG��UHDOO\�µ
Dom: ́ <HV��DQG�WKHUH·V�WKLQJV�WKDW�VXLW�-RH·V�
SOD\LQJ�PRUH�DQG�WKLQJV�WKDW�DUH�PRUH�VXLWHG�
WR�PLQH��(YHQ�GRZQ�WR�WKH�NLQG�RI�JHDU�ZH�
KDYH��:H�KDYH�GLIIHUHQW�SHGDOV�WKDW�FDQ�GR�
GLIIHUHQW�WKLQJV�µ
Joe:�́ /DUJHO\�,·P�WKH�PRUH�KXPEXFNHU�
KROORZERG\�VRXQG�DQG�'RP·V�WKH�7HOH�VRXQG��
7KDW·V�NLQG�RI�KRZ�ZH�EUHDN�LW�XS�µ
Dom:�́ 7KDW·V�KRZ�LW�VWDUWHG��,�ZDV�WKH�7HOH�DQG�
WKH�9R[��DQG�-RH�ZDV�RULJLQDOO\�D�/HV�3DXO�
WKURXJK�D�0DUVKDOO��2YHU�WKH�ODVW�IHZ�\HDUV�
EXLOGLQJ�WKH�ULJV�DQG�H[SORULQJ�JHDU�PRUH��
ZH·YH�H[SDQGHG��)XQGDPHQWDOO\�LW·V�WKH�VDPH�
VRUW�RI�WRQH�LQ�WHUPV�RI�IUHTXHQFLHV�DQG�VRQLFV�
EXW�LW·V�D�ELW�PRUH�H[SDQGHG�QRZ�,�JXHVV�µ

Joe, you’re using Fender Bassbreakers…

Joe: ́ ,·P�XVLQJ�WKH�%DVVEUHDNHU�DQG�D�6XSHU
6RQLF� ,·PGDQFLQJDOO RYHU WKH VWDJHZLWK
SHGDOV DW WKHPRPHQWDQG ,ZDQW WREHDEOH
WR�SUHVV�RQH�SHGDO�DQG�WKUHH�WXUQ�RQ��$W�WKDW�
SRLQW�,·P�JRLQJ�WR�DGG�P\�0DUVKDOO�LQ�DV�ZHOO��
%XW�LW·V�D�PRQH\�DQG�VSDFH�WKLQJ�DW�WKH�
PRPHQW��:H·UH�LQ�D�YDQ�VR�ZH�KDYH�WR�KROG�
RXUVHOYHV�EDFN�DW�WKH�PLQXWH��

GLOBAL ELITE
Dom’s goes high end with 
his American Elite Tele…

Dom: “I was playing an 1982
reissue of a ’52 Telecaster, which
I loved, but I was worried about
touring with it. I instantly fell in love
with this, and I never thought that
would happen. You always think
a classic guitar is going to sound
better than a new guitar but it’s
completely changed my opinion
on that because this thing has so 
many cool features; from the
noiseless pickups to the compound
radius neck. My tech Stu loves
them; they’ve got locking tuners,
so I can snap a string during a gig
and he can run it off and have it
restrung for the next song. I’ve
actually got two of them now
because I love them so much.”

Dom blends a Vox AC30 

with a Fender Super Sonic 

to cut through the mix

Joe’s a big fan of the 

low-end punch offered by 

Fender’s new Bassbreaker

“We hate  
albums that  

are just 11 songs 
that sound  
the same”
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´, UHDOO\ OLNH WKH%DVVEUHDNHU�:HZHUHJLYHQ
D6XSHU6RQLF IURP)HQGHUDQG , ORYH WKDW DQG
WRQDOO\ \RXGRQ·W KDYH WR FUDQN LW WRRPXFKEXW
LW UHDOO\ ODFNHGERWWRPHQG�:KHQ'RPPL[HG
RXU OLYH UHFRUGLQJVZHFRXOG VHHZKDW
IUHTXHQFLHVZHUHPLVVLQJ�$QGZHZHUH UHDOO\
ODFNLQJ WKLVEDVV\DQGPLGUDQJHSXQFK WRP\
VRXQG� , FRQVLGHUHGJHWWLQJD)HQGHU%DVVPDQ
EXW1HLO >:KLWFKHU� KHDGRIDUWLVW UHODWLRQV@
IURP)HQGHU VXJJHVWHG WKHQHZ%DVVEUHDNHU�
6R , WULHG LW RXWDQG ORYHG LW VWUDLJKW DZD\�µ
Dom: ´:KHQ-RHZDV UXQQLQJKLV0DUVKDOO
ZLWKD�[�� LWZDVZD\ WRREDVV�KHDY\�7KHQ
ZHZHQW WR WKHFRPSOHWHRWKHU VLGHRI WKH
VSHFWUXP� WKDW·VZK\KHZHQW IRUD�[���7KHQ
ZH WKRXJKW� RND\ZH·YHJRQH WRR VPDOO DQG LW·V
D OLWWOH WRR WKLQ�6RQRZZHKDYHD ORWPRUH
IXOOQHVV�7KHUH·V D ORWRI WULDO DQGHUURU� DQG LW LV
VRKHOSIXO WKDW , JHW WKH >OLYH@PXOWL�WUDFNVDQG
JR WKURXJK WKHP� ,·PDELW RI D ORVHUZLWK LW«µ
Joe: ´6RPHPLJKW FDOO LW JHHN\�EXWZHNLQG
RI HQMR\ LW�µ

So you’ve assumed production role in the

band as well to some degree, Dom?

Dom: ´, SURGXFHD ORWRIPXVLF DQGGLGD IHZ
ELWVRQ WKHDOEXP� ,QHYHU WKRXJKW LWZRXOG
WUDQVODWH VRSHUIHFWO\ WR OLYHNQRZOHGJHEXW
QRZ,·PPXFKPRUHDZDUHRI IUHTXHQFLHV DQG
JDSVZKHUH WKLQJV VKRXOGEH VLWWLQJ�6RHYHQ
VWXII OLNHZKDWPLFV VXLW&RQRU·V YRLFH�:KDW
PLFVSLFNXS WKHGUXPNLW D OLWWOHELWPRUH«
LW·V D ORWRI WULDO DQGHUURUDQGDPDVVLYH
OHDUQLQJSURFHVV�µ

Dom, you run a Super Sonic with an AC30?

Dom: ´,·YHDOZD\VEHHQDQ$&�� IDQ�EHFDXVH
ZKHQ ,KHDUDJXLWDU ,ZDQW WRKHDU WKH7HOH
URFN VRXQG�%XW VRPHWLPHV LW FDQ VRXQGKRQN\
DQG LWZRQ·W EUHDNXS ORDGV VR WKDW·VZKHQ
,DVNHG)HQGHU LI WKHUHZDVDQ\WKLQJ WKH\
FRXOG UHFRPPHQG WKDWZRXOGJLYHPHD ORW
RI� EDVLFDOO\� VL]]OHDQGFXW� , WKLQNHYHU\EDQG
VKRXOGKDYHDW OHDVW RQH)HQGHUDPS LQ WKH ULJ
EHFDXVH WKH\FXW VWUDLJKW WKURXJKHYHU\WKLQJ�
6R , DGGHG WKH6XSHU6RQLFDQG , UXQ WKHP
ERWK WRJHWKHUDQG WKH\ZRUN UHDOO\ZHOO�
7KH6XSHU6RQLF FXWV DQG LW·V JRW D ORWRIÀ]]O\
GLVWRUWLRQ IUHTXHQFLHV�µ
Joe: ´7KDW·VZKDWZHERWKXVH WKH6XSHU
6RQLF IRU�µ

The album’s songwriting seems especially

varied, and suggests there’s different

creative approaches going on in the band.

Is that the case?

Joe: $́EVROXWHO\� , WKLQN WKDW·V SDUWO\ FKRLFHDQG
SDUWO\QHFHVVLW\� , GRQ·W WKLQNZH·UHJRRG
HQRXJKDV VRQJZULWHUV WRKDYHD IRUPXOD�
$�IRUPXOD�GLGQ·W�UHDOO\�ZRUN�IRU�XV�GLG�LW"�
Dom:�́ 7KDW·V�DOPRVW�D�JRRG�WKLQJ��:KHQ�LW�
FRPHV�WR�VWDUWLQJ�SRLQWV�IRU�ZULWLQJ��LW·V�QHYHU�
WKH�VDPH�WKLQJ��LW�FRXOG�EH�O\ULFV��LW�FRXOG�EH�D�
VRXQG«�RU�D�GUXP�ORRS��D�ULII�RU�LI�ZH·YH�KHDUG�
VRPHWKLQJ�DQG�ZH�PD\�VHH�LI�ZH�FDQ�GR�RXU�

YHUVLRQRI WKDW�7KDW·VZK\ WKHDOEXPLV VR
GLYHUVH LQ WKH VRQJZULWLQJ�µ
Joe:´:HKDWHDOEXPV WKDW DUH MXVW�� VRQJV
WKDW VRXQG WKH VDPHDQG\RXFDQ WHOO WKDW
WKH\·YHZULWWHQD VRQJDQGVDLG� ¶:HOO WKDW
ZRUNV VR OHW·V GXSOLFDWH LW DQRWKHU�� WLPHV�·
,W NHHSV LW LQWHUHVWLQJ IRUXV�:KHQ\RXSOD\
WKHVH VRQJV IRU WZR\HDUV«
Dom:´7KH ODVW WKLQJ\RXZDQW LV WRJHWERUHG�µ

So do you both write primarily with guitars?

Dom: $́FWXDOO\ZHZULWHD ORWZLWKEDVVDQG
GUXPV� WRR�µ
Joe: ´'R\RXNQRZZKDW":HRIWHQ VWDUWZLWK
WKHEDVVDQGGUXPV�µ

That’s interesting, because the likes of

TripSwitchandDrawingPinsare really led

by the rhythm section’s groove…

Dom: ´,ZULWHPRVWRI WKHGUXPDQG WKHEDVV
SDUWV�'RQ·W JHWPHZURQJ� WKHER\VZLOO WDNH
LW DQGGR WKHLU WKLQJ WR LW DQG LWZLOO FKDQJH
E\ WKH WLPHZHJHW WR WKHDOEXP�EXW
IXQGDPHQWDOO\ WKDW·V KRZ LW VWDUWV RII� %HFDXVH
ZH·UHD ORW DERXWJURRYH�KRZVRPHWKLQJ IHHOV�
:H WKLQNDERXW WHPSRVDQGZKDWZLOOPDNH
SHRSOHZDQW WRGDQFH� RUZKHWKHU LW·V JRLQJ
WREHDKHDGERSSHU�7KDW·V TXLWHD FRPPRQ
LQVWUXPHQWDWLRQ VWDUWLQJSRLQW IRUXV�:KLFK
LV�ZHLUG�ZKHQ�\RX WKLQNDERXW LW�µ

And you’re involved in the lyrics as well Joe?

Joe:�́ ,�GR�SUHWW\�PXFK�DOO�RI�WKHP�µ
Dom:�́ ,W·V�D�VWUDQJH�G\QDPLF�IRU�D�EDQG�µ
Joe:�́ :H�VSHQW�VR�ORQJ�ÀJXULQJ�RXW�ZKDW�ZH�
ZHUH�GRLQJ�ZLWK�WKH�G\QDPLFV�LQ�WKLV�EDQG
DQGZHVSHQW\HDUVZULWLQJ�µ
Dom: ´:KHQ-RHZDV IRFXVVLQJRQEHFRPLQJ
D�EHWWHU�O\ULFLVW��,�ZDV�WU\LQJ�WR�JHW�EHWWHU�DW�
UHFRUGLQJ�DQG�SURGXFWLRQ�µ

Those roles beyond guitar playing seem 

very important when you look at the bigger 

picture of your sound

Dom:�́ :H·UH�DOO�DERXW�VSDUVHU�SOD\LQJ��,�WKLQN�
LW·V�D�YHU\�VHOÁHVV�ZD\�IRU�D�JXLWDULVW�WR�WKLQN��
6RPH�JXLWDULVWV�KDYH�DQ�HJR�LVVXH�ZKHUH�WKH\�
QHHG�WR�SOD\�DOO�RI�WKH�WLPH�DQG�EH�WKH�ORXGHVW�µ
Joe:�́ :H�XVH�WKH�JXLWDUV�IRU�HPEHOOLVKPHQW��
7KH VRQJ LVÀUVW�µ

Nothing But Thieves

play Reading

Festival on

26 August and

Leeds Festival

on 27 August

WILD CAT
Why Joe loves his Gretsch 
Panther Center-Block…

Joe: “I was always a Les Paul guy and
I was thinking of a 335. I picked up
the Gretsch and it had similar
characteristics. I love the new 
Gretsches because they’ve kind of 
taken away a lot of the problems 
from the hollowbodies. They have
less feedback problems. They play
and sound amazing. I feel like it has
the depth that you get from a Les
Paul-style guitar but when you dig in
it brings out the hollowbody twang.
I don’t use clean and distortion, I have
distortion on all the time but roll off
the [guitar’s] volume. I find it much 
more unique and you get so much 
more control; you can roll and get 
it completely clean depending on 
how hard you’re playing. The 
Gretsch is perfect for that.”
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THICKER 
THAN
WATER

Architects guitar and drum siblings, Tom and Dan 

Searle, explain how playing together since day  

one has helped shape their career…

Words: Amit Sharma
Photography: George Fairbairn

I
f there was one turning point in the lives of 
Tom and Dan Searle, the creative engine 
behind Brighton metallers Architects, it 

was when their father put on some record by 
“a guy that blew his brains out”. The 11-year-
old twins were so infatuated by Nirvana’s 

second album, it would be all they’d listen 
to for a year. Following Nevermind on 
the Christopher Searle School Of Rock 
FXUULFXOXP�FDPH�WKH�ÀUVW�)RR�)LJKWHUV�

albums, and so began the journey that 
would bring the pair to the upper 

echelons of British metal.
“Growing up, we lived a typically English 

suburban middle-class life,” says 29-year-old 
guitarist Tom, sat upstairs in a London photo 
suite. “There was nothing spectacular about it,
nor anything terrible. I started on bass because
all my friends played guitar, I was really 
insecure and didn’t want them to think I was 
ripping them off! Eventually I switched to 
guitar and it didn’t take long for us to pick up 
our instruments and overtake our friends!”

“It was never like, ‘Let’s start a band, what 
are you going to play?’” chortles Dan, who 
discovered his true calling by chance. “A friend 
of mine asked if I wanted to join in on drum 
lessons as it was cheaper sharing… so why 
not? We weren’t pushed into playing trumpet 
or keyboard or whatever 10 year-olds get told 
to do. If you ask a kid to choose trumpet or 
drums, what are they going to go for?!”

Playing in tandem
Together, the pair would lock themselves in 
Tom’s bedroom for hours on end, learning
their instruments, spurringeachotheron
through theobstacles everymusicianneeds
to overcome. It’s something many of us won’t 
KDYH�KDG�WKH�EHQHÀW�RI�²�D�VSDUULQJ�SDUWQHU
during thosepivotal teethingmonthsand
years.Ahuman, rather thanamachine,
WR�JURRYH�WR�²�VRPHRQH�DEOH�WR�KHOS�\RX�
understand what to focus on. Indeed, “maybe 
Dan’s the reason I never went down the 
shredder route,” offers Tom. If there’s any 
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secret behind the success Architects would be 
later destined for, this could very well be it.

“We’ve always run in tandem in that 
respect,”nodsTom. “Wedroveeachotheron.
Peoplewere sayingDan’s agooddrummer, so
,�ÀJXUHG�,�EHWWHU�EH�D�EORRG\�JRRG�JXLWDULVW��
With him, there was always that recognition…
and it fed my desire to get better! Interestingly,
even to this day, we tap out at about the same 
ESP²KLVEODVWEHDWV DQGP\GRZQSLFNLQJ�
Well,maybehebeatsmea little!”

“Thoseearlybedroomjamswere
prettyugly,” remembersDan,before
adding, “Tomdidn’t havea tunerand
,�KDG�D�����GUXP�NLW��7KH�ÀUVW�VRQJ�ZH�
ever played live together was Be Quiet 
And Drive (Far Away) by Deftones, at 
the end of one school assembly. I was 
14 years old trying to play like 
[Deftones drummer] Abe Cunningham 
²�ZKLFK�ZDV�D�ELW�RI�D�WULFN\�RQH�µ

Gap years
A few years later and it didn’t feel quite so 
tricky anymore. In fact, the pair would be the 
ÀUVW�WR�DGPLW�WKDW�WKHLU�HDUO\�ZRUN�FRXOG�EH�
considered over-complicated in places…

“We had all this strange rhythmical stuff 
fuelledbyTheDillingerEscapePlan,” laughs

“Dan’s a good drummer,
so I figured I better be a
bloody good guitarist!”

Tom. “I’d come up with these random patterns 
in class, writing down the number of stabs 
instead of paying attention, and then come 
back home to pick up the guitar to play it. 
There’s all this daft stuff that never even saw 
WKH�OLJKW�RI�GD\�²�ORQJ�SDWWHUQV�WKDW�QHYHU�
repeated… because there was no pattern. It 
was just us showing how clever we could be.”

“We were throwing shit at a wall to see if 
people liked it,” shrugs his sibling. “Early on, 

people used to say it was crazy that we were 
doing all this technical stuff really young, and 
we sorta played up to that. We didn’t execute it 
perfectly, but we did try to push ourselves right 
to the limits. You write ideas slightly above 
your station because it forces you to reach for 
that bar. By the end of college, we had to tell 
our parents we were taking a year out. And a 
decadeon…we’re still on thatgapyear!”

Originally calling themselves Counting The 
Days, (the Searle twins are that line-up’s only 
survivors), they toured with fellow British 
hopefuls, Bring Me The Horizon and Johnny 
Truant. It was an exciting time for their scene, 
and before long, German metal giant Century 
Media Records was knocking on the door with 
an album deal. While that may sound like a 
GUHDP�FRPH�WUXH��LQ�UHDOLW\�WKH�ÀYH�PHPEHUV�
were starting to feel out of their depth.

“After the signing, we thought this 
would be easy,” admits Dan. “We started 
selling out bigger venues and thought 
we could get away with doing whatever 
we want. Which is not the right attitude. 
So we lulled for a few years and needed 
WR�ÀQG�RXU�IHHW��DQG�ZRUN�RXW�ZKDW�ZH�
wanted to do. It was a necessary journey 
and a valuable lesson!”

Timing is everything
Thankfully for us all, Architects have come a 
long way since Tom used to scribble random 
numbers in the back of his school books. The 
genesis of this year’s seventh full-length, Our 
Gods Have Abandoned Us�²�WKH�ÀUVW�WR�ZHOFRPH�
touring guitarist Adam Christian as a full-time 
PHPEHU�²�OLHV�LQ�WKH�WZLQV�LQFRUSRUDWLQJ�
modern recording technology into their 
dynamicand taking turns to twist Tom’s 
discombobulated riffs into the unexpected. 

“Nowit’smuch easier to collaborate because 
wehaveall the studio stuff like Logic,” says 
Tom. “Our creative relationship is so much 
better, somuchmore effective, because we’re 
able to sit down in a room and start changing 
riffs. It’s very collaborative, like musical chairs, 
backand forth taking turnson thecomputer in
��PLQXWH VHVVLRQVPRYLQJ VWXII DURXQG� ,ÀQG
that it’sDanwho turns these ideas into songs,
where Ioftenget stuck. Forbothof us, I think
therewasamomentwherewerealisedwe
weren’t younganymore, sobeing technical for
technique’s sakewasn’t as impressive!We
dialled it backabit after that.”

“I’mgladwecutour teethand foundour
feetwithout technology though,”offers Dan.
“It helpeddevelopus.Music fans don’t givea
shithowcleveryouare.They just want tohear
somethinggood, something theycanenjoy
² UDWKHU WKDQVLW GRZQDQGÀJXUHRXW�µ

Not that their latest effort sounds like some
sortwatered-downmetal equivalent of
Coldplay. Far fromit: thebrain-simmering
polyrhythmicgroovesaremore reminiscent
ofSwedishmath-metallers Meshuggah than 
everbefore. So for those that do want to get 
QXPEHU FUXQFKLQJ�²�IUHW�QRW��WKHUH·V�SOHQW\�WR�
sinkyour teeth into.

“Ifwecanappeal to Meshuggah fans… 
that’s ahugecompliment!” ponders Tom. “You 
knowit’s themwhen you hear their music, no 
questionabout it. They have an unmistakable 
identity, and that’s what you should strive for. 
Sound likeyour own unique band that no one 

Tom(l) andDan (r) have

beenmakingmusic since

theywere teenagers
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else couldever create. 3/4 is a recurring theme
forus.There’s just somethingabout theway
myheartbeats to that time! [laughs]”

“If you listen toFollowTheWater, These
ColoursDon’tRun, BlackBlood, Phantom
Fear«\RX·OO ÀQGD ORWRI WKDW�µ VD\V'DQ�
beforebeingmockingly scoldedbyhis twin
forgiving toomanysecrets away. “He’s right,
actually!Backwhen Igave lessons, I’d teach
these rhythmic conceptsbecausea lotof the
studentswereArchitects fans. So I’d tell them,
‘Youmight recognise this fromthis song, that
song…’ thereare certainhabitswhich lend
themselves to theArchitects sound.”

Grand designs
Bearing inmind their longtime friendsand
old labelmatesBMTHarenowheadlining
multiplenights in theUK’sbiggest venues, the
next fewyears couldverywell seeArchitects
followsuit. TheBritishmetal scenehas long
beenovershadowedbyAmerica, though the
timesare changing, slowlybut surely.

“Nowwithbands likeus,BMTH,WhileShe
Sleeps,BuryTomorrow,etc, being successful,
it seemsmorepossible forBritishmetalnow,”
enthusesTom. “There’s apsychological
element, too, because thebar is sethigher.
%DFN WKHQ WKHUHZHUHQRDVSLUDWLRQV²D WLQ\
band fromasmall town inEnglandpulling
tiny crowdscompared toAmericanacts
would never aim super high.”

“We’ve always been the odd ones out, 
maybe that’s the reason it worked out?” 
ponders Dan. “There’s never been a perfect 
WRXU�ÀW�IRU�XV��WKHUH�ZRXOG�DOZD\V�EH�WRR�KHDY\

or not enough breakdowns or, ‘These guys just 
want to wank onstage!’ We’re not clever or 
talented enough to play music as complex as 
all those djent bands. Our limitations might 
have actually helped. We never thoughtwe’d
beheadliningBrixtonAcademy likeweare
now.Thatwouldhavebeena joke... not in
a million years!”
<RX�ZRQGHU�²�GRHV�VSHQGLQJ�VR�PXFK�RI�

their personal and professional lives together 
get claustrophobic? Do the parents ever need 
to intervene, say, if Dan refuses to play in 3/4?

“We’ve had many, many fallouts,” says Tom, 
patting his brother on the back. “When you 
have the same family, friends, bandmates, you 
can push each other’s buttons with the twitch 
of an eyebrow! It certainly has been that way, 
thankfully not any more. In the studio, I can
EHFRPHDELW RI D FRQWURO IUHDN² WR WKHSRLQW
ZKHUH LW·V YHU\GLIÀFXOW IRUP\EDQGPDWHV�
But Dan took me aside and told me to watch 
myself and how I’m behaving. That’s the 
advantage of having a brother in the band, it’s 
a family duty: ‘Don’t worry guys, I’ll take care 
of him… he’s my brother! [laughs]’”
´/DPE�2I�*RG��3DQWHUD��*RMLUD�²�WKHUH·V�D�

few bands around with brothers on drums and 
guitars,” summarises Dan. “I don’t mind being 
putting in a list like that! To be honest, we can’t 
fuck up, can we? It’s all sorted in our genes!”

They might be joking, but they may also 
very well be right. Blood is thicker than water, 
after all…

Architects tour the UK in November. For 

more, visit www.architectsofficial.com

The boys say they never 

dreamed they’d headline a 

venue like Brixton Academy

WELCOME TO

THE JUNGLE! 

Recently instated Canadian
guitaristAdamChristianson
fillsusinonworkingwith
the Searles…

Congratulations on joining the band officially 
– how has it been?
“Pretty amazing! I was a big fan of Architects before 
I met or joined them. My previous band had played 
shows opening for them in Canada and we were 
also labelmates. So it was cool to get to know them, 
and even cooler to now be playing in them as a 
full-time member!”

What was it like joining a band with twin 
brothers at the creative helm?
“A lot of my favourite bands have had brothers in
them, which is kinda cool! Pantera, Van Halen, I’m
a big fan of a band called Misery Signals, too. Those 
bands seem to have a certain mojo, and the Searle 
brothers have always been on the same kinda 
wavelength. I think they have this parallel path. 
They learned music together, listened to music 
together. It’s not like a pair of brothers that started 
working together as adults – these guys grew up 
together playing music. They get each other more 
than most people!”

How does that relationship manifest itself in the 
writing process?
“It’s very important for the writing process because
if one of them comes up with an idea but isn’t
quite sure how to finish it, the other one will pick
up on where the other left off. It’s kinda like
finishing each other’s sentences! They both know
where it’s going, have this shared vision for
where things should be going. It’s pretty unique. 
Especially such a subjective thing like music, they 
might not need to describe everything in the same 
way… if you’re brothers, it’s almost like you don’t 
have to explain or notate it. Your twin already 
knows what the answer is. That’s why the writing 
process is so streamlined!”
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TECHNIQUES

1986 THRASH
Itwas the year thrashmetal arrived,with a trio of icons releasing albums that
defined thegenre - herewe teach you toplay threeof 1986’smost brutal riffs…

MEGADETH
PEACE SELLS
Megadeth’s secondalbum,Peace
Sells…ButWho’s Buying?, catapulted
themto stardomand saw themtake
their place as oneof theBigFour. The
main riff from the title track is quite
easy toplay, providedyouhaveagood,
tight picking technique. The riff kicks
offwith a sequenceof palm-muted
open sixth stringnotes andan
un-mutedG#5powerchord. Palm-
muting is essential, helping tokeep
theopennotes short andpunchy in
contrastwith thepowerchord. It’s all
very easy – just rest the sideof yourpick
handon the stringswhere theymeet
thebridge, thenplaywith yourhand in
this position.Move farther onto the
string formoremuting effect or onto
thebridge for less. The first threebars
of the riff feature just onepowerchord;
bar 4has twochords, so release your
palm-mute slightly earlier here.

CHEATSHEET…

Appearsat:0:13-0:41

Tempo: 138bpm

Key/scale:E blues scale/chromatic

Maintechniques:Palm muting/

down-picking

SLAYER
ANGEL
OF DEATH
This intro riff is easy to
memorise butdevilishly tough to
master thanks toKerryKingand the
late JeffHanneman’smachinegun-like
picking.Despite the speed, there’s no
switching strings and the rhythm
barely changes at all.Most important is
choosing the right pick. For rapid
single-note lineswe’dusually opt for a
pickwith little flex.Here thoughwe’d
recommendone that bends a little –it
shouldhelp yourpick ride across the
open sixth stringwithout catching.
Next, turn your attention to the
changes. This is the simplest part of the
riff – you’ll benavigatingopen strings
and two-notepowerchords. Fromthere
it’s amatter of slowpractise and
gradually raising the tempo.

CHEATSHEET…

Appearsat:0:00-0:28

Tempo:200bpm

Key/scale:E Phrygian

dominant/chromatic

Maintechniques:Fast alternate

picking/powerchords

METALLICA
BATTERY
Followinga flamencoguitar intro,
Battery’smain riff gets underwayat a
breakneck191bpm.Building this level
of speed is all aboutprecision: inboth
changes andpicking, and this comes
fromknowing the riff insideout first.
Theold adageof practising slowly is
especially truehere. The riff is largely
basedonpalm-mutedopen sixth string
Enotes andpowerchords, plus a few
two-noteminor3rd shapes.Nothing
too challenging for your fret hand
then–aside from the speedy changes.
Picking-wise, things are abit tougher.
JamesHetfieldplays a standardgallop
rhythm,but it canbehard toget a feel
for the timing thanks to certaindrum
hits accenting ‘in between’ notes.Aim
toemphasisenotes that landon the
main snaredrumhits to keep time.

CHEATSHEET…

Appearsat: 1:06-1:26

Tempo: 191bpm

Key/scale:E blues

scale/chromatic

Maintechniques:

Gallop rhythm/

palm muting

Use mainly

downstrokes. The only

upstrokes are in the fast

gallop phrase

Tune your guitar down

by roughly half a

semitone to play along

with the original track

Tune your guitar  

to Eb to play along with 

the original record 

Video riff lessons
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START PLAYING NOW!

HOW BARRE CHORDS WORK

1. Start with an open E chord. Play an open E chord with your 
second, third and fourth fingers to leave your first finger free.

2. Slide up. Add your barre. Slide the E up one fret and press
down at the 1st fret with your first finger. This is an F chord.

3. Move to a new fret position. With no open strings to play,
you can move the shape up the fretboard for more chords.

3. Now try an open A shape. Don’t forget that there should 
be a one-fret space between the A shape and your barre!

IFYOU’VEbeen playing the guitar for more

than a few weeks you simplymust learn

some barre chords. This essential technique

multiplies the number of chords at your

disposal from just a handful to potentially

thousands of new shapes.

The idea is simple: a barre is when you press

down on more than one string at the same

time. It might be two strings, it might be all six

– or any number for that matter. Regardless,

barres do require more strength than single

notes, so expect to see progress in a few days

or even weeks, rather than immediately.

Start off by trying out the chord shapes

shown here, then follow our tab examples on

the opposite page to hone your playing skills.

GETTING STARTED

1 1

Am (diad)

33

D (diad)

1

C (diad)

1

Am9

11 1

Am

1

3

2

F/A

1 1

D7

1

3 4

Dm

1

2

D

1

4

A

1

3

Em

2

1

Bm

3

1

3

1

F#m

Two-note chords (aka diads) don’t 

really have names. Obviously that’s 

not very helpful though, so sometimes 

they’ll take a name from another chord 

that contains the two notes. Other 

times, you’ll see them in tab without   

a name. We’ll save explanations of 

chord names for another day. Just 

practise the shapes for now.

Striking fear in the hearts of beginner 
guitarists, barre chords require strong 
fingers and steady fretting. TG shows
you the easy way to get started...

5 
WAYS TO 
 IMPROVE YOUR 

BARRE CHORDS
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START PLAYING NOW!

 1. YOU’RE BARRED! 

Start off with a simple two-string shape

THIS FUNKY idea is a great place to start for barre chord newbies as 

you’ll only be pressing down on two strings at a time. The rhythm is a 

challenge though so practise slowly until you get the feel. If it helps, 

leave out the notes marked X. These are muted strings – an oft-used 

technique in funk, but not essential while you’re learning. The first 

pair of notes are played with your first finger and are followed with  

a slide up to the 5th fret. Use your third finger for the 7th fret notes.

 5. MARDY BARRE  Now test your rhythm chops

NOW, WITH a few exercises under your belt why not try out this rhythm guitar line inspired by the Arctic Monkeys? With several chord shapes 

and a number of position shifts it’s a step up in difficulty so treat it as a longer term goal that you can build up to. Again, the muted notes marked ‘X’ 

are optional. You may find it easier to drop them while you practise, or you may find that playing them helps you stay in the groove. It’s up to you!

THIS SURPRISINGLY fiddly example introduces full barre chord

shapes that cover five and six strings – and in both major and minor 

versions. We’ve set the changes to a simple audio backing track but 

you may need to spend some time slowly practising the shifts first. 

Although your first finger barres across the 5th fret throughout,  

we don’t advise pressing down constantly; most likely you’ll need  

to make small adjustments to your barring finger to accommodate 

your other fingers as you change chords.

 2. BRAND NEW BARRE 

Progress to a four-string barre

WE’RE KEEPING things funky here as we progress on to some

four-string barre chords. As you cover more strings it’s even more 

important to make sure that your first finger is in the best spot, so 

keep this vital digit wedged up close behind the 5th fret. Take a close 

look at the F/A chord and you’ll see you only have to ‘barre’ one string 

(so technically it’s not a barre chord), but, played next to the Am and 

Am9 chords, it’s easier to keep your finger in barring position.
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 3. YOU TOO PLAY BARRES 

Arpeggios… but still barre chords

THESE ARPEGGIOS have a great U2 vibe if you dial in a delay effect 

set to about 375 ms. We’ve kept our audio delay-free though, so that 

you can clearly hear what’s going on. The challenge lies in changing 

from a four-string shape (the Am chord) to a five-string shape (D7). 

The best way to practise is to ditch the ‘one note at a time’ arpeggio-

style playing and practise changing from Am to D7 as full chord 

shapes. Keep your third finger pressed down on the 7th fret to 

anchor you in position as you change shape.
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 4. ALL BARRE NOTHING 

Things get tougher here with full chords

TRACKS 68-69

TRACKS 66-67

TRACKS 62-63TRACKS 60-61

TRACKS 64-65
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EVH 5150 III LBX

REVIEW



EVH 5150 III LBX £450

Sound like Eddie without breaking the bank – or your back

MOST amp makers 
offer a 

metal-cased lunchbox amp these 
days, but EVH has been slow to 
join the party – until now. With one 
of guitardom’s most enviable user 
lists – including, of course, Mr Van 
Halen himself – any new addition 
WR�WKH�(9+�UDQJH�LV�VLJQLÀFDQW��EXW�
it’s particularly true at this price.

While the 5150 LBX is small, 
there’s no compromise in the 
construction or circuitry. It’s  
built to a very high standard,  
with a robust printed circuit  
board holding most of the 
components, and a tough steel 
chassis supporting two oversized 
transformers. Cosmetically, it looks 
the business, with a powder-
FRDWHG�(9+�¶VWULSH·�ORJR�À[HG�WR�
the front of the perforated steel 
cover, and a smart white control 
panel with ivory chicken-head 
knobs. The 5150’s preamp section 
LV�DOO�YDOYH��ZLWK�QR�OHVV�WKDQ�ÀYH�

12AX7s generating a huge 
onslaught of rock and metal 
overdrive tones. The designers 
have opted to do away with the 
clean channel and keep the blue 
(crunch) and red (lead) channels 
everyone uses, so the smart front 
panel is clear and easy to 

understand, with controls for gain, 
low, mid and high EQ, volume and 
presence. There’s a single input 
jack, a small push-button switch  
to change channels, and a large 
mains indicator light. The rear 
panel has mains and standby 
switches together with a quarter-
power option that knocks the 
output down to around four watts. 
It’s surprisingly fully featured for a 

lunchbox amp, with a series effects 
loop, jack for the single button 
footswitch, resonance control to 
tweak the 5150’s low-end 
response, and a single speaker 
outlet with an impedance switch. 
Overall, it’s good-looking, 
well-built and ready to rock.

We try out the 5150 LBX with its 
matching 2x12 extension cab and 
a variety of different guitars – 
Strats, Les Pauls and a Floyd-
equipped Strat with PAF-style 
humbucker. Even though the LBX 
lacks a proper clean channel and 
shares its controls, there’s more 
than enough range on the blue 
‘crunch’ mode to cover most needs, 
going up to the kind of sustain that 

most amp builders wouldgive
you for a lead sound.Activate
the red ‘Full Burn’mode, and
the overdrive anddistortion is
borderline insanity,with somuch
gain that even theweediest
single-coil pickups turn into
high-gain solomonsters.

Use the presenceandrear-
mounted resonancecontrols to
dial in the LBX’s poweramp,and
you can easily nail thealmost over
the top ‘brown’ sound that’s an
integral part of Eddie’s styleand
technique, making pinched
harmonics, extended trem
dive-bombs and legato tapping
almost too easy.But theLBX isn’t a
one-trick pony–backoff thegain,
add a little midrangeandyou can
get 80s Brit-rockas well as cleaner,
70s classic rock tones, too, anda
pretty good ‘nearly clean’ soundby
rolling off the guitar’s volume in
blue mode. Plugged into its
matching 2x12cabinet, there’s

It comprehensively blows 
other lunchbox heads away
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T Y PE: All-valve preamp  

and power amp head 

 OUTPUT:  15W, switchable to 4W 

 VA LV ES:  5x 12AX7, 2x EL84 

 CONTROLS:  Gain, low, mid, high,  

 volume, presence, resonance 

 SOCK ETS:  Input, footswitch,  

 effects loop send/return, output 

 W EIGHT:  7kg 

 DIMENSIONS:  [HxWxD]  

 180 x 325 x 160mm 

 CONTACT:  Fender GBI  

 01342 331700 www.evhgear.com 

 AT A GL ANCE 

 LESS IS MORE 

AMAZINGLY, this 
deceptively simple 
control layout is all you 
need to dial in the 5150 
LBX’s huge arsenal of 
rock guitar tone

 SWITCHED ON 

ROUND the back, heavy- 
duty mains, standby and 
quarter-power switches work 
with a satisfying clunk that 
feels like they’ll last forever. 
The low-power option is great 
for recording

 BIG BOTTOM 

THE rear panel’s resonance control 
varies the LBX’s low-end response, 
crucial to matching the speaker cabinet. 
This is one of the secrets to getting 
Eddie’s ‘brown’ sound



The LBX has more 
features than most 
lunchbox heads

The EVH’s quarter-
power switch is ideal
for recording work

Therange-topping5150III 100-watt
head(£1,719)hasnolessthaneight
12AX7preampvalvesandfour6L6
powervalves, togetherwithdual
speakeroutletsandalineout.Three
channelsforclean,crunchand
lead, eachwith independentgain,
volumeandtonecontrols,meanyou
canpreciselytailoreachchannel’s
sounds.There’sa50-wattversionat
amuchmoreaffordable£959,which
sharescontrolsforchannelsone
andtwo,makingitmorecompact,as
wellasaddingaheadphonessocket.
The5150III 100S(also£1,719) is
ahand-modifiedandcustomised
versionthat’s identical totheones
Eddietourswith, featuringincreased
gainoncrunchandleadchannels,
andseparateresonancecontrols
foreachchannelontherearpanel.
Aswellasachoiceof1x12,2x12and
4x12speakercabinets,youcanalso
buya5150III 1x12combofor£999,
ora2x12versionfor£1,269.

51-nifty
Hungry for more power?

The 5150 range has

something for you…
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more thanenoughpower for
small-to-mediumgigs,while the
quarter-poweroption ishandy for
recording,whenyouwanta fully
crankedsoundat lowervolume.

Comparedwithother lunchbox
heads, the5150LBXdoes the
same thing its full-sizedversions
do tomostotheramps in this genre
– it comprehensivelyblows them
DZD\� ,W·V DÁDPH�WKURZHURI WRQH
thatgives you theauthenticEVH
soundandresponse ina small,
portablepackage that’smore
affordable thaneverandway

better than a pile of transistorised 
wannabe boxes. That’s the most 
important thing about the 5150 
LBX: it’s the real deal – all-valve 
from input jack to speaker jack. 
That can make it less controllable 
than a solid-state facsimile, but 
learn how to drive it with picking 
dynamics and your guitar’s volume 
and tone controls, and you’ll be 
rewarded with one of the best rock 
guitar tones to ever come out of a 
box this small. However, to really 
appreciate the LBX’s carefully 
crafted bottom-end, you’ll need a 

decently-sized speaker cabinet 
that isn’t going to be so portable, 
but it’s so worth it. If you want to 
sound like Eddie but don’t have  
a huge budget, this is the amp  
you’ve been waiting for.
Nick Guppy

ALSO TRY...

 ORANGE DUAL  

 TERROR 

£599

Orange’s 
popular 
Dual Terror 
is 30 watts, 
switchable to 15 and seven watts,
and has a second channel called ‘Fat’ 
with its own EQ

 VICTORY RD1  

 ROB CHAPMAN  

 SIGNATURE  

 HEAD 

£599

The RD1 gets a 
lot of tone from 
a deceptively simple front panel. Its 
28 watts, with a very useful two-watt 
low-power mode

 PEAVEY  

 6505 MH  

 MINI-HEAD 

£495

This 
mini-head 
packs a 
dual-mode 
clean/crunch rhythm channel and 
speaker-emulated direct out, which is 
great for recording. It’s a lot of amp for 
the money
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Leo’s post-Fender bass gets the six-string treatment

STERLING BY MUSIC MAN 
 STINGRAY SR50  £499

THE 
StingRay bass has 
a modern tone and 

slick playability that sets it apart 
from Leo Fender’s other great bass 
designs – the Precision and Jazz. 
You can tell a StingRay fan; they 
have thumbs like a lump hammer.

The original StingRay guitar had 
less of an impact, but at the time  
it was still a unique beast, with 
GRXEOH�FXW�ERG\��ÀYH�ZD\�SLFNXS�
switch, six-in-line headstock and 
the dual humbuckers. As with the 
G&L guitars that Leo went on to 
design, it sought to evolve Leo’s 
most famous creation, but perhaps 
was always destined to live slightly 
off to the left of the Strat’s centre.

Music Man reissued the 
StingRay guitar earlier this year, 
but this Sterling version shaves a 

grand off the price tag. Not that 
you’d really know it – out of the 
box it’s clear that this is a guitar 
that means business, starting with 
the weight. At 3.75kg, it’s a hefty 
VODE�RI�PDKRJDQ\��7KH�ÀQLVKLQJ�LV�
near-perfect throughout, with the 
blemish-free Three-Tone Sunburst 
and chrome hardware combining 
for a classy look. The only slight 
disappointment is around the back 
– the pickup selector cavity is 
covered with a matching red 
tortoiseshell cap, but it’s mounted 
on top of the body, rather than 
ÁXVK�DJDLQVW�LW��,W·V�D�VPDOO�GHWDLO��
but it’ll bother perfectionists.

The playability of the StingRay 
more than makes up for this, 
WKRXJK��WKH�VDWLQ�ÀQLVK�QHFN�LV�D�
comfortable modern U shape, 
VOLJKWO\�ÁDWWHU�IHHOLQJ�WKDQ�WKH�
PRUH�URXQGHG�&�VKDSHV�\RX·OO�ÀQG
on most Strats. Not better, per se, 
just different, while the heel gives 
those who venture to the unpaid 
end of the neck unhindered access 

WR�WKRVH�WRS�IUHWV��,W·V�DWWDFKHG�WR�
WKH�ERG\�ZLWK�D�ÀYH�EROW�ÀWWLQJ��
and the truss rod is helpfully 
adjustable from a thumbwheel: no 
taking the neck off here. We’re also 
impressed with the vibrato, which 
holds it together for everything 
from gentle wobbles to full-on 
depressions. We just can’t knock 
this bad boy out of tune!   

Tonally, you get two Ernie Ball 
Music Man humbuckers, which 
WKH�ÀUP�GHVFULEHV�DV�¶FUHDP\·��:H�
found the neck humbucker to be  
a bit heavy on the low-end, which 
becomes more apparent when  
you add overdrive. A quick cut to 
our Vox’s bass control (and a tweak 
WR�WKH�WUHEOH��FRQWURO�À[HV�WKLV��
though, bringing back some of the 
lost note separation and clarity. 

The bridge position pickup, 
meanwhile, is a great all-rounder 
of a humbucker. All midrange  
and punch, it’s a full-sounding, 
solid pickup that may not be 
dripping with character, certainly 
delivers the goods for classic rock 
and blues sounds.

The StingRay fuses the comfort 
of a double-cut body with the girth 
of a dual-humbucker guitar, and it 
does it fantastically. Sterling will 
DOZD\V�EH�D�OHIWÀHOG�FKRLFH�ZKHQ�LW�
comes to choosing a guitar of this 
kind, but if you’re keen to straddle 
the gap between Fender and 
Gibson’s classic appointments, 
this is a great place to look.
Stuart Williams

It certainly delivers the goods 
for classic rock and blues
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BODY: Mahogany

 NECK:  Maple 

 SCALE:  648mm (25.5”) 

 FINGERBOARD:  Rosewood 

 FRETS:  22 

 PICKUPS:  2x Music Man  

 Spec humbuckers 

 CONTROLS:  1x volume, 1x tone  

 3-way pickup selector 

 HARDWARE:  Chrome 

 LEFT-HANDED:  No 

 FINISH:  3-Tone Sunburst  

 (as reviewed), Black 

 CONTACT:  Strings & Things  

 01273 440442  

 www.sterlingbymusicman.com 

 AT A GL ANCE 

 SPEC 

WITH its mahogany body 
and dual humbuckers, plus 
the double-cut outline, 
vibrato and 25.5” scale,  
the StingRay walks the line 
between the best of Gibson 
and Fender combined

 BODY 

THAT’S a solid slab of 
African mahogany, and it 
weighs about 3.75kg.  
You might want to hit the 
gym if you’re planning on 
spending a long time 
stood up playing this!

 PICKUPS 

TWO Music Man 
humbuckers give you some 
fat blues and rock sounds. 
The neck is slightly muddy, 
and picky pluckers might 
scream for a coil-tap, but  
we love the bridge pickup
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Meet the afordable studio tool that might just be
the best-playing Telecaster yet

 FENDER DELUXE 
 NASHVILLE TELECASTER  £679 
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THE 
Nashville Telecaster 
pays tribute to Leo 

)HQGHU·V�ÀUVW�ERUQ·V�GRPLQDQFH��
of the studio session scene in Music 
City, Tennessee, with a guitar that 
SURPLVHV�ERWK�FODVVLF�7HOH�DQG�
Strat sounds. Beyond the regular 
DOGHU�ERG\�DQG�VOLP�&�SURÀOH�
EROW�RQ�PDSOH�QHFN�\RX·G�H[SHFW��
WR�ÀQG�ZKHQ�JUDSSOLQJ�ZLWK�D�
7HOHFDVWHU��\RX·OO�HQFRXQWHU�VRPH�
interesting upgrades. The bridge 
DQG�QHFN�SLFNXSV�DUH�7HOH�LWHPV��
ZKLOH�WKH�PLGGOH�VLQJOH�FRLO�LV�D�
6WUDW�PRGHO��$OO�EHORQJ�WR�)HQGHU·V�
9LQWDJH�1RLVHOHVV�UDQJH�DQG�FRPH�
ZLUHG�WR�D�PDVWHU�YROXPH��PDVWHU�
WRQH�DQG�D�ÀYH�ZD\�SLFNXS�

selector blade switch. More on all 
WKDW�VWXII�LQ�D�PRPHQW�

What’s not so obvious is that 
)HQGHU�KDV�SLPSHG�WKH�1DVKYLOOH�
7HOH·V�SOD\DELOLW\�ZLWK�D����PP�
����LQFK��ÀQJHUERDUG�UDGLXV��7R�
H[SODLQ��/HR�)HQGHU�VSHF·G�WKH�7HOH�
ZLWK�D����PP�������LQFK��UDGLXV��
7KLV�ZRUNV�ZHOO�IRU�FKRUGV��EXW�
UHTXLUHV�D�PHGLXP�WR�KLJK�DFWLRQ�
to bend strings above the 12th fret 
ZLWKRXW�FKRNLQJ�RXW��0RVW�PRGHUQ�
7HOHV�IHDWXUH�D����PP������LQFK��
radius, which allows for buzz and 
FKRNH�IUHH�EHQGLQJ��6R��WKH�ELJJHU�
WKH�QXPEHU��WKH�ÁDWWHU�WKH�·ERDUG��
and the easier the action and 
VWULQJ�EHQGLQJ��2XU�1DVKYLOOH·V�
ZKRSSLQJ����LQFK�UDGLXV�LV�WKH�
VDPH�DV�D�/HV�3DXO��7KH�UHVXOW�LV�D�
ORZ�DFWLRQ�WKDW�GRHVQ·W�JUXPEOH�
when you dig in anywhere.

Before we plug in, we should 
SRLQW�RXW�VRPH�RWKHU�GHWDLOV��
LQFOXGLQJ����PHGLXP�WDOO�IUHWV��D�
FRQWRXUHG�QHFN�KHHO�IRU�HDV\�WRS�
HQG�DFFHVV��VROLG�EORFN�EULGJH�

saddles for great sustain, and a set 
RI�URFN�VROLG�ORFNLQJ�WXQHUV��,I�\RX�
SUHIHU�WKH�VQDSSLHU�WRQH�RI�D�PDSOH�
’board, that’s available, too, but the 
ÀQLVK�RSWLRQV�DUH�GLIIHUHQW�
6LQJOH�FRLO�SLFNXSV�FDQ�JHQHUDWH�

a lot of unwanted noise, otherwise 
NQRZQ�DV����F\FOH�KXP��7KDW·V��
not a huge concern on stage or in 
rehearsals, but it can cause 
SUREOHPV�LQ�WKH�VWXGLR��7KH�
Vintage Noiseless pups live up to 
WKHLU�QDPH�E\�FXWWLQJ�RXW�WKH��
KXP�ZLWKRXW�VDFULÀFLQJ�WKH�FODVVLF�
VLQJOH�FRLO�WRQHV��7KH�EULGJH�KDV�
bags of Tele twang on clean and 
URDUV�ZKHQ�GLVWRUWHG�²�OLNH�D�
PDVK�XS�RI�-RKQQ\�&DVK�DQG�HDUO\�

-LPP\�3DJH��7KH�QHFN�SRVLWLRQ��
KDV�D�ZDUPWK�DQG�GHSWK�WKDW·V�
XQFDQQLO\�OLNH�D�ELJ�KROORZ�MD]]�
JXLWDU��ZKLOH�WKH�PLGGOH�6WUDW�
SLFNXS�ZRUNV�JUHDW�IRU�FUXQFK\�
UK\WKP�ZRUN�²�EXW�LW·V�WKH�WZR�
¶LQ�EHWZHHQ·�-LPL�+HQGUL[�6WHYLH�
Ray Vaughan sounds that’ll get the 
MXLFHV�ÁRZLQJ��7KLV�7HOH�ZLOO�QDLO�
Little Wing�ZLWK�PRUH�ERWWRP�HQG�
grunt than any Stratocaster.
7KH�PHVVDJH�LV�FOHDU��5HJDUGOHVV�
RI�LWV�JHRJUDSKLFDOO\�VSHFLÀF�QDPH��
GRQ·W�EH�WHPSWHG�WR�W\SHFDVW�WKH�
1DVKYLOOH�7HOH�DV�H[FOXVLYHO\�IRU��
the country set. Tonally, this great 
OLWWOH�JXLWDU�ZHDUV�PDQ\�KDWV��QRW�
MXVW�D�6WHWVRQ�
Ed Mitchell

This great little guitar wears 
many hats, not just a Stetson
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BODY: Alder

 NECK:  Maple, bolt-on 

 SCALE:  25.5” 

 FINGERBOARD:  Rosewood,

 305mm (12") radius 

 FRETS:  22 narrow tall 

 PICKUPS:  3x Fender Vintage   

 Noiseless single coils 

 CONTROLS:  1x volume, 1x tone,  

 5-way pickup blade selector 

 HARDWARE:  Chrome six-saddle 

 bridge, nickel die-cast locking 

 machineheads 

 LEFT-HANDED:  No 

 FINISH:  Fiesta Red (shown)  

 Daphne Blue (w/ rosewood ’board),  

 White Blonde, 2-Colour Sunburst  

 (w/ maple ‘board) 

 CONTACT:  Fender GBI  

 01342 331700  

 www.fender.com 

 AT A GL ANCE 

 HYBRID 

THE Nashville adds 
colour to its classic Tele 
tonal palette with an 
additional middle Strat 
pickup. This allows 
access to those iconic 
Little Wing tones

 PLAYABILITY 

THE Nashville Tele 
comes spec’d with 22 
narrow tall frets and a 
12-inch radius ’board 
that offers a low action 
with absolutely no 
buzzing or choking when 
you bend the strings

 SOLID TUNING 

THAT ageless Tele headstock 
provides a home for a set of 
modern locking machineheads 
with vintage-style buttons. 
Telecasters are famed for 
holding their tuning, so this one 
is as stable as you can get



CHARVEL PRO MOD SERIES

ROUND-UP
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CHARVEL PRO
MOD SERIES ROUND-UP

 80s metal wasn’t just spandex, hairspray and cherry pies. Meet three guitars that pay 
 tribute to the decade taste forgot, but killer tone and playability certainly didn’t... 

Words: Ed Mitchell  

Photography: Olly Curtis
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LAUNCHED 
in 1974 
as a  

repair shop, Charvel became one of the 
most important names in 80s American  
US rock and metal after it fell under the 
ownership of Grover Jackson, the luthier 
who would later found Jackson Guitars. The 
company, based in San Dimas, California 
– more famous as the stomping ground of 
Bill and Ted – perfected what we all called 
‘SuperStrats’ back in the day, and attracted 
big-name users including Bon Jovi’s Richie 
Sambora, Ozzy guitarist Jake E Lee, Ratt’s 
Warren DeMartini and Eddie Van Halen, 
who used a Charvel neck on his iconic 
Frankenstein and kicked off the whole 
modified rock guitar thing in the first place.

These days, Charvel is owned by Fender, 
which has just rebooted the affordable   
Pro Mod range with three Mexican-built 
models, offering a choice of Floyd Rose 
locking vibratos and hardtail bridges, 
scratchplate and direct-mount Seymour 
Duncan humbuckers and some eye-
popping finishes. All models come with a 
coil-split function for single-coil sounds and 
the new ‘No Load’ tone control, which is 
bypassed when all the way open to offer 
some additional top-end sizzle. You also get 
the classic Fender Strat headstock, which 
looks totally bodacious, dude...

CHARVEL PRO MOD SERIES
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THE
So-Caldefines the
‘SuperStrat’ concept as 

originally nailed by Eddie Van Halen  
in the late 70s. That classic body shape, 
the Floyd Rose double-locking vibrato, 
the slim maple bolt-on neck with its 
compound radius and fat frets…  
It all adds up to shredder heaven. 

The guitar’s thick single-ply 
scratchplate comes loaded with a pair  of 
Seymour Duncan humbuckers, a TB-6 
Distortion in the bridge position and a 
SH-6N Distortion at the neck. These are 
wired through a volume control with 
push/pull action to split the pickups’ 
coils, the aforementioned No-Load tone 
pot and a three-way pickup selector 
blade switch. In the full-on, non-coil-
split setting, the switch gives you three 
options: bridge ’bucker, the inner coils 
of both pickups and the neck unit solo. 
Lift the volume knob and you engage 

the coil-splitmode.Nowyou get an
additional tonal trifecta: the bridge 
humbucker’s outer coil, both pickups’ 
outer coils, and the neck’s outer coil. 

The high-output Duncan Distortion 
’bucker, originally launched back in 
1980, features ceramic magnets and 
overwound coils. The result, in Seymour 
Duncan’s words, is a pickup rich in 
‘powerful upper mids’. Translation? This 
is the perfect metal ’bucker, one that cuts 
through a mix no matter how much gain 
you unleash. The neck unit thickens up 
the tone on offer with serious synth-like 
sustain, again with the gain cranked 
up. Granted, the So-Cal doesn’t clean 
up quite as sweetly as the other models 
in this line-up, but who cares? If you’re 
looking for a brutal-sounding guitar 
with flawless playability and unshakable 
tuning then you won’t be able to wipe 
the grin off your face.

 CHARVEL PRO MOD  
 SO-CAL STYLE 1 HH FR  £709

 The number of the beast 

Van Halen used a 
Charvel neck on his 
iconic Frankenstein
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 CHARVEL PRO-MOD SAN  

 DIMAS STYLE 1 HH HT  £709 

Whammy, denied!

LIKE the other two Charvels   
in this round-up, the  

Pro Mod San Dimas Style 1 HH HT 
features an alder body, the two-piece 
bolt-on maple ‘Speed Neck’ with 
graphite reinforcement and a pair of 
Seymour Duncan humbuckers, aka the 
‘HH’ in the model name. Charvel has 
spec’d the most popular rock pickup 
partnership of them all: the Seymour 
Duncan SH-4 JB ‘Jazz Blues’ (aka the  
‘Jeff Beck’) at the bridge and the 
Seymour Duncan SH-1 ’59 at the neck. 
The ‘HT’ part of the San Dimas’ name 
signifies that this guitar is a hardtail 
model, in this instance teamed with a  
set of Charvel-branded locking tuners.

The Speed Neck has a compound 
radius and feels a bit slimmer than the 
example on the So-Cal model. The 
radius runs from 304.8mm (12 inches) 
over the first few frets to 406.4mm 

(16 inches) as you get closer to the 
22nd fret. That means open and barre 
chords are easy to fret, while you get an 
effortlessly low action, and a buzz- and 
choke-free string bending experience 
above the 12th fret.

Where the So-Cal trades in brutality, 
the San Dimas HT offers a more versatile 
setup when you introduce it to your 
amplifier. Overall, the hardtail format 
gives this San Dimas a bit more bottom-
end than a Floyd-equipped version. The 
bridge JB has plenty of grunt, but back 
off the gain and you’ll reveal classic rock 
tones and some actual jangle when you 
go clean. The split-coil settings take the 
guitar into classic blues territory – Jimi, 
Rory Gallagher, SRV – especially in 
the neck position, where you’ll find a 
satisfying ‘woody’ tone. The looks will 
probably typecast this guitar, but it’s way 
more versatile than you might imagine.

 CHARVEL PRO-MOD SAN  

 DIMAS STYLE 1 HH FR  £709 

 Better shred in red... 

THIS San Dimas echoes the 
spec sheet – Duncan 

pickups, neck profile and compound 
radius, switching arrangement – of the 
hardtail model, right until you get to the 
bridge bit itself. Here, you get a Floyd 
Rose vibrato with locking top nut, with 
all the tuning stability and dive-bombing 
potential that entails. Like the equally 
Floyd-blessed So-Cal, here the vibrato 
occupies a recess in the guitar’s top to 
allow you to pull back its arm. That 
means you can do those accelerating 
motorbike impressions everyone with   
a Floyd did in the 80s.

While the neck is slim, Charvel 
has boosted its rigidity with a pair of 
graphite rods. So, wobble the vibrato 
arm and the neck doesn’t flex like 
on other rock beasts. It helps with 
tuning stability and can enhance tone. 
Speaking of which, these Pro Mod 
guitars all have a Strat-style 648mm 

(25.5-inch) scale length, which means 
you get plenty of twang in the bottom 
strings. You hear that benefit when you 
plug in. That scale length somehow 
makes big low-string riffs sound fatter, 
and helps maintain definition if you 
drop the tuning for serious metal stuff. 
This Floyd-spec’d San Dimas doesn’t 
quite have the bottom-end girth of the 
hardtail edition, but don’t believe the 
sourpusses who claim a locking vibrato 
is a tone killer. This guitar is proof that 
a Floyd paired with great pickups can 
produce immense tone, especially when 
those Seymour Duncans are direct-
mounted to the body. 

Okay, the Rocket Red finish won’t 
make everyone twitch with excitement 
– it actually looks a little more like 
‘clockwork’ orange in the flesh – but 
there are a bunch of colours available. 
Anyway, in this case, beauty is way   
more than skin deep.
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SOMEGUITARSchoose their new owners, and retro metal 

guitars such as the Charvel Pro Mods will appeal to a particular 

type of player. If you need us to spell it out, we’re talking 

shredders, metalheads and the hair-metal throwbacks. To us, 

the wide tonal range, flawless playability and choice of tasteful 

or retina-melting finishes take us back to a fun era to be a 

guitarist. It was a time of innovation, and Charvel was at the 

forefront of that. There are countless rock machines out there 

these days, but few are better than these well-priced Pro 

Mods. They are, as Bill and Ted might say, most triumphant…

VERDICT  

 CHARVEL PRO MOD  
 SO-CAL STYLE 1 HH FR  £709  

AT A GLANCE

 CHARVEL PRO-MOD SAN  
 DIMAS STYLE 1 HH HT  £709 

AT A GL ANCE

 CHARVEL PRO-MOD SAN  
 DIMAS STYLE 1 HH FR  £709 

AT A GL ANCE

 BODY:  Alder (w/ quilted maple  

 top on trans finishes) 

 NECK:  2-piece maple ‘Speed Neck’  

 with graphite reinforcement, bolt-on 

 SCALE:  648mm (25.5”) 

 FINGERBOARD:  Maple, 304.8mm-  

 406.4mm (12”-16”) compound radius  

 FRETS:  22, jumbo 

 PICKUPS:  1x Seymour Duncan  

 SH-4 JB (bridge), 1x Seymour  

 Duncan SH-1 ’59 (neck) 

 CONTROLS:  Master volume with  

 push/pull coil split, ‘No-Load’ tone,  

 3-way pickup selector blade switch 

 HARDWARE:  Chrome Floyd Rose  

 FRT-02000 vibrato, locking nut,  

 Charvel die-cast machineheads 

 LEFT-HANDED:  No 

 FINISH:  Rocket Red  

(shown),  Tobacco  

 Burst, Black Burst,  

 Trans Purple Burst,  

 Trans Red Burst,  

 Slime Green,  Snow  

 White, Neon Pink,  

 Neon  Yellow,  Specific  

 Ocean, Metallic Black 

 BODY:  Alder (w/ quilted  

 maple top on trans finishes) 

 NECK:  Two-piece maple  

 ‘Speed Neck’ with graphite  

 reinforcement, bolt-on 

 SCALE:  648mm (25.5”) 

 FINGERBOARD:  Rosewood,  

 304.8mm-406.4mm  

 (12”-16”) compound radius 

 FRETS:  22, jumbo 

 PICKUPS:  1x Seymour Duncan  

 SH-4 JB (bridge), 1x Seymour  

 Duncan SH-1 ’59 (neck) 

 CONTROLS:  Master volume with  

 push/pull coil-split, ‘No-Load’ tone,  

 3-way pickup selector blade switch 

 HARDWARE:  Black hardtail bridge  

 and Charvel branded  

 die-cast  locking  

 machineheads 

 LEFT-HANDED:  No 

 FINISH:  Satin  

 Cobalt Blue  (shown),  

 Transparent Blue Burst,  

 Satin Orange Blaze,  

 Metallic Black,  

 Snow White 

 BODY:  Alder 

 NECK:  Two-piece maple  

 Speed Neck’ with graphite  

 reinforcement, bolt-on 

 SCALE:  648mm (25.5”) 

 FINGERBOARD:  Maple, 304.8mm-  

 406.4mm (12”-16”) compound radius 

 FRETS:  22, jumbo 

 PICKUPS:  1x Seymour Duncan TB-6  

 Distortion (bridge), 1x Seymour Duncan  

 SH-6N Distortion (neck) 

 CONTROLS:  Master volume w/ push/  

 pull coil-split, ‘No-Load’ master tone,  

 3-way pickup selector blade switch 

 HARDWARE:  Black Floyd Rose  

 FRT-O2000 vibrato, locking top nut,  

 Charvel die-cast machineheads 

 LEFT-HANDED:  No 

 FINISH:  Neon Yellow  

 (shown), Neon Pink,  

 Rocket Red, Black Metallic,  

 Snow White, Specific  

 Ocean, Slime Green 

 CONTACT:  Fender GBI  

 01342 331700  

 www.charvel.com 
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PRS SE MARK HOLCOMB  £899 

 The newest member of Periphery’s prog-metal  
 guitar force gets an afordable signature model 

MARK 
Holcomb is 
one third of 

Periphery’s guitar triumvirate and 
a self-confessed PRS obsessive. 
0DUN�ÀUVW�EHJDQ�ZRUNLQJ�ZLWK�356��
RQ�KLV�VLJQDWXUH�PRGHO�D�IHZ�\HDUV�
ago and that limited-edition, 
USA-made model attracted 
HQRXJK�DWWHQWLRQ�WR�EH�UHZDUGHG�
ZLWK�LWV�YHU\�RZQ�6(�HTXLYDOHQW��
ZKLFK�EHDUV�D�YHU\�VLPLODU�VSHF�WR�
his pricey American counterpart, 
ULJKW�GRZQ�WR�0DUN·V��VLJQDWXUH�
Seymour Duncan pickups.

At its core, the Holcomb is 
EDVLFDOO\�D�6(�&XVWRP����PRGHO��
EXW�ZLWK�D�QXPEHU�RI�VLJQLÀFDQW�
differences: the mahogany neck 
KDV�EHHQ�UHSODFHG�ZLWK�PDSOH���
the scale length increased from 
���PP�����LQFKHV��WR����PP�
������LQFKHV���DQG�WKH�·ERDUG�

UDGLXV�KDV�EHHQ�ÁDWWHQHG�IURP�
���PP�����LQFKHV��WR�DQ�DOPRVW�
ÁDW����PP�����LQFKHV��
7KH�+ROFRPE�%XUVW�ÀQLVK�LV�
VWXQQLQJ��D�SDWWHUQHG�TXLOWHG�WRS�
ZRQGHUIXOO\�FDPRXÁDJHG�E\�D�
VPRNH\�EODFN�EXUVW�YDUQLVK�ZLWK��
a tiny hint of purple, straddling the 
SHUIHFW�PLGGOH�JURXQG�EHWZHHQ�
pretty boy and metal monster. 
7KH�RYHUDOO�EXLOG�TXDOLW\�DQG�
VHWXS�LV�VXSHUE��DV�ZH·YH�FRPH��
WR�H[SHFW�IURP�WKH�6(�UDQJH��
Although shipped in Mark’s 
SUHIHUUHG�GURS�&�WXQLQJ��GURS�'�
GRZQ�D�WRQH��VR�ORZ�WR�KLJK��
&*&)$'���QR�VSHFLDO�GHVLJQ�
considerations have been given to 
WKLV�ORZHU�WXQLQJ�DVLGH�IURP�WKH�
increased scale length, so it’s no 
issue to choose standard tuning if 
preferred. The popular Wide Thin 
SURÀOH�LV�WKH�FKRVHQ�QHFN�FDUYH��
DQG�LW·V�EHHQ�WRSSHG�RII�ZLWK�VRPH�
FKXQN\�MXPER�IUHWV�ZKLFK��LQ�
FRQMXQFWLRQ�ZLWK�WKDW�VXSHU�ÁDW�
IUHWERDUG��HQDEOH�D�ORZ�DFWLRQ�

7KRVH�IDPLOLDU�ZLWK�3HULSKHU\·V�
EUDQG�RI�GRZQ�WXQHG�SURJ�PHWDO�
ZLOO�EH�H[SHFWLQJ�DQ�RQVODXJKW�RI�
KLJK�JDLQ�DWWDFN�ZKHQ�SOXJJHG�LQ��
DQG�WKLV�6(�FHUWDLQO\�GRHVQ·W�
disappoint. Plugged into a 
0DUVKDOO�-90�����GRZQ�WXQHG�
ULIIV�SRVLWLYHO\�Á\�RXW�RI�WKH�
VSHDNHUV�ZLWK�D�ZRQGHUIXO�GHSWK�
DQG�UHVRQDQFH��3RZHUIXO�DV�WKH\�
DUH��WKH\�GRQ·W�RYHUZKHOP�WKH�DPS�
but instead output a punchy clarity 
that still offers articulation on even 
the heaviest of settings – no doubt 
the pickups are voiced to help 
VKRZFDVH�WKH�RSHQ�H[SDQVLYH�
FKRUG�ZRUN�WKDW�0DUN�LV�NQRZQ�IRU��
The coil-splits are also a joy, 
recalling the percussive distorted 
funk tones of Nuno Bettencourt. 

With most signature models, the 
VSHFV�RIWHQ�UHÁHFW�WKH�VRPHWLPHV�

idiosyncratic needs of their 
inspirer, but this isn’t just a guitar 
for fans of Mark. The spec on offer 
KHUH�UHSUHVHQWV�D�KLJK�TXDOLW\�DQG��
GDUH�ZH�VD\�LW��¶SRVK·�PHWDO�JXLWDU�
ZLWK�D�OLWWOH�ELW�H[WUD�XQGHU�WKH�
hood thanks to those versatile 
split-coil tones. The pickups are the 
VWDU�RI�WKH�VKRZ�DQG��LI�ERXJKW�
VHSDUDWHO\��WKH\·G�FRVW�D�ZKRSSLQJ�
�����DORQH��6R��FRQVLGHULQJ�WKH�
guitar’s price, their inclusion 
makes this package excellent value 
for money. If you’re a metal player 
LQ�WKH�PDUNHW�IRU�D�6(�&XVWRP�����
or indeed just something that’s not 
WRR�SRLQW\��WKHQ�WKLV�PD\�ZHOO�EH�
WKH�ULJKW�ÀW�IRU�\RX�
Darran Charles

Down-tuned riffs positively  
fly out of the speakers

FEATURES

SOUND QUALITY
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BODY: Mahogany w/ quilted  

 maple top 

 NECK:  Maple, 3-piece 

 SCALE:  648mm (25.5") 

 FINGERBOARD:  Ebony, 500mm  

 (20”) radius 

 FRETS:  24 

 PICKUPS:  Seymour Duncan MH  

 Omega (bridge), Seymour Duncan  

 MH Alpha (neck) 

 CONTROLS:  1x volume, 1x tone  

 (w/ push/pull coil-split),  

 3-way blade pickup selector 

 HARDWARE:  Sung-Il BN-101  

 bridge, PRS tuners – black chrome 

 LEFT-HANDED:  No 

 FINISH:  Holcomb Burst (shown) 

 CONTACT:  PRS Guitars Europe  

 01223 874301 www.prsguitars.com 

 AT A GL ANCE 

 PICKUPS 

MARK’S Seymour 
Duncans are powerful yet 
articulate, and great for 
expansive chord work,  
as well as high-octane 
prog-metal riffing

 FRETBOARD 

HUGE frets and a flat 
radius – the usual 
checklist for the 
modern shredder – are 
all present and correct

 BODY 

THE usual bevelled body 
shape found on the SE  
and S2 series features a 
stunning Black Smoke burst 
with just a hint of purple



J ROCKETT AUDIO DESIGNS 
TOUR SERIES PEDALS £159-£179
 Created by a couple of studio aces, this is the bombproof new American pedal 
 range with tones that’ll blow you away... 

FOUNDED 
in 2006 
by session 

musicians Chris Van Tassel and Jay Rockett, 
J Rockett Audio Designs has a fanbase that 
includes Jeff Beck, country star Keith Urban, 
Billy Idol cohort Steve Stevens, and Bon Jovi’s 
stunt Sambora, Phil X. ZZ Top’s tone junkie  
Billy Gibbons is also a J Rockett man. For this 
round-up, we’ve opted for four true bypass 
stompboxes from the company’s new Tour 
Series. We’re playing host to a trio of gain pedals 
– in order of filth: the Blue Note, .45 Calibre and
The Hooligan – and the Tranquilizer, a phase/
vibe machine with some eccentric controls.  
The Tour Series imprint is backed up with robust 
construction that makes these pedals look like 
they could survive a nuclear holocaust, along 
with cockroaches and Keith Richards. In classic 
style, power comes courtesy of a nine-volt 
battery – accessed by removing four screws 
from each pedal’s baseplate – or a mains 
adaptor that’s sold separately.

 J ROCKETT TOUR  

SERIES BLUE NOTE £169

 J ROCKETT TOUR SERIES 

THEHOOLIGAN £159

All that jazz... and blues  Fuzz for the modern world 

THIS IS a compact version of the Pro 
Series pedal of the same name. The 
downsizing hasn’t affected the tone,   
but you miss out on the gain boosting 
Hot Switch. You do get the Fat control, 
and this exceptional low-gain 
transparent overdrive pedal adds 
uncannily accurate valve amp-style 
warmth to your signal chain. Aural 
references run from Steve Cropper’s 
tone on classic Stax soul 45s to Jimi’s 
Little Wing and SRV’s Riviera Paradise. 
This is worth every penny.

A COMPACT version of the WTF Fuzz, 
The Hooligan is as brutal-sounding as 
its name suggests. Crank it up and you 
get an angry, spitting distortion that 
sounds like a classic 60s fuzz with bags 
more bottom-end. Basically, this is a 
fuzz box for modern guitarists, not the 
mods, and we love the effect the thick 
synth-like tone has on bottom-string 
riffs. And if you’ve ever wondered what 
your shredding solo would sound like 
interpreted through a malfunctioning 
robot, prepare to be blown away.
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The .45 Caliber sounds like 
a great 60s valve amp

 J ROCKETT TOUR SERIES  
.45 CALIBER £169 

JROCKETT TOURSERIES
TRANQUILIZER £179

Number one with a bullet

 Go for a spin 

WHILE MANY overdrive pedals are happy to 
deliver some dirt, the .45 Caliber specifically 
aims to nail the classic Marshall 1962 JTM45 
tone. Going further, J Rocket namechecks 
Malcolm Young’s rhythm crunch, and Pete 
Townshend’s sound on The Who’s Live At Leeds 
as inspiration for the creation of this pedal. Big 
words. Plugging in a ’67 Gibson SG Jr for a 
classic Townshend vibe, we’re impressed by 
how the .45 Caliber reacted to the dynamics of 
our playing. It sounds like a great 60s valve amp, 
with a pleasing amount of compression when 
you dig in for lead stuff. If you’re seeking some 
classic-rock tone don’t get fooled again and set 
your sights on the .45 Caliber.

THE TRANQUILIZER features a control that 
sweeps between its phase and vibe – you can 
plump for either effect or combine the two for 
some shimmering, wobbly tones like a Leslie 
speaker hooked up to a Uni-vibe. The focus 
control is a bit weird – very little happens until 
you hit a sweet spot where the effect intensifies. 
It’s eccentric, but we’ve grown to love it. We 
have no such qualms with the Fat knob. Some 
phase/vibe pedals suck the bottom-end from 
your sound, but this one boosts it.

TYPE: Overdrive, fuzz and 

 phase/vibe pedals 

 CONTROLS:  Blue Note: 

 volume, gain, tone, fat; 

 The Hooligan: level, gain, 

 gunk; .45 Caliber: loud, 

 gain, treble, bass;  

 Tranquilizer: phase/vibe 

 blend, focus, fat, speed 

 SOCKETS:  Blue Note:  

 input, output, power;  

 The Hooligan: input,  

 output, power;  

 .45 Caliber: input, output,  

 power; Tranquilizer: input,  

 output, power 

 BYPASS:  True bypass 

 POWER:  9V battery or 

 POWER  supply  

 (not included) 

 CONTACT:  Sonic  

 Distribution  

 0845 500 2500  

 www.rockettpedals. com 

 AT A GLANCE 

GEAR  ROUND-UP
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 TAYLOR GS MINI-E  
MAHOGANY £645

 Taylor’s top-notch travel guitar is now available with a mahogany  
 top and state-of-the art ES2 electrics – worth another look… 

TRAVEL 
guitars are 
supposed 

to be as cheap as chips, aren’t they 
– something to take to a festival or 
the beach? Well you wouldn’t class 
this Taylor GS Mini as throwaway 
in terms of its price, so why are we 
taken in by its charms? Read on…

The GS Mini has been with us 
since 2010, when we reviewed its 
original spruce form. Then, as now, 
you need to think of the Mini not 
just as a travel guitar but a great 
all-rounder that ticks more boxes 
WKDQ�PDQ\�IXOO�VL]H�ÁDW�WRSV���
It’s available as a pure acoustic  
(with the option to add the ES-Go 
soundhole pickup) but if you fancy 
treading the boards then this ‘e’ 

version is the way to go, as Taylor 
LV�QRZ�ÀWWLQJ�LWV�([SUHVVLRQ�6\VWHP�
2 (ES2) pickup system – exactly 
WKH�VDPH�DV�\RX·OO�ÀQG�RQ�LWV�
high-end guitars. It also comes 
with a ‘hard’ gigbag that’s the best 
we’ve ever seen included with a 
guitar at this price. So, yup, £645 
ain’t cheap but there’s nothing 
cheap about this guitar either.

Unlike the more rudimentary 
Baby and Big Baby, the GS Mini  
is nicely edge bound. Our version 
comes with a solid mahogany  
top (in addition to spruce, other 
choices are available). Back and 
sides are layered (Taylor-speak for 
laminate) sapele and it’s not just 
any cheap plywood. Interestingly 
the back is quite arched which 
creates a strong structure that 
doesn’t need any back-braces. The 
craft is perfect – not a hair out of 
SODFH�DQG�WKH�¶YDUQLVK·�ÀQLVK�LV�WKLQ
but perfectly applied, a matted 
satin that burnishes up nicely the 
more its played.

And trust us, this is a guitar 
you’ll play and play. Its down-sized 
form makes for a perfect at-home 
guitar; the neck is almost electric-
like in feel and strings bend easily 
even though we have pretty small 
‘acoustic’ frets. The reduced string 
tension also means raised tunings 
are easily possible and, of course, 
you can capo as usual creating an 
almost mandolin-like voice that 
makes for a great overdubs over a 
full-size guitar on your recordings.

Whereas the ES-Go soundhole 
pickup has plenty of character, the 
ES2 piezo, placed behind the 
saddle not under it, combined  
with the active treble and bass EQ 
means you can get a much more 

contemporary plugged-in voice 
straight into a PA or acoustic amp. 
Yes, the hardwood top gives a 
woodier voice, both acoustically 
and plugged in, compared to the 
wider-sounding and zingier spruce 
version and adds a slightly older, 
darker colour that’s superb for 
rootsy, bluesier styles. There’s a 
lovely depth to the sound, too, 
which belies its size. The down 
side is that there’s no onboard 
tuner or feedback-busting tools, so 
bear that in mind before you take 
to the stage. But this is a pro-spec 
tool that any musician can use – 
just don’t be surprised if your 
full-size guitar stays in its case!
Dave Burrluck

Its down-sized form makes  
for a perfect at-home guitar
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TOP: Solid mahogany 

 BACK & SIDES:  Layered  

 (laminate) sapele 

 NECK:  Sapele 

 SCALE LENGTH:  597mm (23.5”)

 FINGERBOARD:   Ebony w/ dot inlays

 FRETS:  20 

 ELECTRICS:  Taylor ES2 with  

 shoulder-mounted volume,  

 treble and bass controls 

 HARDWARE:  Ebony w/  

 compensated Tusq saddle,  

 chrome-plated enclosed tuners

 LEFT-HANDED:  Yes, to order 

 FINISH:  Natural varnish  

 (as reviewed) 

 CONTACT:  Taylor Guitars  

 +31 (0) 206676030  

 www.taylor.com 

 AT A GL ANCE 

 NECK 

CLASSED as a mini Grand 
Symphony, or a ‘modern 
day parlour’ the GS-Mini 
has a reduced scale length 
of 597mm (23.5”), while the 
nut width is 43mm – pretty 
similar to your Strat

 PREAMP 

TAYLOR’S new ES-2 
system, which has a design 
bridge transducer, with 
subtle volume, treble and 
bass controls on the bass 
side upper shoulder

 BODY 

THE Mini is based on 
Taylor’s full-size GS model,  
which  is known as ‘the  
big, bold strummer’ and  
was designed by company 
founder Bob Taylor in 2006



MXRREVERB M300  £187

MXR dips its toe into the reverb pool

The M300 sounds great  
and offers a lot of tones  

from a small footprint  

Hook up an expression 
pedal and you can control 
settings with your feet

There are six different 
reverb types available 
– loads for a small box

THE
MXRcatalogue spans
just aboutevery

conceivable typeofpedalwithone
noticeableexception: reverb.Until
nowthat is, aswewelcome the
aptlynamedReverb to theparty.
Pedal-savvy readerswill knowthat
the reverbworld iswell saturated,
with somegreatoptions from
brands suchasElectro-Harmonix
(Cathedral),Boss (RV-6)and
Strymon(Blue/BigSky). So,what
doesMXRbring to the table?

TheM300has theusual reverb
typesyou’dexpect –plate, spring,
roomandmodulation–aswell as
tworarerbeasts: thePadsetting,
similar tooctave-up shimmeron
otherpedals, andEpic,which

sounds like a multi-tap delay with 
added reverb. MXR might not be 
breaking new ground here, but all 
the settings are very usable and 
offer authentic replications of their 
designated sizes, thanks to a 
studio-grade 96kHz sample rate.

Elsewhere, the pedal’s 
expression input is a nice feature, 
allowing you to blend between 
reverb settings, but stereo fans 
maybe less pleased with the 
somewhat cumbersome single 
TRSstereo jack output and tiny 
mono/stereo switch that’s only 
accessible on the PCB inside the 
pedal. It should also be noted that 
thevarious reverb types are 
accessed by pressing the tone  

knob – a feature that could cause 
problems with a misplaced foot  
on a dark stage.

In summary, the M300 sounds 
great and offers a lot of tones from 
a small footprint. Given the price, it
doesn’t offer a whole lot of features
over its competitors, but the sound 
TXDOLW\�SXWV�LW�ÀUPO\�DPRQJ�WKH�WRS
shelf of reverb pedals.
Dan Beesley
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MXR REVERB M300

REVIEW

 T YPE:  Digital reverb pedal 

 CONTROLS:  Decay, tone  

 (press to scroll through  

 reverb types), blend 

 SOCKETS:  Input, expression,  

 mono/stereo output, power 

 BY PASS:  True bypass,  

 w/ trails option 

 POWER:  9V power supply only 

 CONTACT:  Westside Distribution  

 0844 326 2000  

 www.jimdunlop.com 



FENDERPAISLEY

DENIM STRAPS

Strap on, trip out

IF YOU’REkeen to add a
psychedelic touch to your guitar
look without going the whole hog and forking out for a Paisley
Tele, Fender has just the ticket for you. Based on the brightly 
coloured solidbody famously wielded by James Burton, these 
straps pack denim on top of a sturdy seatbelt nylon back. Lace 
leather ends with suede leather undersides complete the look. 
Four colours are available (pink, red, blue and black), and strap 
length is adjustable from 44 to 52 inches – although we don’t 
expect to see too many low-slung metallers employing them…
(£26, www.fender.com)

UNDERTONE
AUDIOVARI-CAP CABLE 

  Pop a ’Cap in yo… guitar

CAPACITANCE ISa hot topic in the guitar world right now:
low capacitance is considered the bastion of transparent tone, 
while higher levels roll off top-end for more vintage sounds – 
UnderTone Audio’s Vari-Cap cable promises the best of both
worlds. A variable capacitance control offers adjustment from
150pF (that’s picofarads, people) to 1650pF in 15 100pF steps;
in laymen’s terms, that means you get 16 different tones from one 
cable – by our calculations, that’s 15 more than you’d get with a 
regular guitar lead. Clever stuff for picky players.
($99.95, www.undertoneaudio.com)

D’ADDARIOSOUNDHOLE TUNER 

Ace in the ’hole

NOW, THIS isn’t the first acoustic soundhole tuner we’ve seen, but
D’Addario’s Micro Soundhole Tuner is certainly the smallest and
least intrusive. Mounted via a non-marking universal mounting clip,
the tiny chromatic tuner is concealed within your guitar’s soundhole. 
A highly sensitive piezo transducer detects vibrations from the
soundboard, promising fast and accurate tuning response, while the
bright display makes for easy viewing. You can calibrate the tuner
from A435 to 455, should you so desire, and it works with acoustic 
guitars, basses and ukuleles, too.
(£19.90, www.daddario.com)

DRDROP-DOWN
STRINGS

Drop it like it’s hot

DROP-TUNING WITH a set of standard-gauge strings tends to lead 
to unstable tuning and ropey intonation; when you drop low, you need 
to go heavy, and DR Strings’ Drop-Down Tuning sets are specially 
designed for the job. Claiming “accurate and clear lower pitch notes”, 
Drop-Down Tuning strings require minimal adjustment to lock in tunings 
and intonation – apparently, some players have called them “so stable it 
is almost eerie”. They’re available in 0.011 to 0.054 gauge Extra Heavy, 
0.012 to 0.060 gauge XX Heavy and 0.013 to 0.065 gauge Mega Heavy 
sets – provided you’re not an arachnophobe, of course.
(£9.10, www.drstrings.com)

GEAR ACCESSORIES
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FROMPERCUSSIVE PLAYING TO

SINGER-SONGWRITER CHORDS, LEARN THE

MOST IMPORTANT CONTEMPORARY

ACOUSTIC TECHNIQUES

ACOUSTIC
CRASH COURSE

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS

SUBSCRIBE
FROM

€37/$37!

ERIC CLAPTON

‘Cocaine’
JAMES BAY

‘Let ItGo’

NO MAN’S SKY

Behindthe
guitar-fuelled
soundtrack
tothisyear’s
biggest
newgame!

PLUS

LEARN TO PLAY

ORDERING IS EASY!

ORDER ONLINE AT
myfavm.ag/TGoverseas

d AND
LOADS
MORE!

NEXT MONTH ON SALE 29 JULY

WES  
BORLAND

RIVAL SONS

DEFTONES
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HEART-

SHAPED  

BOX
Featuring Kurt Cobain’s creepiest lyric and a
sinister drop D riff, this classic grunge track
from ‘In Utero’ was a two-fingered 
salute to the mainstream

           NIRVANA
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WITH KURT COBAIN publicly critical  
of the “slick” production on Nirvana’s 
breakthrough album, Nevermind, he 
threatened a record that wasn’t for   
“the meathead jocks or kids in Skid Row 
t-shirts” for 1993’s follow-up. Hiring 
abrasive alt rock producer Steve Albini 
and designing an album sleeve festooned 
with foetuses, body parts and winged 
anatomical models, Kurt was rejecting 
the trappings of fame and commerciality. 

As for Heart-Shaped Box, its classic   
“soft then loud” riffs are heard in far fewer 
guitar shops than the four-chord intro   
of Smells Like Teen Spirit, but the song 
remains one of Nirvana’s finest moments. 
In the chorus, Kurt’s guitar part creates   
a clever interplay with the vocal line, 
weaving in and out, then mirroring the 
voice with string bends. Sing along as   
you practise the guitar part to get the   
feel. Once you’ve mastered the groove, 
relax your playing style to emulate Kurt’s 
looser approach.

Get the sound

KURT IS reputed to have recorded 

Heart-Shaped Box with a Univox 

Mosrite Hi-Flier guitar equipped 

with humbuckers. To tackle it 

yourself, use a bridge position 

pickup and, if your guitar has  

single coils, try raising the bass  

on your amp a little. Ideally use a 

two-channel amp so that you can 

switch between the clean sounding 

verses and the distorted choruses. 

Make sure to dial in plenty of treble 

on the distortion channel. The 

extreme tone in the solo will most 

likely need the additional boost of  

a distortion pedal. Again, keep the 

treble fairly high on your pedal.

SOUND ADVICE
  Everything you need to know before playing ‘Heart-Shaped Box’ 

THEREAREonlythree 

chords for you to learn in 

Heart-Shaped Box and they’re 

all simple powerchords. Our 

transcription is in drop D 

tuning (although the original 

track was recorded a 

semitone lower) so your sixth 

string should be a tone (two 

frets) lower than standard. 

This means the D5 and F5 

chords are easier to play than 

in standard tuning. Notice  

that there’s a D7 chord name 

in the intro too. This is an 

‘implied’ chord, suggested by 

the bass line and the notes in 

the guitar riff. You don’t 

actually have to play it.

Chords

THE LICK in bars1 to 4 of the 

solo is based on the A natural 

minor scale (ABCDEFG). This 

part of the track is the clearest 

example of this scale. The intro 

and verse veer between  

A minor and A major tonalities 

due to the presence of F, F#, C 

and C# notes. This ambiguous 

harmony is part of what makes 

the track so eerie.

Scales

A natural minor scale

DISTORTION

Drive:

75% 

Tone:

75%

Level:

50%

o o o

D5

x x x

F5

3 3

x o

A5

1 1
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HEART-SHAPED BOX
Words and Music by Kurt Cobain
© 1993 BMG Silver Songs. The End Of Music.  
BMG Platinum Songs and Primary Wave Tunes 
Worldwide reproduced by kind permission of Hal Leonard Corporation.
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
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Heart-Shaped Box

 NIRVANA 

USE YOUR first finger to fret the A5 chords, but use your second or third finger for the F5 chords. Change picking direction as little as possible – for example, the most efficient pattern for bar 1 is down, 

down, down, up, down, down, down, up.

INTRO

VERSE
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FULL 
TAB

THIS song comes with a full demo track and  

a backing track (minus guitar) on your CD. 

Simply insert the disc in your player, press  

play and jam along, guitaraoke style! 

Full track + backing 

(tracks 70-71) 
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CHORUS

THIS IS essentially a continuation of the intro, but with the introduction of a C note in the second bar of each four-bar cycle. The same picking guidelines apply here. Remember not to be too concerned 

with clinical accuracy, because Cobain’s playing was very loose indeed.

VERSE (CONTINUED)
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CHORUS (CONTINUED)

SOLO

STRUM THIS part with steady eighth note downstrokes. The bends in bars 1 to 12 are notated as eighth notes, but try not to adhere too strictly to the notated rhythm. Play them loosely and with attitude, 

mimicking the vocal line. Be ready for the change to the F5 in bar 13.
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CLASSIC TRACK | NIRVANA

THIS OUTRO extends the final chorus. The first two chord strums in bar 2 are played on open strings – it’s an ideal moment to get your fretting fingers in place for the string bend lick that follows. In bar 

4, the track slows down as it comes to a close. This is indicated with a ‘ral’ marking (short for rallentando) in the tab.

OUTRO

SOLO (CONTINUED)

USE YOUR third finger for each of the string bends. Add support by keeping your second finger on the string as you execute the bends. The 6th fret F note at the end of beat 2 in bars 1 and 3 is ghosted as 

you change position to the 5th fret low G note that follows. You could leave this note out altogether if you prefer.
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The Golden Plexi by Tone City is your 
classic rock amp sound turned up to 
eleven with a plexi-like sound – and if you 
are a fan of British rock amp tones you’ll 
know exactly what this pedal’s name is 
referring to. Even though there are only 
three controls, that’s all you’ll need to  
get amazing blues, rock, and metal tones 
out of the Golden Plexi. The tone and 
gain controls have a wide range and 
deliver everything from a sweet  
crunch to crushing high gain.

It's easy to subscribe…



ELOENJOYEDa string of hits in the
70s, and as TG goes to print, are soon 
to play the Sunday teatime slot at 
Glastonbury 2016. Mr Blue Sky 
remains one of their most popular 
and enduring tracks. Multi-
instrumentalist/songwriter/vocalist 
Jeff Lynne is renowned for his 
songwriting talent, but what about 
those underrated guitar-playing 
skills? His short but sweet solo 
features impeccable phrasing and 
awesome tone; it’s a masterpiece of 
melodic understatement. 

As you can see from the boxes 
across the page, quite a few chords 
are needed to play this song, but F, Bb

and Eb aside, they are all easy open 
shapes. When playing along to the 
track, keep your rhythm playing 
relaxed and grooving in the verse; you 
can contrast this with a simple and 
steady quarter-note strum in the 
chorus. Adding a little palm muting 
here will keep your rhythm work 
tightly focused and grooving with the 
backing track.

MR BLUE

SKY

 ELO 

Grab your guitar and get 
ready for some blue sky 

thinking with cool chords and 
tab for Jeff Lynne’s classic solo
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SOLO

MR BLUE SKY

Words and Music by Jeff Lynne 

© 1978 EMI Blackwood Music Inc. Sony/ATV Music Publishing

Worldwide reproduced by kind permission of Hal Leonard Corporation.

All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.

MrBlueSky
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Chords

THIS SOLO is based on the F major pentatonic scale (F G A C D) with most of the notes played on the third string. Look out for details in the string bends: in bar 4 the 
same bend (G to A) is played three times, each time with different phrasing. For best results follow the guitar on the backing track.

THIS SONG is perfect 
for practising your 
five- and six-string 
barre chord shapes. 
However, in case you’re 
not ready for the full F 
barre, we’ve included 
an easier four-string 
shape as an alternative. 
Just make sure you 
mute the open strings.
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Verse 1
F

Sun is shinin’ in the sky

Em7 A7 Dm7
There ain’t a cloud in sight

G7 Em7 A7
It’s stopped rainin’, everybody’s in the play

Bb C11 F C11
And don’t you know, it’s a beautiful new day, hey-hey-hey

Verse 2
F

Runnin’ down the Avenue

Em7 A7 Dm7
See how the sun shines brightly

G7 Em7 A7
In the city, on the streets where once was pity

Bb C11 F C11
Mr Blue Sky is living here today, hey-hey-hey

Chorus 1
Dm Dm7/C Bb

Mr Blue Sky, please tell us why

F/A Gm7 F
You had to hide away for so long (so long)

Eb Bb

Where did we go wrong?

Dm Dm7/C Bb

Mr Blue Sky, please tell us why

F/A Gm7 F
You had to hide away for so long (so long)

Eb Bb

Where did we go wrong?

Guitar Solo

Verse 3
F

Hey, you with the pretty face

Em7 A7 Dm7
Welcome to the hu - man race

G7 Em7 A7
A celebration Mr Blue Sky’s up there waitin’

Bb C11 F C11
And today is the day we’ve waited for, ah-ah-ah

Chorus 2
Dm Dm7/C Bb

Mr Blue Sky, please tell us why

F/A             Gm7      F
You had to hide away for so long (so long)

Eb Bb

Where did we go wrong?

Dm Dm7/C   Bb F/A 
Hey there Mr Blue, we’re so pleased to be with you

Gm7 F
Look around see what you do

Eb Bb

Everybody smiles at you

Bridge
Dm Dm7/C  Bb F/A 
Hey there Mr Blue, we’re so pleased to be with you

Gm7 F
Look around see what you do

Eb Bb

Everybody smiles at you

F

Mis-ter Blue Sky

Em7 A7 Dm7 G7    Em7
Mis - ter Blue Sky

A7 Bb C11    F     C11
Mis - ter Blue Sky – eye

Verse 5
F

Mr. Blue you did it right

Em7  A7  Dm7 
But soon comes Mis - ter  Night

G7     Em7                  A7
Creepin’ over, now his hand is on your shoulder

Bb C11                    Db       Eb                       Dm
Never mind, I’ll remember you this, I’ll remember you this way

Repeat Chorus 2

Instrumental chorus

Ending chords
Eb / / / Bb / /   /    F
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“Which musical 
megastar 

contributed to 
the soundtracks 

of (among others) 
Showgirls, Striptease 

and Happy Feet?”
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Accompaniment
RGT / ACOUSTIC GRADE ONE

Get jamming with other musicians and improve your rhythm 
skills with RGT’s Grade One accompaniment lesson

BEING ABLE to jam with other 

musicians is an essential skill for 

every guitarist, so from Grade  

One, RGT’s acoustic guitar exams 

feature an accompaniment test. 

The examiner plays an eight-bar 

melody on the guitar and you’re

given a chord chart that matches it. 

The line is played twice before you 

join in and jam along. You can play 

any style, so strumming, arpeggios 

and fingerpicking are all potential 

options; you can choose which of 

these seems musically apt. At this

level there will be three chords in 

the chart, so it isn’t too challenging. 

In this lesson we’re breaking a 

melody down into just two bars of 

music and looking at some ways to 

jam along. Watch the video for tips 

on strumming and fingerpicking.

HERE ARE two bars of a typical Grade One melody. In an exam you’d be shown a chord chart, not the music for the melody, so you’ll be playing along by ear.

ANEASYway to jam along is to strum chords that follow the same rhythm
as the melody, as shown here.

FINGERPICKERS CAN also follow the rhythm of the melody. We’re 
outlining the chords with a bass note and three high strings here.

WE’REMIXING the rhythm up here, but the timing is essentially the same. 
Keep a steady down-up picking motiongoing.

THE RHYTHM can be tricky here as the notes weave in and out of the 
melody. Practise slowly until it starts to feel natural.

STRUMMING: FOLLOWING THE MELODY

FINGERPICKING: FOLLOWING THE MELODY

STRUMMING: RHYTHM IDEAS

FINGERPICKING: A VARIATION

MELODY LINE

RGT Exam

RGT is the UK’s only 

specialist guitar 

examination board. 

Find free downloads 

of all RGT syllabuses, 

and locate a guitar 

tutor in your area, at 

www.rgt.org

GET YOUR GRADES!
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TECHNIQUES | TAB GUIDE

THIS diagram represents a G chord. The ‘o’s are open strings, and a circled number
is a fretting hand finger. A black ‘o’ or circled number is the root note (here, G).

HERE are the abbreviations used for each finger. Fretting hand: 1, 2, 3, 4, (T)
Picking hand: p (thumb), i (index), m (middle), a (annular), c (little finger)

THIS fretbox diagram represents the guitar’s fretboard exactly, as seen in the photo.
This design is used for ease of visualising a fretboard scale or chord quickly.

1

2 3

o o o

G

HERE the chord looks like a C in the tab, but the capo on the 2nd fret raises the
pitch to make it a D. The 2nd fret capo’d notes are shown with a ‘0’ in the tab as
if they were open strings.

THE fret box diagram illustrates the fret hand fingering for the A major scale using
black dots for root notes and red dots for other scale tones. The photo shows part of
the scale being played on the fourth string with the first, third and fourth fingers.

A major scale

1 1 1 1

3 3

4 44

4

4 4

222 2

THE blue line in the diagram represents a capo – for this A chord, place it at the
2nd fret. Capos change the fret number ordering. Here, the original 5th fret now
becomes the 3rd fret, 7th fret now 5th fret, etc.

1

2 3

o o o

A (G)

CAPO 2ND
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x

HAND LABELLING

CAPO EXAMPLE

NUT AND FRETBOARD

CAPO NOTATION

CHORD EXAMPLE

SCALE EXAMPLE

FRET BOXES: CHORDS, SCALES AND CAPO NOTATION

THE symbols under the tab tell you the 
first note is to be down-picked and the 
second note is to be up-picked.

EACH of the four notes are to be 
alternate-picked (down and up-picked) 
very rapidly and continuously.

PALM-MUTE by resting the edge of 
your picking hand palm on the strings 
near the bridge saddles.

DRAG the pick across the strings shown 
with a single sweep. This is often used 
to augment a rake’s last note.

PLAY the notes of the chord by 
strumming across the relevant strings 
in the direction of the arrow head.

DOWN AND UP-PICKING TREMOLO PICKING PALM MUTING PICK RAKE  APPREGGIATED CHORD  

GUITAR TECHNIQUES: PICKING

TAB is short for tablature, a 
notational system used to give 
detailed information as to 
where notes should be played 
on the fretboard. Tab appears 
underneath conventional 
music notation as six 
horizontal lines that represent 
the strings of the guitar, from 

the sixth (thick) string at the 
bottom to the first (thin) string 
at the top. On these lines, 
numbers represent the frets 
where you should place your 
fingers. For example, an A note 
on the 2nd fret, third string, will 
be shown as a number ‘2’ on 
the third line down on the tab. 

Unfretted strings are shown 
with a ‘0’. The key and time 
signatures are shown in the 
traditional notation. TG also 
includes a timestamp to tell 
you where in the original track 
you’ll find each example. 
Finally, a tempo marking is 
expressed in beats per minute. 

WHAT IS TAB?

o  o  oo  o  o
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Tab Guide
  Get more from TG by understanding our easy-to-follow musical terms and signs 



TECHNIQUES  | TAB GUIDE

FRETTING HAND

PICK the first note then hammer down
on the string for the second note. Pick the
third note and pull-off for the fourth note.

HAMMER-ON & PULL-OFF

AFTER picking the first note, rapidly
alternate between the two notes shown in
brackets using hammer-ons and pull-offs.

NOTE TRILLS

PICK the first note and then slide to the
next. For the last two notes pick the first,
slide to the next and then re-pick it (RP).

SLIDES (GLISSANDO)

SOUND the notes marked with a square
by hammering-on/tapping with your fret
hand fingers, instead of picking.

FRET HAND TAPPING

X MARKINGS represent notes and 
strings that are muted by your fret hand 
when struck by your picking hand.

 FRET HAND MUTING  

BENDING AND VIBRATO

FRET the first note (here, the 5th 
fret) and bend up to the pitch of the 
bracketed note, before releasing again.

 BEND AND RELEASE  

BEND up to the pitch shown in the 
brackets, then re-pick the note while 
holding the bent note at the pitch shown.

 RE-PICKED BEND  

SILENTLY bend the string up from the 5th
fret (PB5) to the pitch of the 7th fret note,
pick it and release to the 5th fret note.

 PRE-BEND  

PICK the note then bend up a quarter-
tone (a very small amount). This is 
sometimes referred to as a ‘blues curl’.

 QUARTER-TONE BEND  

YOUR fretting hand vibrates the string by 
small bend-ups and releases. Exaggerate 
this effect to create a ‘wide’ vibrato.

 VIBRATO  

HARMONICS

PICK the note while lightly touching 
the string directly over the fret 
indicated. A chiming harmonic results.

 NATURAL HARMONICS  

FRET the note as shown, then lightly 
place your index finger directly over ‘x’ 
fret (AH‘x’) and pick (with a pick, p or a).

 ARTIFICIAL HARMONICS  

AFTER fretting the note in the triangle,
dig into the string with the side of your
thumb as you sound it with the pick.

 PINCHED HARMONICS  

PLACE your finger on the note as shown,
but sound it with a quick pick hand tap at 
the fret shown (TH17) for a harmonic.

 TAPPED HARMONICS  

A PREVIOUSLY sounded note is 
touched above the fret marked TCH 
(eg, TCH 9) for it to sound a harmonic.

 TOUCHED HARMONICS  

VIBRATO BAR / WHAMMY BAR

THE note is picked as shown, then the 
vibrato bar is raised and lowered to the 
pitches shown in brackets.

 WHAMMY BAR BENDS  

SCOOP: depress the bar just before 
striking the note and release. Doop: 
lower the bar slightly after picking note.

 SCOOP AND DOOP  

A NOTE is sustained then the vibrato 
bar is depressed to slack. The square 
bracket indicates a further articulation.

 SUSTAINED NOTE AND DIVEBOMB  

SOUND the note and ‘flick’ the vibrato 
bar with your picking hand so it ‘quivers’. 
This results in a ‘gargling’ sound!

 GARGLE  

GENTLY rock the whammy bar to 
repeatedly bend the pitch up and down. 
This sounds similar to fret hand vibrato.

 WHAMMY BAR VIBRATO  

OTHERS

THE edge of the pick is dragged either 
down or up along the lower strings to 
produce a scraped sound.

 PICK SCRAPE  

TURN the volume control down, 
sound the note(s) and then turn the 
volume up for a smooth fade in.

 VIOLINING  

THE numbers in the traditional 
notation refer to the fingers required to 
play each note.

 FINGER NUMBERING  

ANY kind of fingerpicking 
requirements are shown at the bottom 
of the tab notation.

 PIMA DIRECTIONS  

TAP (hammer-on) with a finger of
your picking hand onto the fret marked
with a circle. Usually with ‘i’ or ‘m’.

 PICK HAND TAPPING  
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2. Slash
A speedball almost did 
for the GN’R man in ’92. 
“These dealers came to 
my hotel room at 5am,” 
he told The Guardian 
of his momentary 
‘death’. “They had 
everything and I took 
all of it. I started down 
the hallway and I ran 
into a maid, and I asked 
where the elevator  
was and then bam!  
Icollapsed…”

The FinalCountdown

10. Nikki Sixx
In Mötley Crüe 
memoir, The Dirt, the 
bassist recalls his fatal 
OD of 1987, and how it 
felt to look down on his
dead body (“I was lying
covered with a sheet 
on a gurney, being 
pushed by medics into 
an ambulance”). Two 
adrenaline shots pulled
him back – and Sixx 
later chronicled the 
incident in Kickstart  
My Heart.

1. Keith Richards
The Reaper’s most-
wanted is officially 
indestructible,  
not only surviving  
seven decades  
of miscellaneous  
excess, but also 
bouncing back from 
on stage electrocution 
(1965), setting his 
own bed on fire (1971) 
and a nasty fall from a 
coconut tree (2006). 
“Some doctor once 
told me I had six 
months to live,” he 
rasped, “and I went  
to their funeral…”

GUITAR 
HEROES WHO 

CHEATED DEATH

Not even a speedball could 

stop Slash back in ’92

Say what you like abut 

Nikki Sixx, he writes 

what he knows…

9. Kirk Hammett 
As Metallica’s bus crossed Sweden in 1986, Kirk 
surrendered his top bunk to Cliff Burton after he 
beat him at cards. Hours later the bus hit black ice 
and flipped, killing the bassist. A fortunate escape 
for Kirk, but Burton’s loss is still felt to this day.

8. Walter Trout
It seemed like his booze-fuelled 1980s had caught 
up with the blueser when he was diagnosed with 
liver cirrhosis in 2013. Amazingly, he ducked the 
Reaper’s scythe with a last-minute transplant, 
suggesting that if a cat has nine lives, a Trout has 10. 

7. Gary Rossington
When Lynyrd Skynyrd ‘s plane crashed in 1977 
six members of the band’s inner circle (including 
frontman Ronnie Van Zant and guitarist Steve 
Gaines) were killed. Guitarist Gary, Rossington 
survived, and flies the Skynyrd flag to this day.

6. Duff McKagan
At the depths of GN’R’s depravity, the self-styled 
‘king of beers’ drank so hard that he popped his 
pancreas. Fast-forward two decades and he’s not 
only above ground, but a super-buff Adonis who 
could appear on the cover of Men’s Health. Baffling.

5. Graham Coxon
In August 1995, Blur were at a bash to celebrate 
beating Oasis to No 1 with Country House, but their 
guitarist, in the grip of depression and alcoholism, 
tried to jump out of a sixth-floor window – Damon 
Albarn thankfully talked him out of it. “I felt I was 
being forced into enjoying the moment," Coxon 
reflected. “It felt like a hollow, pointless victory.”

4. Sir Paul McCarntney
In 2012, a helicopter transporting the Beatle and his 
wife, Nancy Shevell, came within feet of crashing 
into the trees at Macca’s estate in poor weather. 
The pilot pulled up at the last second, but Sir Paul 
probably wished he’d stuck with Wings…

3. Wilko Johnson
His inoperable pancreatic cancer should have killed 
him within a year,  but even after his farewell tour 
in 2013, Wilko didn’t die – prompting doctors to 
rethink surgery. They removed a tumour “the size 
of a baby” and he’s  amazingly now cancer-free.

As Del Preston once remarked, 

Keith Richards cannot be killed 

by conventional weapons…
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